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RESUME

Cette these presente la premiere etude de la production de particules etranges neutres

dans des evenements de diffusion inelastique profonde, produites dans des collissions

de faisceaux de protons d'une energie de 820 GeV et de positrons de 27.5 GeV. Les

donnees ont ete accumulees en 1994 avec le deteeteur ZEUS au collissionneur HERA.

On a determine les taux des K" et A en fonction de la pseudorapidite et de l'impulsion

transverse de ces particules, dans des evenements situes dans la region cinematique

limiteepar lOGeV2 < Q* < 1280G«V^2, 0.0003 < * < 0.1 et y > 0.04. OB a etudie

la production de ces particules et leurs energies moyennes ä l'aide d'une fonction
de la distance relative ä la direction du quark diffuse, d'une fonction du transfert

de quadri-impulsion Q1 ainsi que de l'energie du centre de masse hadronique W du

processus de diffusion ep. Les taux de A'° et A dans la region cinematique limitee par

10 GeV1 < Q1 < 640 GeV1, 0.0003 < x < 0.01 et y > 0.04 sont compares avec les
resultats determines par un ensemble de donnees accumulees en 1993, produites dans

des collissions de faisceaux de protons de 820GeK et d'electrons de 26.7GeV. On

a compare les proprietes de la production de K" dans des evenements avec et sans

breche d'activit4 hadronique entre la direction du proton et du quark diffuse afin de
sonder des differences des mecanismes de production de A'° dans des processus de

diffusion diffractifs et non-diffractifs.

ABSTRACT

This thesis presents a first study of various aspects of K° and A production in neutral

current deep inelastic scattermg of 27.5 GeV positrons and 820 GeV protons. The
data were accumulated with the ZEUS detector at HERA in the 1994 run period.

The average multiplicities for the neutral stränge particle production äs functions of

pseudorapidity ^ and transverse momentum p, have been determined in the kineroatic

ränge lOGeV1 < Q1 < 1280GeV1, 0.0003 < K 0.1 and y > 0.04. The particle and
energy flow with respect to the struck quark direction, äs well äs the dependence of

tbe average production rate äs function of the four-rnomentum transfer Q7 and the
hadronic centre of mass energy W of the ep scattering process have been studied.

The A'° and A multiplicities in the kinematie ränge 10 GeV1 < Q1 < 640 GeV1,
0.0003 < x < 0.01 and y > 0.04 are compared witb the results from data from

the 1993 run period with 26.7GeV electrons and 820GeV protons. The production

mechanisms of K° in events with and without large rapidity gaps with respect to

the proton direction are compared in order to probe differences in diffractive and

non-diffractive scattering processes.
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INTRODUCTION

1.1 Strange Particies in High Energy Physics

Figure 1.1: Original obiervation of the dttay of a neutral (left image) and apaiitively charged (right
image) V~particlc in doud-chamber photogntpht of G. D. Rocheiter and C. C. Biäler at Mancheiter
Univfnity. The inttraction of cotmic ny particlet uiith a 3cm tead flott (horizontal bar in the
pittvret) htu been itvdied in a maynctic fteld. The imagtt are colow inverted for reoioni of better
vitibility of the tradu. The neutral V it probably a K", which u produetd in an intenction of the
cotmic ray particlet wilh tht lead, and detoyi into a negative and a poiitive pion. The characterittic
V-ihaped fork ofthe tmckt are teen clate U the letttr "A" (lavier right half of the leftimnje). Clote
to tht letter "B " (vpptr right half af the right image) a K* in the cotmit ray decayi into a p+ and
a f. The p* leaoet a trnck penetrating thrmigh the 3 cm lead plate, the nevtnno etcaptt vndttected.

In 1947 G. D. Rochester and C. C. Butler reported in an article in Nature ( |Roc47] )

about their discovery of new imstable elementary particies in their investigatiDn of the

nature of the cosmir rays discovered earlier [n about 1% of the 5000 cloud-chamber

l
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photographs collected in one year they observed V-shaped tracks that could not be

explained äs a scattering process of a charged particle but rat her äs spontaneons

transformations of unknown types of particies. Due to their decay topology these

particies were naraed "V-particles". The mass of these V-particles was determined to

be about half a proton mass. Figure 1.1 shows two cloud-charaber photographs from

the original publication. In 1951, the decays of more massive V-particles, slightly

heavier than tbe proton, were observed in bubble chamber photographs by several

experiroenters. Figure 1.2 shows such a photograph of a A decay from the 80inc/i

bubble chamber in Brookhaven.

T
P

Figure 1.2: (Colovr inverted) photograph of the production and detay of a h-particle in the SOinch
bvbble chumter at the Brookhaven National Laboratory, A high energy proton enter» from the left
und collidet viith a proton at rett in the liquid hydrogen. The magnetic fteU of the ezperonent kendt
ntgatiut particle traett an vpviard cvrvet. In the collüion in thii imayt, teverai charged particlet
and a A are prodvced. The neutral A trauek imdetected towtxrdt the right vntÜ U decayt into a ir~
and a proton (forward going track). The charyed particlet are charged pioni, a proton and a K+.
The latter ii produced in the 'attocutttd prodttction" with the A.

Long since then these "stränge" new neutral particies have been understood in

the framework of the newly developed theory of elementary particle physics and are

referred to äs the neutral mesons K" and K° ( henceforth both simply referred to

äs A'° ) and the neutral baryon A and its anti-particle A ( henceforth both referred

to äs A° if distinction is not intended }. Their properties have been measured and

established to high precision ( see Appendices A.I.l and A.1.2 for a brief summary
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of the particle pro per lies ).

In case of the A'° one actually observes the weak decays of the CP eigenstates

A'| and A'£ ( see appendix A.1.1 ), where 'S' and 'L' stand for 'Short' and 'Long'

respectively, indicating the diflerence in their mean life tirae. Due to their decay

pattem the AI and A° are identified using their roain decay channels K$ -¥ ir+jr-

( 68.61 ± 0.28% ), A -» piT and Ä -> pir+ ( 63.9 ± 0.5% ). In fact, due to their well-

measnred mass and lifetime, they are often used to improve on the understanding of

the detector.

The general study of stränge particle production started in the 50's with bubble

chamber experiraents and continued later on with different types of colliding beam

or fixed target experiments at various centre of raass energics. The stränge particles

turned out to be a very useful tool, so called "strangeness tags", which allowed one

to test various aspects of particle production. In the deep inelastic scattering (DIS)

processes, the study of stränge particle production can provide direct Information

about the stränge (sea) quark content of the nucleon. With increasing energy the

appearance of jets - highly collimated particle showers - in scattering processes al-

lowed one to investigate the fragmentation processes - the transition from the partons

of the scattering process into observable multi-hadron states. Although the theory

of particle physics has raade astonishing progress during the last decades it is far

from being completely undeistood. Especially this fragmentation process can not be

completely calculated, but has to be described by phenoraenological models. Mucb

effort has been dedicated over the last decades to gain insight into the fragmentation

processes; the study of stränge particle production in the fragmentation chain is one

step in this direction.

Of interest is, for example, the ratio of stränge particle to light non-strange particle

creation, often referred to äs the degree of SU(3) symmetry violation. In phenomeno-

logical models this is parameterized by the stränge quark suppression factor P,/PB,

the probabüity for creating a s- rather than a u- or d-quark from the vacuuro during

the fragmentation process. Production of quarks heavier than the s in the fragmenta-

1 INTRODUCTIQN

tion is strongly suppressed. P,/P, has been measured before by different experiments

and at various centre of mass energies :

• At e+e~ colliders with Symmetrie beam energies up to ~ 90 GeV1.

• With neutrino and antineutrino beams on nucleon targets with typical beam

energies of 20 - 30 GeV.

• At pp experiments with beam energies up to ~ l TeV covering a wide ränge in

hadronic centre of mass energies.

Deep inelastic ep scattering (DIS) also covers a wide ränge of hadronic centre

of raass energies with an accurate reconstruction of the event kinematics from the

scattered lepton. DIS allows one to study in one experiment aspects of fragmentation

that appear in either e+e~ or hadron collider experiments. The fragmentation in the

region of the scattered quark, the current region, resembles that of the pair-produced

quarks in e*t~ interactions, the diquark fragmentation of the proton remnant, the

target region, is sirailar to hadron collider experiments. The region in between, the

colour flow region, exists in both types of collider experiments.

HERA allows the study at hadronic centre of mass energies of ^/ä ~ 300 GeV

and therefore at least one Order of magnitude higher than in previons lepton nucleon

scattering experiments. The increased kinematic ränge also includes a region where

the gluon density in the proton plays an important role, leading to a mechanism

that allows pair-production of quarks. This mechanism is called boson glnon fusion

and the study of stränge particle production can provide insight into this production

mechanism. Strange particles are also found in most of the decay cbains of heavier

particles. They therefore provide indirectly Information about the production of these

heavier particles in boson gluon fusion and the distributioo of the heavier quarks in

the nucleon. The acceptance of the central tracking detector of ZEUS experiment

allows us to study the stränge particle production in the fragmentation region of the

'Throughout this thesu I will use GeV u nnlt for energies, momenta ud m*asw, i.e. \H f = 1.
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struclc quark and colour flow region, The fragmentation region of the proton remnant

is generally not accessible.

In ab0111 10% of the D1S, events no proton remnant is detected, which results in

a large rapidity gap between the acceptance limit in the proton direction and the

first visible particle in the detector. The properties of these "diffractive" events are

consistent with a scattering process of a photon off a colourless object, generally

referred to äs a pomeron. However, the nature of this pomeron is not understood and

a study of stränge particle production in these processes can provide information of its

possible partonic structure and the fragmentation mechanism in diffractive processes.

As this section showed the stränge particles, although well established and under-

stood, are still a useful tool to study interesting topics in high energy physics.

1.2 Outline

This thesis describes in detail the analysis of stränge particle production in deep

inelastic e+p scattering at HERA. First results, based on the data collected in the

1993 e"p run period, were described in the ZEUS-Note 94-155 and the preprint DESY

95-084. The latter has been published by Zeitschrift für Physik, C68 (1995), pages

29-42.

After the review on the history of stränge particle production in tbis chapter, chap-

ter 2 gives a brief introduction to the Standard Model of high energy physics with an

emphasis on deep inelastic lepton-nudeon scattering and diffractive processes. Chap-

ter 3 describes the experimental Environment in which the data for this thesis have

been accumulated : the HERA collider facility and the ZEUS experiment. Chapter

4 will introduce the event kinematics in deep inelastic scattering and methods to re-

construct the kinematic variables. Chapter 5 gives a description of the Monte Carlo

generators and underlymg models that are used in this thesis. Chapter 6 outlines

the procedure to isolate a sample of DIS events from the data accumulated with the

ZEUS detector. Chapter 7 is devoted to the reconstruction of a clean sample of neu-

tral stränge particles, Chapter 8 to the procedures necessary to correct for detector

l INTRODUCTION

acceptance and reconstruction emciencies. The results are presented and discussed in

chapter 9- Chapter 10 finally gives a short summary of the results of this thesis and

an outlook for a possible continuation of this study. A brief summary of properties of

neutral stränge particles and a glossary for expressions used in this thesis are given

in the appendix.
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High encrgy particle physics is the quest to find tbe ultimate constituents of matter

and to understand the nature of the interactions between them. Originating from

the study of nuclear physics it evolved to an independent field of research. In the

early 30's of this Century a very simple picture with few elementaiy particles was

commonly accepted. The elementary particles of this picture were the proton, the

neutron and the electron; all existing matter is built up from these : the proton and

the neutron form the nuclei, the miclä together with the electrons build up the atoms

and finally conglomerates of atoms form the matter. In attempts to understand the

details of internuclear forces with early accelerator Experiments and in high energy

cosroie ray interactions hundreds of new particles have been detected. This could not

be explained within the picture of nuclear physics without including ad, hoc a large

variety of new "elementary" particles and theiefore destroying the simplicity of the

theory. Systematic particle spectioscopy and attempts to introduce an order into

this seeming chaos of new particles led finally to a new simple picture. Today this

new picture, the so called "Standard Model" äs described in the following section, is

generally accepted to be a good model - at least no contradicting results or definitive

evidence for physics beyond Jt have been found so far.

2.1 Tbe Standard Model

The Standard Model (SM) is the theory of the elementary particles and their in-

teractions. In the picture of the 5M the basic constituents of all matter are three

generations of fundamental fermions and their antiparticles äs listed in table 2.1.
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The quarks or leptons of the second and third generation resemble strongly the corre-

sponding quark or lepton of the first generation, except for their higher masses (hence

the term "generation"). Three fundamental forces1 (see table 2.2) mediated by vector

bosons are sufficient to describe all particle interactions, The mathematical forrau-

lation of the SM in terms of a Geld theory is based on the SU(Z)C ® SU(2) ® U(l)

gange group.

Generation

I

II

III

Quarks

name

up

down

charm

stränge

top

bottom

Symbol

u

d

c

s

t
b

Charge

+

+

+

-1

Leptons

name

electron neutrino

electron

muon neutrino

muon

tan neutrino

tau

Symbol

v,

e

vf

V

v-,

T

Charge

0

-1

0

-1

0

-1

T>ble2.1: Tht fundamental fermiont ofthe Standard Model. For eaeh partitle an anttportiele txiitt.
The charge it in vniti of (potittitt) electrm ctiargci.

The weak interaction describes quark (or lepton) transitions between or within

quark (or lepton) generations. Depending on whether the interaction involves only

hadrons, or hadrons and leptons or only leptons, they are often classified äs hadronic

(or nonleptonic), semileptomc and leptonic interactions. The force is mediated by

vector bosons, the Z° in case that the interaction proceeds without Charge transfer, or

the W+ and W~ otherwise. The electromagnetic interaction describes the interaction

between the charged quarks and leptons, mediated by photons. Glashow, Salam

and Weinberg succeeded in unifying the weak and the electromagnetic forces into

one electroweak force. The underlying field theory, the so called Quantum Flavour

1 Due to iu smtll relative coupliag strengt h, gnrity is generally oegligible in »pplic»tions to high en-

ergy expcrimenti »nd will therefore not be further mentioaed here. However, Theorie* of Everything

(TOEs) aist thftt interpnt &11 four forres M dißetent wpectj of one, more fandunental, force.
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Interaction

Strong

Electromagnetic

Weak

Gravity

Mediating gauge boson

strength

-1

i
117

1.02x 10~s

0.53 x 1Q-"

name

gluon

p ho ton

Vector
bosons

graviton

symbol

g

7

Z°

W*

G

mass

rnassless

ruassless

(91.17±0.02)(7eV

(80.22 ± 0.26) GeV

massless

charge

0

0

0

±1

0

spin

I f t

I f t

U

I f t

2h

Table 1.1; Mediator! of the fundamental fönet

Dynamics (QFD) is based on the 5(7(2) ® (7(1) gauge group.

The strong interaction description is based on the SU(3)c algebra of Quantum

Chromodynamics (QCD). Besides the fractional charges each quark flavour carries a

"colour (charge)","red","green" or "blue" (r,g,b), the anti-quarks the corresponding

anti-colour "anti-red" (f - g + 6),"anti-green" (g ~ r + b) or "anti-blue" (5 = r +

g). Hence the index C for "Colonr"1 in St/(3)c and the name "Chromodynaraics".

The strong force is responsible for binding the quarks into hadrons, quark-antiquark

(meson) or three-quark (baryon) colour singlet bound states. The force proceeds via

colour exchange, mediated by gluons that carry a colour and an anticolour at the same

time. This allows direct interactions between the gluons (in QED 77 interactions are

only a higher Order perturbative effect). The colour hypothesis explains the notion

of confinement, i.e. that quarks and glnons are confined inside hadrons and restores

the consistency with the Pauli Exclusion for particles like the fermions A"1"1" or fl~.

No evidence for free quarks or gluons and other colour non-singlet states (e.g. qq or

qqqq states) has been found so far.

'The name "colour" for this quantum number hu been chosen in anaiogy to the idditive colour

madel in optics, where Ihr superposition offed, green and blue light leads to a white light; U is just

a name for an additional intern»! degree of freedom. HowfVer, t bis picture b only a "pedestritn

approac h" to the complkated mathematiral formaliam.
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2.2 The Quark Parton Model and Structure Functions

By analogy to Rutherford's scattering experiments {a particles on atoros in 1911),

which led to the nuclear atora model, in the mid 1950's electron nucleon scattering

experiments ([McA56j were done in order to probe the electromagnetic structure of

the nuclei. In the late 1960's, with an electron energy of 7 - 17<?eV, the SLAC-MIT

experiment (|Blo69j, |Bre69]} confirmed a partonic substructure inside the proton.

The differential cross section of the ep scattering process was then formulated in

t er m s of two structure functions F\j :

Q1)] (2.1)

where Q2,x and y are the kinematic variables äs described in section 4.1. The struc-

ture functions F< are considered to be dimensionless functions of two independent

variables z and Q*. Measurements of the structure function F, sbowed "scaling

nehaviour", Fj(f, Q2} -+ Fj(x) which was evidence for a scattering process with a

pointlike "parton" inside the proton (|Bjo69|). In this parton model a fast moving

proton looks like a bunch of partons with small transverse momentum with respect

to the proton direction. The partons share the momentum of the proton and inter-

act äs free particles. The experimental proof of the Callan Gross relation (|CaI69|)

Fj(x) = 2xFi(x), derived for spin 1/2 partons, allowed one to identify the partons

with the earlier proposed quarks. In this picture, referred to äs quark parton model

(QPM}, the structure function Fj is interpreted äs :

where the sum is over the quark flavours i — u,ü,d,. . of the partons in the proton,

Cj are the corresponding charges of the partons and qi(x) is the number of partons of

davon r t with a fraction between x and x + dx of the proton momentum.

2.3 QCD Improved QPM and Perturbative QCD

FYom the beginning of the 1970's the study of structure functions was the subject

of a variety of lepton-nucleon scattering experiments. With electrons, muons and
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neutrinos äs probes and different targets the functions Fj1™',/1,'**', FJ1*', F-p\.

were measured, however, tbe direct measurement of the parton distribution functions

was not possible. Using isospin symmetry conslderations and the simple form of the

Fj structure functions allowed one to derive "sum rules" that made predictions for

the raeasured values of cotnbinations of structure functions. The test of one of these

sum rules, which predicted the momentura fraction of all quarks and antiquarks in the

nucleon, led to the surprising result that ooty around half of the protOn momentum

was carried by the partons considered so far. The "missing" paitons were identified äs

the gluons of QCD. The inclusion of the gluons into the QPM explained the deviation

from scaling behaviour that was observed with a logarithmic dependence on Q1. In

the QCD improved QPM this dependence is described by the evolution of the quark

and gluon momentum distribntions 94 and G :

dinQtÜnÖJ 2» L

«.(Q1) f
i* L

(2.3)

y j=
-) + G(y,Q*)PGC(X-)
" "

The "Splitting functions" /»„(z) describe the probability that a quark of flavour qj

(j = l,2Nf = u,d,s,...,ü,d,S,..} turns under emission of a gluon into a quark % with

a fraction z of the original momentan). Pq,a(z) is the annihilation probability of a

gluon into a quark q, and anti-quark $, and PGG(Z) describes gluon emission from

a gluon. o, is the "running coupling constant" of QCD. The contributing diagrams

are ladder diagrams with |lnon and quark excbange äs illustrated in figure 2.1 a).

The longitudinal momenta are ordered along the chain (i.e. xt > ii+1) and the

transverse momenta are strongly ordered (i.e. k1^ <C fc^+i)- In leading Order a, can

be calculated äs

<n^ - n* o dlCt IW l — '—"— \£ n\3 — 2JV()Jn(^r)

A is a QCD paranieter of the Order ~ 300 MeV. Equations 2.3 are called the DGLAP

evolution equations, named by tbe Initials of Y. L. Dokshitzer, V. N. Gribov and

L. N. Lipatov and G. Altarelliand G. Parisi whohave developed them independently.
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These equations are derived in perturbative QCD calculations in an expansion in

(a^inQ1)". For HERA energies the end of the validity ränge is reached for Q1 ~

IQGeV1 and x < 0.01 (see figure 2.2). An introduction to evolution functions and a

review on experimenta) measurements of scaling violation can be found in (Nac86).

Figure 2.1: Sthanatic illiatrotion of a lädier ttiafram in a) latding arder fn(Q3) appraximation
(DGLAPJ and i) Ict&ng unter ln(l/x) appnaimatim (BFKL).

Figur« 2.2: Schfmatic Üluitration of Ae vaJidity rtgioia for the pertvrbativt tvolution cquottoiu in
the ln(Q'}-tn(l/x) plant. Q\ 4G(V3 u • rejtrtntt tcolt.

Retaining only the dominant terras of the DGLAP evolution equations in the

smalkr lirait leads to tbe double logarithmic approxiraation in (ln(Q'')ln(l/x))n, äs

derived by V. N. Gribov and L. N. Lipatov and M. G. Ryskin (GLR). These evo-

lution equations predict a steep rise, faster than any power of ln(\/x)t of the gluon
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density and, since the dominant contribution for the sea-quark distributions at small

x originales from g -t qq Splitting. Tbis leads to an unlimited increase of the cross

section and therefore violates the Froissart bound. However, Saturation effects are

expected, since for sufficiently srnall x the partons will overlap spatially and start to

recombine. This leads to nonlinear "screening corrections" in the evolution equation

that effectively dampen the rise of the parton densities.

For the region of low r and at moderate Q2 another perturbative approach in

(a,ln(l/x)}n, has been calculated by Ya, Ya. Balitskij, V. S. Fadin , E- A. Kuraev and

L. N. Lipatov leading to the BFKL equations. The sroall-1 behaviour of F2 is again

strongly dorainated by the gluon and sea-quark distributions. The gluon (and sea

quark) distribution is predicted to behave like xG(x) ~ x~* and (xq(x) ~ z~A) , where

A is a parameter of ö{0.5). As in the GLR evolution the screening corrections have

to be included. This approach is equivalent to an approxitnation in fn(s) ( l / x ~- 5

for s 3> QJ). The contributing Feynman diagrams show compltcated gluon ladder

structurcs äs in ngure 2.1 b). There is no ordering in the transverse momenta along

the chain.

A rnore detailed review of the small x physics in deep inelastic lepton hadron

scattering, relevant for the kinematic ränge accessible at HERA, can be found in

|Bad92|.

The usual strategy to extract the parton distribution functions is based on ßts

to the measured cross sections äs a function of x at a reference scale Q%, Based

on the DGLAP evolution equations these distributions can then be evolved to some

higher Q1. Depending on the number of free parameters of the fit, i.e. depending

on the constraints applied to the distribution functions, the underlying data sets and

the chosen reference scale, the fit results lead to difTerent parameterizations of the

parton distributions. A variety of such different parametenzations is available, the

name conventions of whirii usually include the Initials of the physicjsts (t.e. MRS

for the sets extracted from A. D. Martin, R. G. Roberts and W. J. Stirling, or GRV

for M. Glück, E. Reya and A. Vogt) or an acronym for the group (i.e. CTEQ for
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Coordinated Theoretical/Experimental Project on QCD Analysis and Phenomenol-

ogy) that extracted these parameterizations.

2.4 Deep Inelastic Lepton-Nucleon Scattering

Scattering processes in high energy physics experiments are described by quantum

field theory and proceed via the exchange of gauge bosons. In case of e~p and e.*p

scattering, äs seen at HERA, the two Iowest order Feynman diagrams of electroweak

interactions which describe these interactions in the fraraework of the Standard model

are shown in figures 2.3 a) and b). Interaction processes are classified äs either neutral

current events (NC) or äs charged current events (CC). In NC events the exchanged

gauge bosons are a photon (7) or the neutral weak vector boson (Z°), thus leaving

the lepton type and charge unchanged. In case of CC events a charged weak vector

boson (W±), changing the lepton into a neutrino, is exchanged.

Figure 2,3: Fejnroan grapha for »} Iowest order NC and b) Iowest order CC ep scattering

This thesis concentrates on NC events where the virtuality, Q*, of the exchanged

boson is high enough to probe the structure of the proton. The definition of "high"

in this context is Q1 ~- iGeV1. These events are classified äs deep inelastic scat-

tering (DIS) events. In DIS events the photon acts pointlike and couples directly

to the partons (i.e. valence or sea quarks) inside the proton. Since the scattered

quark and the remaining diquark of the proton formed originally a colour singlet,
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^rototi ""feg-STj--. J,. "

Foru'artl Backward
Inert am i ig i;

Figur* 2.4: £cJiemafie diagram for a WC D/5 event

the fragmentation of the two Systems does not evolve independently. They are said

to be colour-connected : the region between the proton remnant and the cunent

Jet (i.e. the fragmenting scattered quark) is filled by hadronic activity due to radi-

ation processes that lead to local colour confinement. This region is often referred

to äs "Colour Flow" region. Due to the high asymmetry in the beam energies at

HERA the final states are boosted strongly in the forward direction1. For DIS events

this means that the scattered proton (or proton reranant) escapes usually undetected

into the forward beam pipe ("Beamhole"} while the jet associated with the scattered

quark ("Current Jet") is well within the calorimeter and detected. Figure 2.4 shows

a schematic diagram of the event topology for a NC DIS event at HERA, figure 2.5

shows a typical ZEUS event display for such an event.

Events with QJ ~ IGeV" are referred to äs photoproduction events. In the vec-

tor domin an ee model (VOM) the quasi-real photon fluctuates into a low raass vector

raeson (mainly p", w and 0) which in turn interacts with the proton yielding similar

event shapes äs in hadron-hadron collisions. The transition between DIS and photo-

production is naturally not a sharp one and studies of that transition region are of

great interest.

'"Forward" in the ZEUS frame B defined u the direction of the incoming proton. This correspondl

to positive Tilues of the pseudorapidity i) = - ln(Un(*)) (see sectbn 4.2.2), where 8 u the polw

angle with respect to the incident proton direction. "Backward" is therefore associated whh the

i neiden t eiert r on or poshron direction and negative pseudorapidity i).
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Figure 2.5: Typical ZEUS event düplay of a DIS event The leuttered potitrtm u rttonttnicted in
(Ae barrtl caiarimeter with an eneryj/ 0} E,- = 9.69 GeV. Tht /our-momentwm trtuufer in thii event

fllafljorken*~0.01.

In the electroweak theory the prediction of the coupling strength for the photon

and the Z°, e and gw respectively, are of the same Order gw ~ e- The cross sections

differ therefore only by apropagator term a ^HQ1 + m^0,m)1- Keepingin mind that

the raass of the 2* is =; 91 GeV this predicts that the interaction via 7 exchange will

dominate strongly up to Q' => O(lOOOOGeV^). In the Q] ränge studied in this thesis

the contribution from Z° exchange is of order l %.

2.5 DifiractJve processes in DIS

Elastic pp and pp scattering at laige centre of mass energies exhibit classical diffrac-

tion patterns similar to intensity distributions of light scattered by a circular aperture.

Aside from the elastic peak generated by the simplest type of elastic pp -> pp scatter-

ing secondary diffraction peaks appear, associated with processes of type pp -* pX.

The typical interaction radius of the strong interaction (R - l/m,) is in agreement
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with the radius estiraated frorn the diffraction patterns. More sirailarities between

the elastic scattering and diffraction show up in the study of the cross section äs a

function of M'fs (Mz is the invariant mass of the dissociated System X) which can be

interpreted äs the forward momentum transfer of the interaction. By analogy with

optics, where the diffraction pattern gets more pronounced for wavelengths larger

than the aperture radius, the cross section rises for decreasing raomentum transfer

q with k — l/tj ~ R. Again R is in agreement with the typical radius of strong

interactions.The rise gets niore pronounced with increasing s since higher masses Ml

get incorporated into this "diffractive" region. FVorn these analogies with the classical

diffraction of light, events of type pp -> pX were named "diffractive" events.

In early attempts to find a theory describing the restilts of hadron scattering pro-

cesses the Regge theory was developed based on the study of the partial wave scat-

tering amplitudes T m the complex angular roomentum plane. The behaviour of the

(differential) cross section äs functions of s (and t,Af|) could be expressed in terms of

Regge trajectories. The Regge trajectories are universal functions (i.e. independent

of the scattered hadrons) depending only on the quantum numbers (angular moroen-

tum L , Isospin / (/j), Spin 5 and Baryon number B) of the particle exchanged in the

scattering process. This framework provjdes a simple explanation for the diffractive

processes in identifying thern with the "Poraeranchuk trajectory". This trajectory

carries the internal quantum numbers of the vacuum and represents the exchange of

a colourless virtual particle called the "poraeron". Besides the explanation for the

behaviour of the diffractive cross sections äs mentioned above it predicts a constant

contribution to the total cross section of the scattering process wbile non-diffractive

processes fall with inverse powers of s. Later on the definition of diffraction was gen-

eralized to all events that proceed via the exchange of a pomerou. Therefore double

diffractive processes, where both hadrons dissociate are included too. The nature of

the pomeron and its QCD structure - if existing - remain unknown and has to be
• ••

measured by experiments. The observed rise of the total cross sections for centre of

mass energies above — 200GeV can be attributed to the contribution of diffractive
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processes (including double diffractive processes).

See [Gou83| for a more comprehensive review of related pp scattering studies and

the introduction to the diffractive theory. [Per74] gives an introduction to Regge

theory.

The diffractive nature of a scattering event is not always immediately apparent

frora the measurement since it is difficult to fully contain the event in the detector

and therefore to resolve the hadronic Content of the scattered Systems. However, the

requirernent that the diffractive scattering processes have to proceed via a colourless

pomeron (whether of Regge type or not) gives rise to a property that helps to dis-

tinguish them from non-diffractive scattering processes. The two interacting hadrons

that exchange the pomeron are not colour-connected and their dissociation proceeds

independently. This leads usually to two well separated final state Systems with a

"gap" of very Iow or no hadronic activity in between. The gap width is usually mea-

sured äs an angular Separation in units of pseudorapidity r/. In case of the exchange

of a coloured object, on the other band, the two Systems are colour-connected and

radiation processes fill this gap region. Diffractive processes are therefore rauch more

likely to have a large rapidity gap than non-diffractive processes, Often diffractive

events are referred to äs "Large Rapidity Gap events" and non-diffractive events äs

events with no rapidity gap. This clässification is not completely correct since statis-

tical fluctuations might lead to non-diffractive events with a large rapidity gap while

not all diffractive events will have one.

At HERA the two experiments Hl and ZEUS study the properties of diffractive

processes in either DIS ([Der95e], (Ahm94a], (Ahm94bj, |Der95aj) or in photoproduc-

tion ([Der95d),|Der96bj, [Der95b]).

In DIS events at HERA the scattered proton (or proton remnant) escapes usually

undetected in the forward beam pipe. The rapidity gap events are therefore observed

äs events with no hadronic activity in the forward region and the width of the ra-

pidity gap is defined äs ffo*», the angle of the most forward energy deposition in the

catorimeter in units of pseudorapidity. Figure 2.6 shows a Schema t ic diagram for the
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event topology for a diffractive type event, Ggure 2.7 shows a ZEUS event display of

a typieal event with a large rapidity gap.

Proton =gtT-

(Rctnitant)

Für ward Backward
Increaning t)

Figure 2.5: Stltematie iajmm /or a rfi£mcf>ve D/S ewnt

HERA kinematics allow diffractive scattering processes with high raoraentura trans-

fers in which the photon probes the structure of the poraeron. The study of properties

of diffractive processes in DIS with the ZEUS detector thus will help to understand

the nature of the pomeron.

T wo modeis for the diffractive (poraeron) scattering in DIS have been tested ex-

tensively and found useful in Order to reproduce properties of diffractive properties

äs measured at HERA. They are based on different assumptions about the strncture

of the poraeron and the scattering raechanism, äs explained in the following sections

2.5.1 and 2.5.2.

2.5. l Ingelman-Schlein

In the Ingelman-Schlein-model the diffractive process is understood äs the interaction

between a hadron-like quasi-particle which is emitted from the proton and a virtual

photon, coming from the electron. Figure 2.8 shows a schematic Illustration of tbis

picture . The hadron-like quasi-particle is identified äs the pomeron of the Regge

theory. The pomeron-emission from the proton is considered äs being independent of

the subsequent pomeron-photon interaction and is described by a universal pomeron

flux. The proton may or may not dissociate after emission of the pomeron. The
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M'u''»«"Î JS'J'r"̂ i "TiT Z«"« Run 9852 Event 72041

Fignre 2.7: Typital ZEUS event ditplay of a Hgmetioe DIS type event. A poritron vrith eneryy
B,- = 22.5 GtV ü rteonitncted in the reor ealonmeter cloie to ttu fceam pipe. The mewrcd
rapidity gap itfhaa = —0.17.

photon emission by the electron is described by a photon fiux. With increasing

virtuality of the photon the internal structure of the pomeron can be probed. The idea

of the pomeroo structure function is introduced by analogy to the protoo structDre

function. The hard scattering sub-process can then be interpreted äs the interaction

between the exchanged photon and a parton, carrying a fraction xp of the pomeron

momentum. The remaining pomeron moraentum fraction (l — x-p) is carried by

the pomeron remnant X. For the parton distribution inside the pomeron different

assumptions can be raade. One can postulate a hard distribution, where only few

partons carry the pomeron momentum or a soft one, where many partons share the

momentum of the poraeron. The forraer case is often referred to äs a "valence-üke",

the latter äs a "sea-like" momentum distribution.

This model has been suggested by G. Ingelman and P. E. Schiein (|lng85j). First

evidence for partonic structure was thereafter detected by the UA8 experiment (|Bon88
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P

Figure 2.8: Schtmatic ilhittntion of a diffractive DIS icattering in the Ingetm&n-Schlcin pictvre.

at the CERN SPS collider facüity, using pp collisions at centre of mass energies of

•/s = 630<7eK. The model has been tested with different assumptions on the momen-

tura distribution of the partons inside the pomeron, suggesting a hard parton distri-

bution, However, the experiment could not distinguish between gluonic or qiiarkonic

parton content of the pomeron1. Recent results frora the ZEUS experiment found

evidence for gluoaic content of the pomeron and indicate that between 30 % and

80% of the pomeron momentum carried by partons is due to hard gluons ([Der95b]).

Other studies (|Bar94|) have ruled out the soft parton distribution for diffractive ep

scattering.

2.5.2 Nikolaev-Zakharov

P

Figure 2.9: Schematic illiutration of a diffractive DIS icattering in the Nikolatv-Zakharov picturt.

The Nikolaev-Zakharov-model is often referred to äs photon diffractive dissociation on

the proton : the incoming 7 fluctuates into qlj or qqg Fock states that interact through

The result is based on jet analysis. However, it \s not possible to distinguish between a quirk jet or

gluon Jet.
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their colour dipole moment with a pomeron. Here the pomeron is understood not äs

a particle but rather äs a coupling mechanism. To lowest Order it can be pictured

äs a colour singlet system of two noninteracting and seemingly uncorrelated gluons

emitted with different flux factors from the proton ([Low75],[Nus75],[Nik92]}. Figure

2.9 shows a Schema t ic Illustration of this picture. The factorization and the idea

of a poraeron structure function are not applicable in this theory. The diffractive

DIS scattering is described in perturbative QCD by the BFKL equation (see section

2.3). In this frarae it has been shown ([Nik94]) that the hadron-like behaviour of the

pomeron ((virtual) photon-pomeron scattering exhibits typical features of hadronic

two body reactions) can be understood äs an asymptotic feature allowing one to

derive an equivalent to a pomeron structure function:

tf) = C • (A • 0(1 - 3)* + B • (l - (2.5)

where ß = x/xp, Here, in contrast to the Ingelman-Schlein-model, x? is the fraction

of the proton longitudinal momentum earried by the pomeron. z is the Djorken

scaling variable. The first term of this two component structure function is referred

to äs a "hard" component. It ean be interpret«d äs the interaction with the gij-state

of the photon. The second term reflects the "soff contribution of the interaction

with the (j^j-state of the photoo. The factors A and B give the relative size of their

contribution and are predicted by the model to be 65% and 35% respectively1. C

represents an overall normalization factor.

An important aspect of this model is the prediction that photon dissociative diffrac-

tion contributes ~ 15% to the DIS cross section.

Deep inelastk scattering events of non-difrractive and diffractive type have heen

observed with the ZEUS detector at HERA. The aim of this dissertation is to study

in detail the production of neutral stränge particles in these events in Order to shed

light on the imderlying production mechanisms.

'These cajculitions includc an Integration over Q7 and incorporate in uncertainty of about 30%



THE EXPERIMENT

3.1 The HERA Coltider Facility

The hadron electron storage ring HERA1 is situated in Hamburg, Germany, at the

high energy physics researeh Institute DESY7. The facility is designed to collide

counter-rotating beams of 820 GeV protons and 30 GeV eiectrons or positrons, re-

sulting in a center-of-raass energy of ,/» = 314 GeV. The beams are bunched into

220 equidistant bückets, which are brought to collision at a bunch crossing rate of

~ 10.5Af/?2. A varying nnraber of buckets, so called pilot banches, are left empty

for background studies. HERA kinematics allow four-momenturn tiansfer squares in

scattering processes up to Ql^, = UfGtV*. Compared to existing lepton-nncleon

fixed target experiments this means an increase of two ordere in magnitude. A SOTeV

electron beam on a fixed proton target would be required to reach such high transfers

of Q1. HERA is the Erst and only ep collider in the worid and a whole new kinematic

ränge is now accessible for detailed studies,

The HERA coilider facility is installed in a 6.3 fcm circumference tunnel, 10-25 m

Underground. The large difference between the electron and proton masses utged to

use two different magnet and RF Systems to guide the beams in separate storage

rings. Charged particles of mass m traveling with relativistic energies E in a circular

orbit of radius R suffer energy loss et E1m~*R~1 per revoiution due to Synchrotron

radiation. While this effect is negligible for the proton beam, the cost to coropensate

1 Abbr*viation for German : Hadron Elektron Ring Anlage

'AbbreviMionfor Gennu : Deutsches Elektronen SYnchrotron
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the resulting energy loss limits the electron or positron beam energy. On the other

band, superconducting magnets are necessary to bend the proton beam on the circular

orbit while Tor the lower energy eiectrons, conventional magnets are sufficient. This

limits the proton beam energy.

A highly sophisticated preacceleration and injectton scheme, äs shown in figure

3.1, is needed for HERA. It uses otber already existing accelerator fatilities of former

tower energy experiments :

• The eiectrons (positrons) are ac cetera t ed from 50 MeV to 450 MeV in the linear

accelerator LINAC-II (LINAC-I), then injected into the storage ring PIA where

they are accumulated into a single bunch { ~ 60mA ). From there they get

injected into DESY-II Synchrotron where they reach energies of ~ 7 GeV. The

PETRA-II ring brings them up to «- \4GeV, which they need to be finally

transferred into the HERA ring.

• To produce a proton beam, H~ ions are accelerated in LINAC-II! to ~ 50MeV

and injected into the (rebuilt) DESY-II l Synchrotron whereupon the eiectrons

are stripped, leaving bare protons. These are then accelerated to 7.5GeV and

transferred to PETRA-H. Here they attain an energy of 40GeV before they are

injected into the HERA ring.

The HERA project was approved in 1983 and construction began with contribu-

tions from many countries including Canada. The electron ring was finished in July

1989, the proton ring was commissioned in November 1990. In October 1991 the first

ep interactions were observed, regulär data taking started in summet 1992 with two

experiments Hl and ZEUS located in the north and south interaction region respec-

tively, where the beams collide head-on. Since then an ongoing progress in completing

the machine and understanding its perforraance has led to a steady increase in deliv-

ering luminosity to the experiments, giving the basis for a lot of exciting studies in a

wide ränge of topics. HERA luminosity delivery to the experiments is assigned for a

6 to 8 month run period each year, fotlowed by a winter shutdown. For most of the
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HERA Injeclion Scheme

1994 run period, a positron beam was used Jnstead of an electron beara ( in fact the

data underlying the studies in this thesis are using the data of the 'positron runs' ).

Sorae of the design parameters and their values achieved for the different run periods

are summarized in table 3.1.

Parameter

ep CM energy \GeV\n energy [GeV]

Electron (Positron) energy [GeV[

Number of buckets

Nuraber of colliding bunches

Number of pilot bunches ( e + p)

e circulating current (mA)

p circulating current (mA)

Maximum luminosity (lO*0«»"1*"1)

Integrated luminosity \pb~l\/year

Design

314

820

30

220

-200

10+10

58

160

16.0

100.0

1992

296

820

26.67

220

9

1 + 1

2

2

0.22

0.06

1993

296

820

267

220

84

10+6

7-15

12-15

1.5

1.1

1994 e~p

300

820

27.5

220

110

15+17

5-20

20-40

1.5

1.1

1994 e+p

300

820

27.5

220

153

15+17

20-33

30-55

5.23

5.1

Figure 3.1: Tkt HERA injection ichone

Table 3.1: HERA deiign and progrett tabit

Two further experiments, HERMES ( [HER90J ) and HERA-B ( [HER94] ) using

the east and west experimental areas respectively are in construction or testing phase.

Both these experiments are designed äs fixed target experiraents. HERMES uses

interactions of the HERA electron beam halo and internal targets to study the spin

dependent structure functions of proton and neutron. HERA-B on the other hand

will use internal targets and the HERA proton beam halo äs a B hadron factory in

Order to study possible CP violation in the B system.

3.2 Overview of the ZEUS Detector

The bighly asymmetric colliding beam energies imply a strong boost of the final

state particles into the the direction of the incident proton which is therefore called
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VXD and CTD
FTD and TRD

BMUO
V

RTD

BMUI

RCAL

VETO Wall

'IlsS^Bfe t ltlV^t?o/L ^^^^
FMUON

IST Wall ' YOKE and BAC

Figur« 3.2: Sthfmatic vievi of the eentnl componenti of the ZEUS detector,

the forward direction ( or downstream ). To allow measurements of the kinematic

variables accurately over the whole kinematic ränge offcred by the HERA machine

a special emphasis is placed on the forward direction reflected in the asyraroetric

layout of the ZEUS detector. To be able to give descriptions of event topologies

in an unarobiguous way a right handed coordinate System has been defined for the

ZEUS analyses : the positive z-axis is defined äs the incident proton beam direction,

the x-coordinate points towards the ring centre and the y-coordinate upwards. Polar

angles 8 and azimuthal angles 4> are measured with respect to the z-axis and x-axis

respectively.

Figure 3.2 shows a scbematic pictnre of the main components of the ZEUS detec-

tor. In this view the proton beam enters the detector front the right side while the

electron ( positron } beam comes from the left. The detector components are built
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hermetically around the interaction point minimizing particle losses. In the following

subsections I will give a short overview of the detector components and their purpose.

Abbreviations follow the Standard ZEUS naming convention.

3.2. l The Inner Tracking System

At the interaction zone the beam pipe is surrounded by a tracking System consisting

of the following components :

• The centra] tracking detector ( CTD ) k a drift chamber which can reconstruct

charged particle paths within an aogular ränge 15° < 6 < 164°. This detector

part is essential to the analysis in this thesis and therefore will be described in

roore detail in section 3.3.

• The vertex detector ( VXD ) is a cylindrical drift chamber with an active length

of 159cm. U is bnild from carbon fiber and has an inner and outer radius of

9.9cm and 15.9cm respectively. It consists of 120 cells with 12 sense wires each.

DME ( dimethyl ether ) has been diesen äs working gas because of its drift and

quenching properties. The achieved spatial resolution is around 50/im reaching

roughly 35 /im in the central drift region. The purpose of the VXD is to improve

the rooroenturo and angular resolution of the charged tracks in conjunction

with the other tracking devices. This improves also the measurement of the

interaction point and of the distance of closest approach to the interaction

point by a factor of 2 - 3 compared to the CTD measurement alone. The

latter allows one to reconstrnct secondary vertices ctose to the interaction point

which are assoeiated with the decay of short lived particles.

• The forward and rear tracking detectors ( FTD and RTD respectively ) are

planar drift chambers perpendicutar to the beam. There are three FTD modules

and one RTD module with identical design. Each module has 3 layers of wires

with orientations of -120°,0° and 120° with respect to the x-axis providing

different Stereo views. The FTD covers the angular ränge ( with respect to the

nominal interaction point) from 7.5° < 6 < 28°, the RTD from 160° < 6 < 170°.
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In the 1994 run period these detectors were not yet fully Jnstrumented and were

in the readout chain for testing purposes only. Thus no FTD and RTD data are

available for the analysis in this thesis. In the 1995 running period the complete

tracking is expected to provide tracking Information over the maximum available

angular ränge.

• The transition radiation detectors ( TRD ) are sandwiched in pairs between

tbe three FTD modules. Each of the 4 modules is 10 cm deep and consists of a

7cm deep radiator of polypropylene fleece followed by a planar drift chamber.

The purpose of the TRD is the Separation of electrons and pions. The design

efficiency to identify electrons with energies between l and 30<3eV is around

90 % with a purity of around 95 %. Like the FTD and RTD modules the TRD

detectors were not completed for the 1994 run period but are included in the

1995 data taking.

The tracking system is surrounded by a cylindrical superconducting solenoid ( COIL )

providing a 1.43T magnetic field. The latter forces the charged particles on belix

paths while they traverse the tracking System. The curvature of these helices is used

to calculate the particle momenta. Particle identification can proceed via specific

energy loss, dE/dx, in the CTD- To calculate the specific energy loss, Information

about pulse heights for the hits along the track, äs well äs information about the gas

pressure and temperature is reqmred. In the 1994 running period this Information was

only partly available ( CTD only ) and therefore dE/dx is not used in this analysis.

3.2.2 The Calorimeter

To measure the energies of the particles the tracking system is surrounded hermeti-

cally by the high resolution uranium-scintillator sampling calorimeter (UCAL) leaving

only a 20cm x 20 cm hole in theforward and backward region where the beampipe en-

ters the inner detector. It is subdivided into three main buüding blocks FCAL, BCAL

and RCALdenotingforward, barreland rear calorimeter. Each of these blocks is built

up from modules, divided into towers with a surface area of 20cm x 20cm for the
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FCAL and RCAL and 20cm x 24cm for the BCAL, respectively. In the longitudinal

direction each BCAL and FCAL tower is subdivided in 3 sections, the inner EMC

( electromagnetic calorimeter ) section and the two outer HAC ( hadronic calorime-

ter ) sections. The RCAL towers are divided into one EMC and one HAC section.

Towers at the edge of FCAL and RCAL that are sbadowed by BCAL EMC sections

have only HAC sections. The EMC sections aresegmented into 4 cells of 5 cm x 20 cm

for FCAL, 4 cells of 5cm x 24cm for BCAL and 2 eells of 10cm x 20cm for RCAL.

Two wavelength shifter light guides at both (x-} boundaries of each EMC cell and

each HAC section transport the scintiliator light Output to photomultipliers. A total

of over 11 thousand readout channels provide information about energy depositions

and their absolute positions. The angular coverage ( again with respect to the nom-

inal interaction point ) is 2.2" < 6 < 39.9° for the FCAL, 36.r < 0 < 129.1° for

BCAL and 128.1° < 8 < 176.5° for BCAL. The depths of the calorimeter compo-

nents have been chosen such that they will contain 95% of the energy of 90% of the

jets. This corresponds to 7 A ( FCAL ), 5 A ( BCAL } and 4 A ( RCAL ), where

A ~ 21 cm denotes l hadronic interaction length for the agglomerate of scintiliator

and absorber raaterials. The deptb of the EMC section corresponds to about 25

radiation lengths Xo ( l X0 ^ 0.75cm ), enough to fully contain electroraagnetic

showers. The ZEUS calorimeter is a compensating calorimeter. In tests at the X5

lest beara of the CERN-SPS a ratio e/h = 1.00 ± 0.05 and an energy resolution of

a/E = 18.0%/^E for electroraagnetic showers and a/E = 35.5%/\/£ for hadronic

showers have been determined ( (And911 ), where E is measured in GeV. Half of the

FCAL and RCAL system was constructed by the participating Canadian groups.

To identify electrons inside jets and to improve the position resolution of showers an

additional device called HES ( hadron electron Separator) is built into the calorimeter.

It consists of a plane of silicon diode arrays, each diode having an active surface of

3 cm x 3 cm. The planeis insertedat 3.3 X0 in the RCAL. The insertionof HES planes

in FCAL and BCAL are foreseen at 6.3 X0 and 3.3 X0, respectively. At this depth the

narrow electromagnetic showers reach their maximum and therefore give rise to large
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signals in the HES diodes. Hadronic showers, however, are much wider and generally

reach thcir maxiraum at greater depths. The Signal in the HES reserables more a

signal from minimum ionizing particles.

3.2.3 Resolution Improving Devices

Particles on their way from the interaction point towards the caloriraeter have to pass

inactive material, such äs the beam pipe, the superconducting solenoid, detector sup-

port structures, readout electronics and cablings of the tracking detectors. This will

generally give rise to energy loss and pre-showering in case of interactions with this

material. Electron s from converting photons can be used to study inactive material

( [Koe94] ) that can reach a depth of up to ~ 4.4 X0. A coraplete modeling of all

of these inactive materials in the detector Simulation is neither possible (t.e. cable

bundles will never keep their exact position aft«r ciosing the detector ) nor intended.

Therefore the event reconstruction cannot correct for these efTects and the calorime-

ter will measure too low energies. Furthermore the effect will be energy dependent

and difTerent for hadronic and electromagnetic particles. This theiefore will cause

an effective degradation of the e/h ratio and lead to systematic eftects in the recon-

struction of the kinematic variables. To cope for this deficiency a PRESAMPLER

has been designed ( [Der94c) ), consisting of a layer of seintülator tiles. They are

installed in front of the FCAL ( RCAL } and cover the area that is not in overlap

with the BCAL. This corresponds to roughly 60% ( 70% ) of the inner towers for

PCAL ( RCAL ). The segroentation of the scintillators follows the tower scheine of

the modules, each segment ts read out via a wave length shifter fibre connected to

a photomultiplier. The energy correction is done on an event to event basis, using

the energy dependent correlation between true energy and energies measured in the

presampler and calorimeter. DifTerent corrections are applied for hadronic and elec-

tromagnetic particles or showers, identified äs such with the help of HES, CTD or

UCAL Information. Tests with Monte Carlo simulations showed that a significant

improvement in tbe energy resolution and reconstruction of the kinematic variables

can be achieved ( [Vre94] ). In 1994 an FCAL prototype presampler was partially in
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the readout for testing purposes only, with the beginning of the run period 1995 both

FCAL and RCAL presamplers were included in the Standard readout configuration.

An equivalent device for BCAL is under discussion.

Since the 1994 run the SRTD ( small angle rear tracking detector ) has been

installed. It consists of two orthogonal layers of SCSN-38 scintillator Strips arranged in

4 quadrants covering a total of 68 cm x 68 cm minus the 20 cm x 20 cm hole of the beam

pipe. This corresponds roughly to the ring of the 8 innermost towers of the RCAL.

The angular coverage is 170° < 6 < 175°. Each strip is 10mm wide, 5mm thick and

either 240mm or 440mm long leading to a total of 272 channels that are connected

to photomultipliers using optical fibres. The SRTD fulfills several purposes. First

of all it allows the electron position reconstruction with a resolution alf = 2.7mm,

allowing an accurate reconstruction of the kinematic variables in the low z and QJ

region. Furthermore it can be used in combination with the tracking detector to

extend track reconstniction towards large angles. Like the PRESAMPLER it can be

used to correct for energy loss in inactive material and recognizes preshowering of

particles, For the trigger it provides a fast timing Information.

Since 1995 a further small angle detector is included into the central detector : the

BPC ( beam pipe calorimeter ). It consists of two tungsten-scintillator electrornag-

netic sampling calorimeters BPC North and BPC South, positioned directly behind

the RCAL ( z = -300cm ) aside the beam pipe. Both are 26 X0 deep, with a veto

counter at the back. The scintillator strip planes alternate in x,y orientation to allow

a position measurement with 15 readout channels in x for BPC North, 11 channels

for BPC South and l (i channels each in y. Due to its position it atlows one to identify

electrons at very smal) scattering angles of interactions at low Q1 and z ( roughly

0.1 GeV < O1 < l GeV1 and 1(TS <x< KT4 }

3.2.4 Backing Calorimeter and Muon Detectors

To retarn the mix of the COIL the calorimeter is surrounded by an instrumented

iron return YOKE. It consists of an octagonal cylinder that is closed with endcaps on

either side. The BAC (backing calorimeter} consists of aluminium proportional tubes
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filled with Ar : COj inserted in cutouts of the YOKE. Its purpose is to measure

the leakage energy of hadron showers frora UCAL. The achieved energy resolution

js around ~ lW%/^/E(GeV). Furtherraore the YOKE itself is raagnetized (1.6 T,

ßeld lines along beam line axis). Therefore it forces the muons (hat pass through

UCAL onto curved paths allowing a momentum measurement in the muon detectors,

another conglomerate of tracking chambers. There are muon detectors on the inside

of the YOKE. Depending on their location, in the forward, barrel and rear region,

they are called FMU1, BMUI and RMUI, respectively. On the outside of the YOKE

there are are (with similar name convention) BMUO and RMUO of simüar type and

the FMUON system in the fonvard direction. The latter consists of a combination of

planar drift chambers, LST (limited streamer tubes ) planes, a time of flight counter

and two magnetized iron toroids and allows muon Identification down to very small

angles. There are no muon chambers around the bottom part of the YOKE, here the

BAC is instrumented with special cathode pads t hat allow tbe measurement of the

muon trajectories.

3.2.5 Background Vetoing Devices

The VETO WALL is located upstream near the tunn«! exit ( centre at z - -727cm ).

Its main purpose is to protect the detector from the high background of particles pro-

duced in beam gas interactions. The main part therefore consists of an iron wall äs

passive absorher. To be able to veto events initiated from particles passing through

the VETO WALL the iron wall is sandwiched between two scintillator hodoscopes.

Each of the hodoscopes is built up from scintillator strips arranged in 2 planes per-

pendicular to the beam axis. The relative orientation of the strips in the two planes

is perpendicular. At both ends of each strip is a photomultiplier, a coincidence of

their Signals is required to be accepted äs a trigger signal. The VETO WALL vetoes

an event if corresponding areas in both hodoscopes have a trigger signal.

To reduce high rates due to events originating from synchroton radiation, beam

gas or beam wall related interactions a set of colliminators is installed at various po-

sitions close to the beam pipe. In order to monitor beam characteristics and to reject
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proton beam gas related background events the C5 counter is installed downstream

the RCAL. The C5 consists of four scintillators which measure the arrival time of

particles witb an accuracy better than l ns.

3.2.6 Luminosity Detectors (LUMI)

Beside the central components mentioned so far there are more detector components

located inside the HERA tunnel. Essential to any cross section calculation is the

knowledge of the integrated luminosity corresponding to the acquired data. The

luminosity C, at collider experiments is defined äs :

w here /is thebunch crossing rate, n is the number of bunches ineither beam, N\,Nj

are the numbers of particles in each bunch and A is the cross-sectional area of the

bearas (assuming them to overlap completely). Common units for luminosities at

collider experiments are ~ pb~l/year, where l p6 — IQ""40»/!1. For a known luminosity

the cross section a of a process uuder study can be calculated from its raeasured rate

R:

R

ZEUS uses the Inversion of this formula to measure the luminosity frorn the rate

of hard bremsstrahlung photons at small angles from the well understood Bethe-

Heitler process ep -t e*p7- The photons travel in the proton beampipe until the

latter curves at z ~ -92m. The photons exit the beampipe through a window

and are detected at z = ~108m in a lead scintillator calorimeter ( LUMIG ) which

has an energy resolution of cr(E)/E = l&.5%/]/E(GeV}. To absorb the large flux of

Synchrotron radiation photons with energies usually lower than 50 MeV a carbon filter

is placed in front of LUMIG. To detect the scattered electron, another electroraagnetic

calorimeter, LUMIE, is positioned at z = -35m. Electrons with energy lower than

the nominal beam energy are bent differently by the magnets and leave the orbit.

Scattered electrons with energies between 35 and 65 % of the nominal beam energy
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can leave the beam pipe through a window and fall witbin the geometric acceptance

of theLUMIE.

3.2.7 Small Angle Detectors

In the forward direction there are three more detectors to measure the scattered

pro ton or its remnant at small angles.

1. The LPS ( leadjng proton spectrometer ) consists of 6 stations of Roman Pots

at z = 24,41,44,63,81,90m that form together with tbe bending magnets of

the HERA ring a high precision spectrometer for forward scattered protons.

2. The PRT ( proton reranant tagger, |Des95] ) consists of 7 pairs of rectangular

scintillation counters surrounding the beara pipe. T wo pairs, forming PRTl,

are installed at z - 5.15m in the gap between FCAL and the beam pipe.

They cover an angular ränge of 6mrod < 8 < 26mrod. The PRT2 consists

of four pairs of scintillators that are installed at z = 24.4m and a ßfth pair

at z — 23.1 m. The latter covers a gap in the geometric acceptance due to a

Sänge attached to the beam pipe. The overall acceptance of PRT2 is about

l.Smrod < 6 < Smrad. This detector was installed since the 1994 running

period and is used to detect highly energetic charged particles that escape the

central detector through the fotward beam pipe.

3. To detect neutrons produced in the proton beam direction the FNC ( forward

neutron calorimeter) is installed at z = 105m since the 1993 run period. Again,

äs in the case of LUMIG, the proton beam pipe curves and the charged particles

are bent by magnets, neutrons exit the beam pipe undeflected.

3.3 The Central ftacking Detector CTD

The CTD is a cylindrical wire chamber with inner and outer radii of 16.2cm and

85.0 cm respectively and a length of 241 cm. The active volume of the chamber, with

inner and outer radü of 18.2cm and 79.4cm and a length of 205cm (ränge from

Wires in CTD unit cell

Inner
Shell^^^^^S

)m ̂ ^.V .̂  ̂

Outer
Sheü

*«v -°°

• Sense •
+ Ground
O Shoper wires
M Field
OGuord

Figur« 3.3: xy-view of the wirr amngcment in ont octant of the CTD tmd the layont of one unit
teil. Tht numttring conventwra of tht tvperlaytri and the itereo anglet of the -wirti unthin the
tuptrlaytrt an ihevm.

z = -100cm to z = 105cm in the ZEUS coordinate system), is filled with a gas

mbcture of AT/COt/CtHt. A total of 24192 wires, 19584 field wires and 4608 sense

wires, are grouped into 72 cylindrical layers arranged into 9 so called superlayers.

Each superlayer is divided into cells with 8 sense wires. The arrangement of field

wires in each cell and the applied voltages are optimized to provide an uniform elec-

tric field vector over a mesh of points in the drift volume while minimizing electric

forces on the sense wires. As charged particles pass through the CTD they ionize the

gas mixture. The ionization electrons drift in the electric field of a cell towards the

sense wires creating an avalanche of ionization near tbe wire. This induces an electric

pulse in the sense wire ( a "hit") which establishes that a charged particle has passed

close by. All sense wires are read out and digitized with FADCs (Flash Analog to

Digital Converter), providing drift times and pulse heights wbich are used to calcu-

late a spatial coordinate on the charged particle's drift path. In the odd-nnmbered
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"axial" superlayers the wires are parallel to the beatn axis, even-numbered "stereo"

sup«rlayers are tilted by a Stereo angle of about ±5° in order to provide an additional

z-raeasurement on the drift path. The achieved position resolution in the 1994 run

period is ~ 200^m in r<j> and ~ 2mm in z. The transverse momentum resolution

for füll length tracks in CTD and VXD is CT(P,)/P, = /((K005 -pt(GeV))J -t- (0.016)1.

The sense wires in superlayer l and half of the sense wires in superlayers 3 and 5

are read out at both ends, providing a measurement on the z coordinate from the

difference in the arrtving time of the Signals. The achieved resolution in "ZbyT" (z

by timing) is ~ 3 cm. Figure 3.3 shows the layout of wires of one octant of the CTD

charaber. Table 3.2 summarizes sorae Import an t specifications of the CTD.

3.4 Finding Tracks and Event Vertex

The analysis presented in this thesis is based on the measurement of charged tracks.

This section will give a brief introduction to the parts of the track 6nding prograin

VCTRAK, which are used in this analysis to find and reconstruct CTD tracks and

the primary event vertex. More details about this program, which was originally

developed for the online trigger System TLT (see section 6.2) and later adapted for

offline physics reconstruction, can be found in [Har96j.

The reconstrnction of the tracks is done in three Steps. In the first step, the

"pattern recognition", tries to find are trajectories in the xy-plane. A track candidate

is started with a "track seed" in the outer part of the CTD. This seed can either consist

of three hits in one axial superlayer or, towards large angles, an SRTD Signal, three

hits in the innermost axial superlayer SLl and at least one Z&yT-measurement. For

the run periods with a completed inner tracking detector, track seeds using hits in

the FTD and RTD are foreseen. A broad "virtual hit" at the beam line is used to

guide the trajectory inwards. On the way, additional hits are included to update the

trajectory Parameters with increasing precision. The resulting are is then used for

ZbyT and stereo pattern recognition. For arcs with ZbyT measurements along the

trajectory, the latter are used for a coarse first estimate of the 3D trajectory, limiting
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Volume, radius : 16.2 - 85.0cm (overall) 18.2 - 79.4cm (active)

length : 241.0cm (overall) 205.0cm (active)

Gas mixture : Ar/COt/C,ffe 85/8/7

9 superlayers, each with eight layers of sense wires
576 cells with 4608 sense wires and 19584 field wires

Superlayer

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

No. of cells

32

40

48

56

64

72

80

88

96

Mean stereo

angle (°)

0

4.98

0

-5.31

0

-5.51

0

5.62

0

Cell center
radius (cm

20-97

27.23

35.00

41-30

48.73

55.52

62.74

69.46

76.54

6 ränge (°)

11.3-

14.5-

18.4-

21.5-

24.9-

27.9-

30.9-

33.5-

36.1-

162.8

164.8

160.7

157.3

154.0

151.0

147.9

145.2

142.6

T»bk 3.2: Parameter* of the CTD

the region to be searched for stereo hits. The ZbyT and stereo hits which superimpose

on this trajectory provide the needed z Information to describe the track äs an ideal

hei ix.

The second step, the "track pre6t", corrects for systematic effects on the drift

distance. The raw drift tirnes are calculated assuming a planar drift approximation.

However, variations in the magnetic field propagate into variations in the Lorentz

angle, drift velocity and position. Correcting for these systematic effects improves

the hit resolution and usually leads to the inclusion of raore hits to a trajectory, thus

improving the measurement of the track.
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In the third step, the "track fit", each track candidate found in the previous pattern

recognition (improved by prefit) is iteratively fitted to a 5 parameter helix raodel. The

first iteration uses an estimation of the track momentum frora the slope and curvature

at the innermost hit and swiraraing through the roagnetic field, tberefore establishing

a trajectory. The residuals of the hits along this trajectory are then calculated which

are iised to adjust the fit parameters for the next iteiation. Usually one iteration

suffices since the pattem recognition is fairly accurate.

The parameters of each reconstructed track (and further information äs number

of axial hits, ZbyT hits, etc.) are stored in the ADAMO1 table VCTRHL.

To reconstruct the event vertex, only those reconstructed tracks are used that

are compatible with tbe beam line (i.e. extend inwards to SL1 or VXD). An initial

vertex position is obtained from a fit to the weighted mean of the distances of closest

approach of the remaining tracks. Trajectories which contribute too much to the

X1 of this fit are discarded until an acceptable fit quality is obtained. The resulting

vertex position is then used äs starting point for the füll vertex fit which does not

only determine the final vertex position b«t simultaneously constrains the remaining

tracks to it, reßtting direction and curvature. The coordinates of the event vertex

äs well äs covariance raatrix, x* and number of degrees of freedom are stored in

the VCTVTX tables, the pararaeters of the refitted tracks associated with the event

vertex are stored in the VCTPAR tables.

'Alsph DAta MOdel : EntHy-Rdttionship model for defining tibulir d»U structures *nd for m*-

nipuUting and ralid»ting them frocn «»»lyiis programs. This model has been tdapted to the ZEUS

data structure.

KlNEMATICS IN DIS

4.1 Event Kmematics

Figure 4.1: Defimtiont of four-rnomenta taut anglet for bniic JVC DIS procettei.

The event kinematics in NC DIS can be fully described by three independent variables.

The first is the ep centre of mass energy squared or total invariant mass squared

= (P. + Pf)7 = m'p + m] + 2 -p, • Pp (4.1)

where p, and pf denote the initial four-momentnm vectors of the electron (or positron)

and the proton respectively. Neglecting the masses, which is a very good approxima-

tion at HERA energies, leads to

- mj - m* = 2p, • p, ~ &E,Ef

40

(4-2)
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E,, Ep refer to the colliding beam energies, Together with the energy of the scattered

electron (positron) E,- and its seattering angle 6, the process is unambiguously defined

in terms of (double-differential) cross sections.

Still t bis choice of variables to describe the scattering process is very specific to

the ZEUS experiment. E,- and 0, are frame dependent and therefore don't allow an

easy coraparison with results from other experiments. It is therefore very cornmon

and convenient to describe the kinematics by Lorentz invariant variables Q2, Bjorken

i and y äs introduced below:

Q1 denotes the virtuality of the exchanged gauge boson and therefore defines the

energy scale of the interaction. It can be expressed äs either the negative square

of the foiir-momentum difference of initial and final state electron (positron} or the

negative square of four-momentum difference of incoming proton and the hadronic

6nal state.

(4.3)

The so called Bjorken scaling variables x and y are defined äs

Pp-p, *

As easily verified x,y and Q* are related through

QT = xys

(4.4)

(4.5)

(4.6)

(4.7)

In the quark-parton model x can be Interpret ed äs the fraction of the proton's momen-

tum carried by the s t ruck quark, if one assuroes that the parton transverse momenta

inside the proton and the parton masses can be neglected compared to the Q2. y can

be interpreted äs the fraction of the relative energy transferred from the electron to

the proton in the proton rest frame. This becomes more obvious if one uses a different
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Dotation, using i/, the fepton's energy loss in the proton rest frame:

(4.8)

f™» = ̂ —2mp

With this y can be rewritten äs

2m,, -i/

By construction x and y (and Q1) are scalars and can only vary in the limits

Considering the hadronic final state useful variables are the invariant mass squarcd

of the total hadronic final state W2:

= (Fr ^ ?)' - rnj - Q1 + 2m, -1/ = mj
l

(4.9)

and TH, the scattering angle of the scattered quark. Since the scattered quark will

fragment into hadrons 7« is equivalent to the scattering angle of the current jet.

4.2 Reconstruction Methods of Kinematic Variables

Several roethods were developed to reconstruct Q*f and y based on the knowledge

of the initial state and either the final state hadron and/or electron side. In the

following subsections the three most common methods used in the ZEUS analysis

will be introduced. In section 6.5 the resolution for the different methods will be

discussed. The definitions of four-raoraenta and angles are äs seen in figure 4.1.

The incoming four-momenta are given by the HERA collider (except for initial

state radiation) whereas the four-momenta of the outgoing electron and hadrons have

to be calculated from energy deposits in the calorimeter, possibly including particle

Identification. The actual values of the electron variables are calculated using so

called electron finder algorithms whicb utilize electron specific shower properties in

the calorimeter to distinguish electrons from other (hadronic) energy depositions. The
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individual hadrons are often contained in jets and deposit their energy in the form

of clusters. The energies £Ä in the caloriroeter cells and their position relative to the

event vertex (Cj,) are used to determine the four-momentum of the hadronic System.

4.2.1 The Electron Method

For the electron method, only knowledge of the final state electron parameters is re-

quired, in addition to the energies of the initial states. Using the four-momentnm of

the outgoing electron and the scattering angle 8„ äs shown in figure 4.1, in combina-

tion with equations (4.3), (4.5) and (4.6) one easily ßnds the following reconstruction

formnlae :

+ cos<?,) = '

Et
x'l = TT

Et'(\e.(l-cos0«)

P
*-**' l t „- f\

E,
B, & -Et.sm'(!f)

(4.10)

(4.11)

(4.12)

This method is very sensitive to initial state radiation where a photon is emitted

by the incident electron, taking part of its four-momentum and therefore shifting the

Overall energy scale of the event.

In figure 4.2 a) and b) one sees several tines of constant Et> and 8t, respectively,

in the (x,Q3) plane (lines of constant y are also included). A rough idea about the

sensitivity of the reconstruction method to the reconstruction of ES and ff« can be

deduced : in areas where the isolines are close together, errors in the electron energies

or scattering angles do not have big effects, however, in areas where the isolines

are separated, small errors might lead to relatively big errors in the reconstructed

kinematic variables.

4.2.2 The Jaqtiet Blondel Method

In the Jaquet Blondel method (see [Jac79|) only knowledge of the energy of all final

state hadrons is required in addition to the energies of the initial states. The formulae
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- 10%
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Figure 4.2: ItoKnei of a) amitont taMertd eleetron eneryy E,- and t) conttanticattering anglet 8, in
the (zßtj-phate tpactjor eleetron and proton beam eneryiei 0/27.5 Ge V onJ820GeV, ntpettivtly.
The tfotted linei an Kaei of amttant y~ 1.0,0.1,0.04. The eneryy-itolinet an Jroum in itepi of
SGeV, the dathdotted Knt thowi the tpfdal iioline for E,' = E, = 27.6GeV, where x ii indeptnJenl
of Q*. The 0,-üoÜn» are thoum in lieft of 10". The duhed Knet indicate the eintrage ef the
dißtmd caloröneter component».

to calculate the kinernatic variables read äs follows :

VJB (4.13)

(4.14)

(4.15)

where 2* sums up all energy depositions in UCAL that are not associated with

the scattered lepton. The advantage of this method is that it is robust against the

raissing energy due to proton remnant particies lost in the beam pipe since they only

contribute to the sums äs ~ E\(l - cos(0h}) with 0* ~ 0. For the same reason,

particies lost in the backward direction contribute strongly, however, they are also

strongly suppressed due to the asymmetry of the colliding beams. Generally, yJB will

be shifted to lower values if particies are lost in the beam pipe.

Expressing these formulae in terras of energy and scattering angle, 7», of the
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current jet one gets :

(4.16)

(4.17)

XJB =

Ej,t is the energy of the current jet and JH corresponds to the angle of a massless

particle balancing the momentum vector of the outgoing electron (i.e. satisfying four-

m Omen t um conservation). In the naive quark-parton model this angle corresponds to

the angle of the st ruck quark. 7w can be calculated frorn hadronic energies :

:r£4i H-w)(£»P,.fc)J + (D. P,.*)' + (£*(£* - P,

In terms of j/JB and Q*JB (forraulae 4.13 and 4.14) yH reads

=

7"

Also used in this tbesis is 7» in units of pseudorapidity

(4.20)

(4.21)

The pseudorapidity is an approximation (p S> m) for the (true) rapidity K which is

defined äs :

Y = ~\n( *P') (4-22)

E and (p,) p denote the energy and (longjtudinal) momentum of a particle or object

of mass m. The (pseudo-) rapidity shows a simple behaviour under longitudinal

transformations into a System which moves with velocity ß :

The transformation causes a shift AK —Y'~Y, but leaves the shape of the rapidity

distribution unchanged. This allows an easy comparison of rapidity distributions äs

measured in fixed target experimenls with results from collider experiments.

4 KiNEMATICS IN DIS

A simple way to reconstruct E)tt from the hadronic energies (all energy depositions

that are not associated with the scattered lepton) is to rernove the proton remnant

tbrough a cone cut around the forward beam pipe. As mentioned above, contributions

from parttcles with sraall angles with respect to the beam pipe are strongly suppressed,

but depending on the opening angle of the cone a significant systematic effect roight

be introduced. A thorough study of the latter is necessary. A more sophisticated

determination of Eitt and f» could proceed via jet finding algorithms.

Figure 4.3: Itolintt of a) torutant current jet eneryy EJ,I and b) corutant current jet icattering
angle fa in the (x,Q3 )-phate tpace for electron andproton (warn entryiet 0/27.5 C<K anrf820G«K
retptctivcly. The dotted linet are tinei of conitant y = 1.0,0,1,0-04. The enrryy-üotinei ofthe current
jet an draumfor E,,, = 5,10,15,50,100,200 andAOOGeV, the daihdotted iine ihowi the üotine for
Ej,t ~ B, =27.5GeK, when x u indtpendent a/QJ. The JH -itolines arr <tnumforyn = 20,70,120
and 170". The dathed linet ihotu the coverage of the different calorimeter companenti.

In figure 4.3 a) and b) one sees several lines of constant Ejfl and JH, respectively,

in the (x,Q2) plane (lines of constant y are also included).

4.2.3 The Double Angle Method

The double angle roethod is based on the knowledge of both scattering angles 8, and

7i/. Fron simple four-momentum conservation (neglecting the rest masses of the

electron and the quarks) the scattered electron energy can be obtained in terms of
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these 2 angles :
_ 2EC sin 7»

Eliminating E,- in forroulae (4.10}-(4.12) this leads to the following formulae

sin0(- sin(9t+fH

Et sin in + sin 6, + sinfö,
EP sin 7» -f sin 0, - sin(fl«

VDA =

(4.23)

(4.24)

(4.25)
sin 7H + sin*, - sin(0e

Since the calculation of 7H {see formula 4.19) relies only on ratlos of energies it

is, in first order, independent of the energy calibration and scale uncertainty of the

detector. For the double angle method the precision of the reconstruction of the

kinematic variables depends only on the achieved angular resolution.

THE MONTE CARLO SIMULATION

Monte Carlo (MC) simulations in high energy physics experiments have become an

(almost) indispensable tool. Gcnerally they consist of two roajor parts, tbe first of

which simulates the selected physical processes, generating four-mornentum vectors

that describe the complete final states. Section 5.1 will give a short introduction

to the Monte Carlo generators used for this analysis. The second part uses these

four-vectors and simulates the response of the detector used for tbe measurements.

This will be covered brießy in section 5.3. In contrast to the first part, the second is

strongly dependent on the experiment. Naturally, the aim of the Monte Carlo is to

generate events that describe the physics measured in the detector.

The power of Monte Carlos can be visuaiized by listing a few of their uses in an

experiment:

• In the planning and designing phase, MCs are used to optimale the design of

the experimental apparatus for the intended studies. The same applies for later

detector Upgrades, where they are extensively used to test the modifications.

This avoids the high costs of building and modifying several test detectors

(although modifications of the "final" design might still be necessary).

• In the running phase of the experiment, MCs are used to develop and test strate-

gies to extract the desired signal from background noise or at least optimize the

signal-to-background ratio. Naturally for very specißc searches very accurate

MC models have to be used.

• In the recent decade the collider technology has improved strongly, leadtng to

48
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very high luminosity experiments with high interaction frequencies. Readout

electronics, data transfer and storage space set limits to the experiment. To

select interesting or rare events out of the huge amount of background or well

understood events, highly sophisticated signal triggers have to be developed and

tested. Again, before the triggers are included into the readout logic, they have

to be tested extensive!/ on MC simulations in Order to avoid unnecessary losses

of luminosity.

• MCs allow a direct comparison of uncorrected data with theoretical models

simulated in the MC. This is often referred to äs comparison on the "deteetor

level".

• MCs are needed to estimate efficiencies and acceptances of the deteetor for the

measured process. Knowing these allows one to correct the roeasured distribu-

tions for deteetor efTects and to extract the underlying physics that can then

be compared to other experiments or the theoretical model underlying the MC

(comparison on the "particie level").

• Often the MCs are used for a further correction, unfolding the fragmentation

processes from the hard interaction. Here one attempts to measure directly

the interacting partons, hence this is referred to äs comparison on the "parton

level".

As a last and general remark l would iike to mention that despite the usefulness

and necessity of MCs one should not forget that the main aim of an experiment should

not he the comparison with the MC but rather the comparison of data with other

experiments and test of the theory in new regimes.

5.1 Phenomenological Description of Parton Cascades

As already mentjoned in section 2.1, the presently accepted raodel in high energy

particie physics is the Standard model and the underlying field theory, QCD, should

in principle formally describe all observed processes involving quarks and gluons, The
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basic scattering processes are well understood and calculable in the framework of the

quark parton model QP\f. In addition, higher Order QCD corrections are calculated

(either exactly or äs numerical approximations). However, it is not known how to

calculate completely a process that creates a multiplicity of partons in a so calied par-

ton shower. Furthermore there is no exact theory to describe the transition between

these partons and the final state hadrons which are observed in the experiment. For

these so calied hadronization processes the energies involved are very small. Therefore

the coupling constant os is too large to allow perturhative approaches. To describe

the different stages in the event evolution phenomenological models have been in-

vented and implemented in Monte Carlo generators. Combined, these MC generators

simulate the complete scattering process.

There is an increasing variety of MC generators available to model the physics

of different categories of collider experiments. The aim of this thesis is the study

of «p NC DIS scattering processes. Therefore the overview will be restricted to the

roodeling of this class of processes, although in tnost of the cases an extension to other

processes is existing or possible.

P

Figure 5.1: Schematic iltuitntion of the different itoget in the event evolution limvtation of a NC
DIS ep tcatttrins proceit. Legend (in aiphabetieal order):
FD: fragmentation and decay; f,mf proton parton dittribvtion function, HUP: Hard vnderlying pro-
eeti. ISPS/FSPS: initial/final tlale parton ihower, ISR/FSR: initial/final ttate radiation, VC: ver-
tei correction.
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Figure 5.1 shows a scheraatic Illustration of the diflerent stages in the phenomeno-

logical description of the event evolution of an ep NC D1S scattering process. In the

initial state radiation phase, ISR, the incoming proton and electron can radiale pho-

tons. Thereafter the (virtual) photon or Z, emitted from the e interacts with a par-

ton, ei t her a qiiark or gluon, of the proton. Tbis parton can initialize an initial state

parton shower ISPS- The scattered partons evolve into a final state parton shower

FSPS. Finally the partons (of the parton shower and proton reranant) fragment into

observable particles. The last step, FD, includes decays of instable particles.

The borderline between the different stages is not äs clean äs emphasized in this

figure, i.e. nobody knows where to draw the transition line between final state parton

showers and the fragmentation process. Furthermore, the processes are not corapletely

independent, i.e. the calculation of the cross section of the scattering process äs

a function of the kinematk variables (wbich is usually done in the MC modeling

stage denoted äs "hard underlying process") requires the knowledge of the radiative

corrections (initial state radiation ISR and final state radiation FSR) äs well äs the

parton momentum distribution of the proton. In the process of event Simulation the

different stages are interlmked.

The following sections will describe the principles of the MC generators used in

this analysis for modeling the individual stages.

5.1.1 Hard Underlying Process

Figure S.!: Botie hard undrrlyinf pnceitet in ep NC DIS icatttring: a) QED Compton tcatterinj;
b) koion gluon fviion BGF
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The basic step in the MC Simulation of ep DIS scattering is the calculation of the so

called hard underlying process HUP (central circlein figure 5.1). Figure 5.2 shows the

two basic elastic scattering processes 7*(Z°)g -» qg (QED Compton) and y*(Z°)g -»

qq {boson gluon fusion BGF). Folding in the parton distribution fiinction ftf and

taking into account QED and QCD radiation effects äs described in sections 5.1.2

and 5.1.4, respectively, allows one to calculate the cross sections for the processes

ep -» e'X. Adding final state radiation FSR (section 5.1.4) allows one to include

processes of the type ep -» e'X -» e"fX.

For e±p at HERA energies the event generator HERACLES (see |Kwi91]) gener-

ates DIS events at the parton level, PYTHIA (see [Sjö94|) is adapted and modified

to generate diffractive photon-pomeron interactions. Both generators calculate the

corresponding cross sections äs functions of x, y, Q1 and W. The implementations

allow an easy switch between different sets of parton density functions or structure

functions of the proton (or pomeron). The input to the event generators proceeds

via control cards which provide Information about the incoming bearn energies, the

selected processes and the kinematic regirae of the Simulation. The Output contains

the 4-raornentum vectors of the final state partons äs well äs the calculated cross

section and luminosity of the generated event saraples.

The production of stränge quarks in the final state of NC DIS e*p scattering is

included äs a) the scattering of a photon off a s (3) quark from the proton quark

sea or 6) in ss pair production in boson gluon fusion processes (figures 5.3 a) and 6)

respectively).

5.1.2 Parton Showers

As mentioned above, the parton raultiplicity cannot be reproduced from the hard

underlying process alone, a further parton production mechanism is needed. The two

following subsections give a brief introduction to two existing models.
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p—0
Figur« 5.3: Produktion aj final itate itrange juarkt in a) tcatteriny off a ttrange iea quarlc and h)
boion fliton fitiian.

The Colour Dipole Model

In the Colour Dipole Model the parton production is based on gluon emission from

colour dipole antennae. The cross section for such a gluon emission is given by the

dipole-like formula

&r*sa.¥*-dYdt (5.1)
Pi

where pt,Y and ^ denote the transverse momentum, rapidity and azimuth angle of

the emitted gluon with respect to the dipole axis. Depending on the underlying hard

or other preceding processes there are four different production medianisnis to be

considered : gluon emission from qq, qg, qg and gg dipoles. The resulting 3 parton

system is then treated äs a system of two independent colour dipotes that can radiate

gluons again. As a competing mechanism for further gluon emission the Splitting

g -» qq is taken into account. The energy Splittings in the emission processes can

be cakulated from the relevant Feynman diagrams and are in agreement with the

equivalent Altarelli-Parisi Splitting functions (see section 2.3). The case of boson

gluon fusion (BGF) äs the underlying hard process can not he described easily with

the dipole emission. Therefore, this process is either generated separately äs hard

underlying process or a matching procedure is iatroduced that regulates the emission

of the antjpartner of the struck quark, off the initial dipole between hadion reronant

and struckquark, according theBGFmatrixelement. In each case both of the created

q and <j form a colour dipole together with the proton remnant. Photon emission from

a q$ EM dipole can be included optionally.
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Figure 5.4 shows a schematic Illustration of two subsequent gluon emissions.

Figure 5.4: Schematic illvitration of gluon radtation off a colovr dipole between the ttmek quark and
the remnant diyuark of the proton. a) Üie digvark of the proton remnant and the itruck ijuark fty
apart in tkeir etntre of man fronte, formtna a (tft)-q cotovr dipole. b) a jJuon ü tmittfd and the
dipoie tptiti into two Jtpofc». e) a ttcand glitan ü emitted from the (gg}-g dipole.

Strictly this model is only valid for two pointlike colour sources forming the an-

tenna. In DIS however, the proton remnant is an extended object leading to a sup-

pression of high energy gluon emission. This is modeled in reducing the available

phase space.

Intrinsic to this approach is the angular ordering which decreases the opening

angles for subsequent Splittings. This reproduces "coherence", a quantum mechanical

effect suppressing wide angle emissions. Furthermore a strong ordering in the p] scale

(decrease in pf for subsequent emissions) which reduces the successive phase space

region is included. A restriction of this model is that it does not include initial state

radjation off the interacting parton (which therefore has to be simulated already at the

stage of the hard process), e.g. a gluon emission from a quark, and their interference

with the final state radiation.

The Implementation of this model in a MC program is called AR.IADNE (see

[Lön92| and its unpublished Revision 6). The production of stränge quarks is steered

via input parameters defining the number of allowed quark flavours participating in

the shower development and the mass dependence of the Splitting functions.
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Figure 5.5: fdiematic parton j/iouier pro«« incJvo'in« initial and /ifia/ «tat« QCD nadiation. p;,
{JCJ dtnotc' the fovr-momtntvm of Ar n-th ihower particle btfcrt the m-ttt tpUtting proceit in the
initial (finat) ttatc nuÜatitm ihtnser. P,-,,,, P,-.»,. P,-,rt andP,_t„ nprajenf Üie

bftinj /uiwtion* o/ the eorre»pondinj werter

The Parton Shower Model

The parton shower model is strongly based on the fact that initial and 6nal state

partons of the interaction process have to be on mass-shell (~ 0(1 GeV)). Since DIS

proceeds via the exchange of a highly spacelike virtual boson this iraplies that the

interacting parton at the boson vertex has to absorb this virtnality. A mechanism to

produce a parton shower and fulßll this requirement at the same tirae is pictured in

figiire 5.5 and can be separat«! into three stages :

1. In the Erst stage an initial parton (with four-momentum p°) initiales a cascade

(initial state radiation) where at each branching point one daughter paiton

acquires an increasing spacelike virtuality while the second parton is on-shell or

timelike. This spacelike shower is characterized by increasing spacelike virtuality

"(Pn)1 > "(Pn-i)1 > — > ~(Pi)*> decreasing parton energies and, on average,
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increasing opening angles at the branching points.

2. At the boson vertex the spacelike shower evolution ends, the parton absorbs the

spacelike virtuality of the boson and turns thereby into an on-shell or timelike

parton {=» (pf)8 = (p° + « ) 1 >0) .

3. In case of a timelike outgoing parton at the boson vertex a timelike shower is

initiated (final state radiation), characterized by decreasing timelike virtuality

((P?')' > (P?)2 > - > (/•»)' = O(\ decreasing parton energies and de-

creasing opening angles at the branching points. The last feature is introduced

by strict angular ordering of the consecutive branchings simulating coherence

effects. The shower evolution will stop when all tbe daughter partons are close

to their mass-shell. Generally at each branching point with a timelike parton

such a cascade will be initiated.

Both initial state and final state radiation are based on the same branching pro-

cesses and are therefore very similar. The parton Splitting probabüities into glu-

ons or different quark flavours and their four-roomeutum Splitting at each branching

point are the same for both processes and described by the Altarelli-Parisi Split-

ting functions. The Overall scale dependence on x and Q3 is expressed through the

Altarelli-Parisi evolntion equations, which are in leading logarithm approximations in

perturbative QCD. From these, a probability factor can be calculated expressing the

probability that a parton does not brauch within some virtuality ränge or m1 ränge

for initial and final state radiation respectively.

A technical problem arises for the initial state radiation since usually one wants

to generate events in a known kineraatic ränge. The kinematic variables on the

other hand can only be reconstructed knowing the evolution of the initial spacelike

shower, mainly the spacelike virtuality of the final interacting parton (p° in 5.5) has

to match the timelike virtuality of the exchange boson to be in agreeraent with the

hard interaction cross section. Naturally this is very difficult starting with some

initial parton and evolving the spacelike shower with increasing spacelike virtuality.
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[nstead an approach starting at parton p„ with an appropriate virtuality evolving

the shower backward with decreasing spacelike virtuality avoids this problem. The

Altarelli-Parisi evolution equations describe the probabilities of a branchin g process

äs a function of increasing virtuality but they can äs well be interpreted in the "back-

ward direction", describing the probabilities for merging processes äs a function of

decreasing virtualities. Calculating these merging probabilities allows one to trace

the spacelike shower back to the initial virtuality of pj.

A more cornplete description of the method and its Implementation in theLEPT06.1

MC program can be found in (Ben87] and [Ing9l] respectively.

5.1.3 Hadronization and Decay

To describe the transition frora partons to final state hadrons only phenomenological

models exist. Tbe hadronization starts when the partons of the parton sbower are

close to their mass Shell. This implies that the process is independent of the underlying

hard interaction. This universality allows one the use of the Lund model approaches

to hadronization that have been developed and tested on e+e.~ data.

The approach iised in the Monte Carlo samples is based on the so called string

fragmentation model (SF). AH partons are connected by a colour string. This string

can be visualized äs a colour flux tube of uniform energy density. As neighboring

partons move apart, the ftux tube is stretched and this increases its potential energy.

If the energy density becomes high enough, the string breaks, creating a new qq

colour singlet pair that connect with a colour string to their neighbors. The break

usually happens after a Separation of 2 — 5 fm, i. e. at typical hadron diameters. This

reproduces the notion of confinement.

The production probability for the different quark flavours of the qq pairs is derived

from classical considerations that predict that massive quarks must be produced at a

certain distance. Quantum mechanically they may be created in one point and tunnel

out into the classically allowed region. The tunneling probability is then given äs:

PluniwKn. - e (5.2)
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where K ~ l GeV/fm — Q.SGeV* is a string constant giving the amount of energy

per unit length inside the string, m the mass and pt the transverse momentum of

the produced quark (and antiquark). Assuming constituent masses of m„ - mj -

0.3GeV, m, = O.SGeV, me - 1.6<7eV this predicts a relative production rate of

P, : Pt : P,: Pc ~ l : l : 0.3 : 10"11. Charm and heavier flavour production is hence

strongly suppressed and not part of the fragmentation process. The ratio P,/Pn is

henceforth referred to äs stränge quark suppression factor since stränge quarks will

be less likely to be formed in parton fragmentation. The string is assumed to have

no transverse excitation so the p, of the quark-antiquark pair is locally coropensated.

This leads to a flavour independent Gaussian p< distribution. The determination of

P,/P„ = 0.3 is based on studies of stränge quark production in e+e~ experiments and

is in agreement with the classical estimate above. Assuming that the fragmentation

process of a scattered quark is independent of the underlying scattering process (jet

universality), this parameter should be the same in any DIS experiment.

If the invariant mass of the new System is high enough, fürt her breaks can occur.

Hadrons are then formed by the quark from one break and an antiquark (Vom the

adjacent break forming a colour singlet, starting at one end of the string System.

The production of (anti-) baryons is not äs simple. One mechanism is to produce

diquark-antidiquark pairs (colour triplet-antitriplet) in the string, following the same

tunneling idea äs for qq pairs. However, diquark masses carry large uncertainties that

prevent predictions about the relative production probabilities. A second approach is

the consecutive production of two qq pairs of different colour, where the two quarks

(or antiquarks) drift towards each other forming a diquark. The effective colour of the

diquark follows from the colour of the individual quarks {i.e. q, + <jt —t (qq)j)- From

e*e~ data a relative probability for diquark to quark production of P„ : Pt «- l : 10

has been determined. The production of stränge baryons is tben regulated by the

probability of creating a stränge diquark. The ratio (P,,/P,,)/(P,/P.) is referred to äs

extra suppression of stränge diquark production compared to the normal suppression

of Strange quarks. As P./P,,, (Pj,/Pj»)/(P,/P„) = 0.4 has been determined in studies
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of Strange quark production in e+e experimcnts.

The hadrons that are produced in the fragmentation process may be be unstable

and decay. For strong and electroroagnetic decays the branching ratios are known

and the momentum distributions are generated by phase space considerations. The

weak hadronic and leptonic decays are implemented according to the wcak roixing

between the quark generations and lepton families.

A more complete description of string fragmentation can be found in |And83| and

its Implementation in the JETSET program can be found in |Sjö86].

5.1.4 Radiative Corrections

\X^
a) V-

XrT

»r^\e 5.6: Lowtit Order Ftynman yrophi for QED rnrfiative eorrtctient .- a) initial ttote mitittion

ISR i b) vertet cometion VC c) final «täte radiation FSR.

Figures 5.6 a)-c) show the lowest Order Feynman graphs leading to radiative correc-

tions äs indicated in figure 5.1 (ISR.VC and FSR). The event generator HERACLES

(see [Kwi91]) allows photon radiation from a) initial and c) final state positron and/or

quark. The vertex corrections of type b) are included optionally, allowing also weak

virtual interactions (exchange of a Z° instead of a 7). Furtherraore, interference

effects of leptonic and quarkonic radiation are modeled.

Initial state photon radiation will decrease the energy of the interacting positron

(parton} and thereby reduce the centre of mass energy for the scattering process. Final

state radiation will fake a higher four moroentum transfer. The vertex corrections

modify the interaction vertex. In any case it will lead to a wrong reconstruction of

the true kinematic variables. Therefore these corrections have to be included in the

MC in order to allow a study and/or correction of their influence.
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5.2 Simulation of Deep Inelastic Scattering

To describe the neutral current DIS data sample under investigation in this thesis

four different sets of Monte Carlo event samples have been used. First there are two

event samples generated with modeis describing the "Standard" non-dißractive DIS.

Due to the Fact that these models fail to reproduce the contribution of peripbera]

scattering processes (observed at ZEUS äs events with very low energy deposition in

the forward regjon and comprising 6 - 10% of the total sample), one of these two

models includes a pomeron-like pari in the structure function. Both of these models

will be described in subsection 5.2.1. Two further event samples are used, according

to models äs described in subsection 5.2.2 to model the purely diffraetive scattering

piocesses.

5.2. l Nondiffractive Models for DIS

The two non-diffractive DIS MC models differ only in the modeling of the parton

showers äs described in section 5.1.2 and have been named after these models :

Matrix Element with Parton Shower (ME+PS)

Several sets of MC samples of type ME+PS have been used for this analysis. All of

them used HERACLES 4.4 to generate the hard process on the parton level. The

output is interfaced to DJANGO 6.1 calling routines from LEPTO 6.1 to simulate

the QCD cascades. JETSET 7.3 is used to simulate the fragmentation process.

The MRSD'- (|Mar93j) pararaeterization was used to describe the parton distri-

bution inside the proton.

For most of the analysis only the MC sample with Q* > 4 GeV1 is used. The "high

Q1" samples are included for the study of the Q*-dependence of the stränge particle

production tates.

CoJour Dipole Model + Bosoa G/uon Fusion fCDM+BGFJ

Several sets of MC samples of type CDM4-BGF have been used for this analysis. All

of them used HERACLES 4.4 to generate the hard process at the parton level. The
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Generator Chain

Proton SF

Number of events

QU^v'l
Cross Section \nb]

Luminosity [nb~l]

HERACLES -* DJANGO -> LEPTO.JETSET

MRSD'-

300000

4

387

775

79000

40

23.7

3330

80000

100

6.5

12300

TahleS.l: Speeificationt for ME+PS MC tamplti

Output is interfaced to DJANGO 6.1 calling routines frora ARIADNE 4.06 (simulat-

ing the parton eascades) and JETSET 7.3 (simulating the fragmentation process).

Diffractive interactions are included äs hard scattering processes between a pomeron-

like particle which is part of the proton structure function (modified MRSD'- param-

eterization).

Generator Chain

Proton SF

Number of events

QiJG'V*}

Cross Section [nb\y [nA~'|

HERACLES -t DJANGO -* ARIADNE, JETSET

MRSD'- + Poraeron

377 000

3.3

444

758

271000

4

391

693

Table 5.2: Speeificatiaru for CDM+BGF MC tamplei

5.2,2 Diffractive Mode/s for DIS

POMPYT

The current implementation of the Ingelman-Schlein-model(seesection 2.5.1) in a MC

generator is calied POMPYT. The hard scattering processes between the partons of

the pomeron and the photon are simulated within the frame of the PYTHIA 5.7
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([Sjö94)) MC generator. The pomeron dynamics and structure are included with

additional routines äs described in [Bru94]. The hadronization is modeled with JET-

SET 7.4.

A hard version for the parton density parameterization of the pomeron is chosen.

For this study it is important to mention that no stränge quark content of the pomeron

is assumed so far and thus the production of stränge particies is restricted to the

fragmentation processes.

The events within this MC sample have been generated using a weighting proce-

dure in Order to produce events moreefficiently, i.e. events are produced equally over

a wide kinematic ränge. !n order to get correct results, each event has to be weighted

by its probability äs calculated from the kinematics. Howevsr, this means that the

cross-section and the luminosity are strongly dependent on the equivalent number of

selected events.

Generator Chain

Poraeron SF

Number of events

«ÄJC'V1]

PYTH1A -*• JETSET

f,(ß) = W ~ W
120000 (wcighted)

4

Tmble 5.3; Specifieationt for the POMPYT MC «ampfc

NZ

The implementation of the NZ (referring to the Initials of the authors N. N. Nikolaev

and B. G. Zakharov ) model in a MC generator is calied EPDIFFR (author A. Solana,

no raanual existing so far). The current version incorporates both "hard" and "soff

components of diffractive scattering. The relative adroixture for photon fluctuation

into tiü + dd, ss and cc, is given approximately äs 89:10:1 for uö + dd : ss : cc. For

the parton shower and fragmentation processes the LUND model äs iraplemented in

JETSET 7.3 is used.

As for the POMPYT MC, the events are generated using a weighting procedure.
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Generator Chain

Effective Poroeron SF

Number of events

QU< '̂1

EPDIFFR -» JETSET

ft(ß) = Aß(\

50 000 (weighted)

4

T»ble 5.4: 5penTu:atü>n* for the NZ MC lamplt

5.3 Detector Simulation

The Simulation of the detector response for ZEUS proceeds in the MOZART Soft-

ware package. It is based on the GEANT (|GEAj) package that bas been developed

continually over the last 2 decades at CERN. The detector is described in form of

geometrical volumes, to each of which a filling medium or materia) is assigned. The

program contains lookup tables for the properties of the different media (such äs ra-

diation lengths, etc.) äs well äs of the partkles (such äs life tirnes, etc.) that pass

through the detector. It allows one to transport particles through the detector and its

geometrical boundaries, taking into account physical effects according to the nature

of the particles, their interaction with matt« and magnetic 6elds. It also contains

code to describe the evolution of electiomagnetic and hadronic showers in materials.

As input it accepts events that have been siroulated by Monte Carlo generators. A

graphical representation of the detector and the particle trajectories is supported.

MOZART is tbe adaption for the ZEUS detector. It contains a very detailed

description of the ZEUS detector in form of a data base. Obviously great care has

to be taten in simulating all the different materials and structures that build up a

complex detector äs ZEUS in order to simulate the response a real particle would

produce passing through this detector. The Output of MOZART are data banks that

have exactly the same structnre äs the data banks that get created from tbe "real"

ZEUS detector read out when events are measured. They contain Information like

energy deposits in calorimeter cells or scintillators, or hits in the CTD, etc. thus

reflecting the detector response. In addition, further data banks are Glied that keep
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all the information of the generator level.

The Simulation of the trigger logic which is used for the data taking (see 6.2) is

dooe in the program ZGANA. It permits easy testing of new trigger criteria and the

calculation of the trigger acceptance with MC events that have been passed through

the detector Simulation MOZART. It determines for each event which subtriggers are

satisfied and Stores the result äs "trigger bits".
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6.1 1994 Data Taking

ZEUS Lumlnoslty 1994
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Figure 6.1: Luminosity history for the 1994 run period. The upper picture shows the integrated Iti-
mbositj' äs delivered from HERA and äs sccumulated and written to tape by the ZEUS Mtperitnent.
The lower picture shows the accumulated integrated luminosity on a daily buis.

Figure 6.1 shows the data taking history for the 1994 run period. The upper picture

shows the integrated luminosity äs delivered from HERA and äs accumulated and

written to tape by the ZEUS experiment. In the e~p run period between mid May
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and roid July HERA delivered around l.2pb~l out of which the ZEUS data acquisition

systera wrote ~ 0.5 pb~l to tape. In the positron run period, frora the beginning of

August until end of October, HERA delivered another ~ 5p6""' out of which ZEUS

archived — 3.2 jA'1. The difference between HERA delivered and ZEUS acquired

luminosity indicates an Overall efficiency of ~ 60 % for the data taking procedure. This

effieiency includes periods where the detector readout is inactive due to experimental

procedures that have to be followed after new beam fills, e.g, the ciosing of the

detector and the ramping of the high voltage System of the CTD. The efficiency of the

ZEUS detector and the data acquisition System at stable beara condjtions is usually

better than 80 %. The lower picture shows the accumulated integrated luminosity on

a dajly basis.

6.2 Online Event Selection

The online event selection is meant to provide a basic data sample for a wide vari-

ety of studies of physics processes while reducing the huge background arising from

interactions other than ep scattering (i.e. beam gas events) and ep events of no in-

terest. Furthermore, the readout electronics, the digitization procedure and the data

transfer to storage areas are limited in their capability of handling the high rate of

interactions in the detector.

For the ZEUS detector a trigger System has been designed that decides in three sub-

sequent levels, called GFLT, GSLT and TLT (abbreviations for Global First/Second

Level Trigger and Third Level Trigger, respectively) whether to keep or to reject an

event. On the lowest level, the GFLT, the time constraint ts tightest and a fast de-

cision is necessary in Order to avoid dead times in the data acquisition. Therefore

very siraple algorithms are used here, while algorithms with increasing sophistication

are used on the subsequent GSLT and TLT levels. Furthermore, on the GFLT and

GSLT level each participating component has its own local trigger System (referred

to äs local FLT or SLT) and intermediate buffer (so called pipelines for the FLT).

The local trigger Systems process in parallel their trigger calculations and send the
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trigger decisions to the global trigger box where they are combined into global trigger

decisions, Until a decision is raade on these levels, the data are stored in the buffer. In

case of a positive trigger decision the data are passed on and subjected to the decision

on the next level. In case of a negative trigger decision the buffers are cleared and the

procedute Starts for the next event. The data from all detector components of events

that pass the GSLT trigger conditions are combined into the final data structure in

the Event Builder (EVD) and transferred into the event buffers of the TLT.

6.2.1 GFLT

The trigger decisions of the local FLT are based on simple activity threshold con-

ditions in subranges (so called trigger regions) of the corresponding detector pari.

The GFLT has 64 "trigger slots" corresponding to 64 different logical corobinations

of local trigger decisions. Any of the trigger slots can be individually prescaled (or

switched off) by a factor of n, meaning that only every nth event passing this sub-

trigger condition will lead to a positive trigger decision. The GFLT trigger decision

is a logic OR of the individual trigger slots.

The aira of the GFLT is a rate reduction to an output rate of 500Hz — \QQHz.

In 1994 a usual input rate (äs measured with the C5 counter) was of the order of

2QkHz. The actual definition of the individual triggers (thresholds and/or logical

combinations and/or prescale factors) has to cope with the luminosity conditions

and is therefore subject to changes over the run period. The "trigger history" is

documented and accessible in form of data bases.

6.2.2 GSLT

The GSLT consists of 8 subtriggers that are run in parallel, only 5 of which were

active in the 1994 run period :

stO Environmental and test triggers.

st l Passthrough and calibration triggers.

st2 Runs veto algorithms.
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st3 Runs physics filters.

stT Fitls reference histograms.

An event is accepted if it fulfills a logic OR of the subtriggers StO to »t3. The

histograms provided from stT do not contribute to a trigger decision but are used

by the shift crew in Order to detect probleros in the detector performance. Events

accepted by stO provide Information such äs the detector Status and bearo conditions,

events accepted by st l are used for trigger and backgronnd studies and to test the

electronic readout of the caloriraeter. The rates frora these subtriggers are low during

physics runs. The subtriggers st2 and st3 use the information provided from the

local 5LT triggers.

There are 8 veto algorithms implemented in st2 in ordei to reject beam gas events,

cosmic muon events and so called spark events. All these algorithms use solely in-

formation provided from the caloriraeter (CAL) SLT. The most powerful tool is the

GAL event timing. CAL provides a time resolution better than l ns (see |Fre94|) for

cells with an energy above l GeV. For «p collisions at the nominal interaction point

the CAL timing is calibrated to be zero in the whole caloriraeter. Events related to

interactions between the proton beam and residual gas in the beampipe arrive early

in the RCAL, events originating from electron interactions with beampipe gas arrive

early in the FCAL. Furthermore, the tiraing difference between FCAL and RCAL is

large for bearo gas related events and around zero for ep interactions. Beam gas events

are rejected if | TRCAL \ 8ns, or | TFCAL \ 8ns or TFCAL - TRCAL > 8ns. Cos-

mic muons passing through the calorimeter will show a large time difference between

the upper and lower half of BCAL and are therefore rejected with the requirement

T*r - Tia^ < -10ns (and no energy in FCAL and RCAL). The calorimeter tiraes

are detertnined äs energy weighted averages (the time resolution improves with en-

ergy) of the individual cell times. Spark events are triggered by a discharge in the

base of single photomultiplier tubes, leading to a high imbatance between the two

photomultipüers in one cell. Two "spark algorithms" are used to veto such events.

Kinematics in ep interactions restrict the maximum observable E — p, to twke the
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electron beara energy, where E - p£ = jv Ej(l - cos(<?j)). The snm runs over all

calorimeter teils, Et is the energy deposited in a calorimeter cell, Öj the correspond-

ing angle of this cell with respect to the reconstructed interaction point. Therefore a

veto E - p, > 75 GeV, based on CAL energy sums, is used to reject beam gas events.

Finally an "empty trigger veto" rejects events that were triggered by CAL FLT and

have only very little energy in CAL.

st3 consists of a total of 28 physics filters that use GFLT trigger information äs

well äs (already performed) energy calculations of the LUMI and CAL and tracking

information of the CTD. NC DIS events are selected by :

DISSF : a logic OR on a subset of FLT filter bits (energy threshold in CAL sections

and isolated energy depositions in combination with vetoes from C5, Veto Wall

and SRTD). This insures a minimura actjvity in CAL associated with a DIS

event.

DIS1 : a threshold E-pz + 2 -EwuiG > 24 GeV for events that pass DISSF or have

a transverse energy in CAL E, > 25GeV. This cut indicates a reconstructed

scattered electron in the calorimeter with a possible initial state photon with

energy EWUIG detected in the photon calorimeter of the LUMI System.

The overall rejection is typically around 80% — 90%, leading to an aimed accep-

tance rate of 50 Hz - lOHz. Similar to the GFLT, the GSLT is adjusted to changes

in the run conditions over the run period. Changes in the triggers (äs well äs more

detailed information about the trigger definitions) can be found in |Chl94|.

6.2.3 TLT

On the TLT levcl the input rate is already strongly reduced (to ~ O.t % of the initial

rate) leaving more processing time per incoming event. Furthermore, the complete

information of all detector components is available, in addition to the trigger informa-

tion of the GFLT and GSLT. This allows the Implementation of more sophisticated

and physics oriented trigger algorithms, using, for example, electron anders (routines
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that look for the scattered electron) or tracking algorithms. This allows the physics

gronps to perform a preselection of the event class under study already at this stage

and this speeds up the analysis, The TLT provides 96 trigger slots out of which ~ 80

have been used in the 1994 run period. The algorithms are implemented in Fortran

code and often have their origin in former otHine analysis codes. The output rate of

the TLT is 10 Hz - l Hz. Events that pass any of the active trigger siot conditions

are transferred to mass storage on IBM tape cartridges,

The preselection of the NC DIS data sample uses 5 trigger slots :

DIS01 : (GSLT

found with the electron finden, ELECT5 or LOCAL).AND.(Ee. >

DIS02 : (E - p, > 25GeV).AND.(ßt > 40G«V).AND.(not a cosmic muon event,

identified with ISITAMU). The E - p, cut reduces the contribution from pho-

toproduction events, where the scattered electron leaves CAL undetected.

DIS05 : DIS01, but without electron requirement.

DIS06 : DIS01, but without E -p, requireroent.

DIS07 : (GSLT filter DISSF).AND.(£ - p, >

The analysis routines ELECT5, LOCAL and ISITAMU are part of the PHANTOM

library, a ZEUS Software library for analysis routines.

The TLT consists of a farm of 36 Silicon Graphics (SGI) Workstations, divided

into 6 branches. Each brancb consists of a raaster machine and five processing nodes.

The master machines accept events from the Event Builder and distribute them to

the processing nodes that run, in parallel, identical reconstruction and analysis code

(simplified versions of the ZEUS offline reconstruction code). The TLT was designed

at the University of Toronto äs part of the Canadian group contribution to the ZEUS

experiment.
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6.3 Event Reconstruction and Offline Selection

Before the data are available for further analysis, all events stored on the mass storage

are "reconstructed" with ZEPHYR (abbreviation for ZEus PHYsics Reconstruction

program). This program is logically divided into three phases.

Phasel corrects the raw data using the detector calibration constants operative at

the time the data were taken. The responses of the different components, such

äs energy deposits in ealoriraeter eeüs or tracks in the CTD, are reconstructed.

Phase2 The Phasel data are used and combined in Order to reconstruct more com-

plex objects such äs energy clusters or electrons in CAL.

DST The data are subject to a set of physics Alters using Phasel and Phase2 In-

formation äs well äs the online trigger bits set by GFLT.GSLT and TUT. The

output of these physics filters is included in the data set of the reconstructed

event and allows one an easy access to tbe events of interest later in the indi-

vidual analysis.

This analysis is based on events classified by the "Clean NC DIS" bit B14 :

D1S01.0R.D1S02.0R.DIS05.OR.D1S06.0R.DIS07 .AND.

E - p, + 2EWHJG > SSCeV' .AND.

Spark event rejection .AND.

Beam halo muon event rejection .AND.

Electron outside 32cm x 32cm box around beampipe .AND.

E< > 5 GeV .AND.

yjs > 0.02
The spark rejection uses the RMSPARK algorithm from the PHANTOM library.

It recalculates the energy sums in the FLT trigger regions excluding cells with high

energy imbalance. If the recalculated energy falls below a certain threshold the event

is rejected.

Beam halo rauons travel parallel to the beam line. The PHANTOM routine AL-

HAL02 checks for "peculiar" structures, such äs many consecutive BCAL towers with
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energy depositions but no tracks in the CTD.

The "box cut" around the beam pipe is essential for the reconstruction of the

electron kinematics. A scattered electron with an impact point too close to the edge

of the 20 cm x 20 cm hole in RCAL, where the beam pipe enters the inner detector,

(i.e. less then 6cm ~ 3 Motiere radii) will lose pari of its shower energy into the

beam hole, leading to a systematic shift in the energy and angular reconstruction.

The cut in the reconstructed electron energy insures a high efficiency and purity

for the electron Unding algorithms. A correctly reconstructed scattered electron is

very effective in removing photoproduction events.

The cut in y/g removes events with low y that wonld move to Iow x when using

the double angle method and therefore improves the resolution in z.

The Information from the environmental triggers (i.e. beam condition, detector

coofiguration, etc.) and results from the component data quality rnonitoring are

used to reject events or runs that were taken with bad running conditions. The list

of events or runs with such bad conditions exist in the form of a data base in the

PHANTOM routine EVTAKE.

6.4 The Final DIS Data Sample

The data sample passing the DIS preselection with B14 äs discussed in the previous

sections is still contaminated with background and photoproduction events. Further-

more, the reconstruction of the event kinematics depends on the method (see section

4.2) nsed and varies for the different regimes. Figure 6.2 shows for a DIS Monte Carlo

sample (ME+PS) the rnigration of the kinematic variables in the r - Q1 plane for

four reconstruction methods. The x - Q* plane is divided into equal bins in logn(x)

and lopiofQ1). The tail of each arrow is the average value of the generated x and

generated Q* inside such a bin. The head of the arrow is the average value of the

reconstructed x and reconstructed (f originating from the sarae bin. Long arrows in-

dicate a poor measurement of the kinematic variables due to acceptance or resolution

limitations of the detector.
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Figure 6.2: Migration in i and Q* im ME+PS DIS MC events with a reconstrurted positron with
enerfiy E,' > 5 GtV. The dotted lines are lines of constant y = 1,0.1.0.04 (from kft to right). The
x - Q* plane is divided into equal bin« in 'ojio(i) and logialQ1}- The tail of fach arrow is the
average value nf the t nie x and true Q3 baide surh a bin. The head of the arrow is the average value
of the reconstructed x and reconstrurted Q* originating from the same bin. For the refonstrurtion
of the kiiiPinatical variables the different methoils äs introduced in section 4.2 are used: a) The
electron method; b) the double angle method; c) the Jacquet Blondel method; d} a hybrid of double
anfile method (Q3) and electnm method (i).

To improve the purity of the DIS sample further event sdection criteria have been

applied to the data sample :

1. The reconstructed event vertex is restricted to the ränge -42 an < ZVTJT <

48cm (~ ±45 ein around the nominal vertex of theerj interaction). This rejects

furlher bram gas and cosniic ray events.

2. A tightened cut 35<7eV < E-p, < SOGcV is applied. The lower boundary re-

moves photoproduction and hard initial state bremsstrahlung events, the upper

boundary cuts off beam gas events.
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3. The electron is reconstructed with EEXOTIC, an algorithra based on ELECT5,

but tuned to improve the angular tesoliition and purity. The reconstructed

electron angle together with the reconstructed Q1 (double angle method} are

used to recalculate the electron energy Ec- (inversion of equation 4.10). Events

with Et> < 5CeV are rejected.

*• Vti < 0.95 removes events with an incorrectly identifie<i elertron This cut arTects

only fake electrons in FCAL arising primariiy from photoproduction events. The

E,- > 5GeV selection criteria corresponds to ji,j < 0.82 in RCAL and therefore

does not intiuence electrons in RCAL.

In Order to ensure that the MC samples reflect the DIS nature of the data, the

distributions of sorne characteristic variables have been compared on the detector

level. The agreement between the data and the MC is generally very good (see

figures 6.3 o) - k}). The differences between data and MC in the Bjorken y (figure

6,3 d], reconstructed with the electron method (see section 4.2.1), is attributed to a

known CAL energy scale problem. Not all of the inactive material, such äs cables,

support structures, etc., present in the real detector is included in the MC detector

description. Therefore, particles in the detector will lose more energy in the ZEUS

detector than in the MC detector Simulation. From formula 4.12 it is easy to see

that this effect leads to a shift of yfl to higher values, more pronounced for data than

for MC. In figure 6.3 e) the shift is not visihle, since tbe positron energy has been

corrected with the Q*DA. Correcting y,, with the Q}jA converts the electron method

into the double angle method. However, the rejection of fake positrons is best with

the use of ytl and the agreement between data and MC is good for yti £• 0.6. Again

the shift to lower energies in the E — p, distribution of the data, compared to the

MC, is based on the CAL energy scale problem. However, this shift of ~ 5% only

arTects events in the tail of the distribution and does not influence the results on the

production rates of stränge particles.
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Figur* 6.3: Compariton of event rote« of DIS chamcterutic variablei for data (block eintet) and
ME+PS (lint) «nd CDM+BGF (daih-dotUd Kne) Monte Carlo : event rate* aj fmetian of the
retonitnteled ßjonten varioWe« (a) - (d), the jeattered pontron enerjy E,, (e), Wie leatterinj anpfe
S,, of the potitron (/), the i-eoordätate of tht evtnt vertex XVTX (9)1 E - p, (h), AaJrotuc Centn of
maM enerjy Wp^ (i) and the pieudorapia'ity o/ the itntk ftutrk TJH (*).
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10'
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Fipire 6.4: Event dutritviion in th« x-Q* plane of the D/5 data tample. a) (hoiui the tUttribvtim
for evtnt* that fad the DIS event telection cutt, the toentt in t) are a tubtample of eventi that
fütted the final ewent ttlcction cut». The dathed Knet are linei of coiutant y = 1,0.1,0.04 (fromltft
to right). The dotttlc angle method uai uied in Order to neonttruct the lanematie voritolti.

Fignre 6.4 shows for a subsarople of the DIS data the distribntion in the x-Q1

plane for events a) failing and b) passing the eveot selection criteria. The bulk of

events failing the cuts are found at low yt reaching to higher values of y only for

Q1 < lOCeV1. The central kineroatic region with Q1 > 10C?«V* and y > 0.04 is

relatively free from the effects of the cuts. However this central region is where events

passing the event selection criteria accumulate. A total of 275352 events of the data

sample remain after the DIS selection cuts.

6.5 Event Migration in z, y, Q2

Figure 6.5 shows for the ME+PS DIS Monte Carlo sample the raigration of the

kineroatic variables in the x — Q1 plane for all events that pass the final DIS event

selection criteria. The bin definitions and reconstruction methods are identical to tbat

in figure 6.2. A comparison with 6.2 shows a suppression of events that would migrate

from Q1 < 5(7eV to values Q1 > lOCeVT Furthermore event migration from high

to Iower x is reduced. Using the CDM+BGF sample instead of the ME+PS sample

reproduces identical migration behaviour.
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a) Electron

10 10 10 10 10

10 10 10 10 10 1 10 10 1O

Figure 6.5: Migration in z and Q1 for ME+PS DIS MC events that pass the final event selection
ruts. The dotted lines are lines of ronstant y - 1,0.1,0.04 (from left to right). The z - QJ plane is
dlvided into equil bins in (09,0(1) and logmiQ1). The tail of* eich arro* is the averagr value of the
true r and true Q1 inside such a bin. The hfad of the arrow is the average v»lue of the reconsuurted
r and reronstructed QJ oripnating from the same bin. For the reconstruction of the kinematical
variahles the different mcthods äs introduced io section 4.2 are used; a) The elertron method; b)
the double angle method: c) the Jacquet Blondel method; d) a hybrid of double angle method (Q*}
and elertron method (i).

The double angle method exhibits the best reconstruction resolution for the kine-

matic variables i and Q1, and has therefore been chosen for this analysis However,

for the reconstruction of y the Jacquet Blondel method provides the best recon-

struction accuracy and has therefore been chosen. Migration effects are small for

events in the regjon Q: > 10GW2, r > 0.0003 and y > 0.04. Statistics are low for

Q2 > \28QGeV1 and x > 0.1- Therefore this analysis is restricted to the central

kinematk ränge defined by these cuts.

The acceptance of the event selection ruts for DIS events in the selected kinematic

rangphas been determined to be ~ 87.7 % with ME+PS and CDM+BGF MC sample
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(87.6 % and 87.8 % respectively). 147934 events of the data sample remain after the

final DIS selection cuts. The final DIS event selection cuts are summarized in table

6.1.

Event Selection Criteria

DST selection

Vertex cut

E - p, cut

Electron cuts

NC DIS bit B14

-42 cm < zvrJr. < 48 cm

35GeV < E - p, < GQGeV

EEXOTIC electron with E* > 5GeK

IM < 0.95

Selected Kinematic Range

lQGeV*<Q*DÄ < 1280 Cef

0.0003 <XDA <0 .1

V» > 0.04

i

Table 6.1: P/5 Evtnt Sclection Cut*.
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Neutral stränge particles are detected in the decay channels K% -t IT+T and A -)•

pv~ (A -¥ pr+) by reconstructing the tracks of their charged decay products inside

the tracking detectors. The Ä"J has a longer lifetirae than the /f|, in fact only less

than 10% of the A'J decay inside the ZEUS detector. Furthermore, the main K°L

decay branches are 3 body decays (see A.1.1) induding neutral pions or neutrinos in

the decay products. This makes the reconstruction very complicated and not feasible

within the 1994 DIS data sample.

This analysis uses the VCTRAK tracking package (see section 3.4). 1t deter-

raines the event (or primary) vertex and the parameters defining the trajectory and

raomentum of the charged particles traversing the CTD and VXD and stores this in-

formation in ADAMO tables. Of importance for this analysis are the tables VCTVTX

containing the coordinates of the primary vertex, VCTRHL and VCTPAR where the

Information for the individual tracks are stored. The difference between VCTRHL

and VCTPAR is that the fonner contains all reconstructed tracks while the latter is

restricted to tracks emanating from the primary vertex.

In the following sections the naroing convention äs below is used.

Daughter Track; Ali tracks are assumed to originale from particle decays and are

henceforth referred to äs daughter tracks,

Daughter Particle: A masshypothesisassignedto a daughter trackdefines a daugh-

ter particle.

Mother Particle: Daughter particles are combined to form mother particles. Most
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of these combinations are completely random. But still they will, for simplicity,

be henceforth referred to äs mother particles although they are not connected

to a physical particle (i.e. the tracks are not associated with the same particle

decay and/or to a decay at all).

Candidate: A candidate is defined äs any mother particle that passes all reconstruc-

tion and selection criteria applied to it.

True Particle/Background: Depending on the quality of the reconstruction and

selection criteria the candidate sample is contarninated by a certain amount of

background. The background can originale either from decays of particles other

than the ones under study or from random combinations. In MC samples the

nature of each candidate is known and therefore a further distinction of the

candidates into the true particles (i.e. K\, A°) and background is possibte.

7. l The Reconstructioa of Candidates

To find candidates for neutral stränge particle (or any other decaying neutral particle)

the VOFIND (see (Mat94|) rontine from the PHANTOM library is used. The lifetirae

of the neutral Strange particles is of the Order O(10~10s) which Jraplies that they

should decay well away from the primary vertex. VOFIND combines pairs of tracks

to find these secondary decay vertices.

The algorithm used by VOFIND needs the magnetic Geld Information of the central

tracking area. A mappingof the field isprovided in form of a data base (see (Cor92|).

The axial magnetic field in the central tracking detector forces the charged particle on

helical trajectories along the z-axis. Therefore in a projection onto the xy-plane these

trajectories appear äs circles. From the information stored in the VCTRHL table the

radii and centers of these circles can be determined and an attempt to cakulate their

intersects is done. Tbe intersection of circles in a plane gives 4 different classes of

Solutions :

1.) The circles touch each other leading to one "crossing point" that is identified
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äs the secondary vertex,

2.) Tbe circles intersect at twocrossing points. To decide which of these two defines

the secondary vertex tbe longitudinal separates Az at the crossing points are

calculated. The crossing point with the smaller AJ is taken äs the secondary

vertex.

These are the uncritical Solutions that are obviously expected for a decay process.

However, there are two additional possibilities where the circles do not intersect.

3.) One circle is completely inside the other circle.

4.) The two circles are completely separate.

Because of resolution effects, these non-intersecting tracks might still belong to a

valid combination. Therefore VOFIND calculates for these cases the closest approacb

of the circles and uses this point äs the intersect. The momeota of the daughter tracks

are then calculated at the intersect. In addition the four-momentum of the raother

particle is evaluated, assuming spedßc mass hypotheses for each daughter track.

The output of VOFIND contains the momenta of the daughter tracks at the in-

tersect, the coordinates of the intersect in the xy-plane, the two z positions of the

intersect of each daughter track and the four-momentum of the mother particle. Fur-

tbermore a control 6ag is returned which provides Information on the vertex finding

procedure (i.e. whether the tracks intersected, or whether the tracks had opposite

charge, etc.).

Since the daughter particles must have opposite charge, VOFIND is used to cal-

culate for each event only the intersects of all possible combinations of oppositely

charged tracks. As a further requirement, the daughter tracks must have a polar an-

gle in the ränge 20° < B < 160" (| n < 1.75) and a minimum transverse momentump,

of 150 Me V. These requirements are henceforth referred to äs "Foster cuts" and were

recommended for the 1994 run period by the ZEUS tracking group ([Fos95|). They

ensure that the reconstniction is restricted to an area where the detector performance

äs well äs the reconstruction efficiency and resolution are well understood. To form
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KS candidates for both tracks the pion mass is used äs the roass hypothesis. In case

of the A° decay the roass hypothesis is not unambiguous. The positive (negative)

charged track might belong to the p (ir~) from a A decay or to the TT+ (p) of the

A decay. However, if the A° has a rnomentura higher than 3QOAfeV the maximum

momentum of the pion is always lower than the minimum momentum of the proton.

Therefore the higher momentum track is given tbe proton roass hypothesis while the

other track is assigned the pion mass hypothesis. With this a distinction between a A

and a A is possible too : if the higher momentum track has positive charge it belongs

to a A.

MC studies showed that around 25% of all track combinations do not intersect.

These studies also showed that less than 5% of the reconstructed K% and less than

8% of the reconstracted A° have non intersecting tracks. Therefore combinations that

do not intersect are excluded in this analysis.

Number of Daughter Tracks Associated with E* tut Vtriex

Figure 7.1: Fractian of K$ eandidatet at /unetion of the munter of daughter tntelu atiociated unth
the event vtrtri for K% and backgnvnd with invariant mau QAGtV < m(*"t"ir~) < O.ßSGeV.
Candidatei viith two daughter tracki atiociattd with the event vertex an rejected.

Most of the tracks in an event are related to strong interactions in the fragmen-

tation process following the hard interaction. The vertex finding algorithms are not

able to resolve their Separation from the event vertex. Therefore, these tracks are

associated with the event vertex, i.e. the tracks appear in both ADAMO tables VC-

TRHL and VCTPAR. The A'| and A° on the other hand decay on average a few
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Nttmbrr of Daaghter Tracks Attociaed with Errat Vtriex

Figure 7.2: fVuction of A cnnrfiAif« u a/wicfion of the number of tttvghtfr tmeltt tutoeioted v/ith
the evtni vertei for \' and tafkynund milk invariant IHM* ].08G«V < m(p»~,jnr*") < l.lSGcV.
Candidaltt with at Itait one doujhler traut attociated with tA« «vent werter ore rejeetea1.

ccntirae t er s away from the event vertex. Tbeii daughter tiacks aie only associated

with the primary vertex by resolution efFects and random projection actidents. Monte

Carlo studies confirm that for A'£ the daughter tracks are less likely to originale from

the primary event vertex than are the daughter tracks from background. Figure 7.1

shows the percentages for Ä'° and background that have either no, one or both daugh-

ter tracks emanating from the event vertex. Rejecting all candidates that have two

daughter tracks associated with the event vertex reduces the background to less than

50% while keeping ~ 70% of the Alt. For the A° the number of daughter tracks that

are allowed to emanate from the event vertex has been reduced to zero. Figure 7.2

shows that this implies a rather drastic reduction of the Signal by ~ 66% äs well äs

of the background by ~ 85%. The decay proton usually carries most of the A°'s mo-

menturo and therefore closely follows its original direction. This projection accident

associates the proton track with the primary vertex and therefore is the reason for

this strong reduction of the signal. However, this cut is retained in order to achieve

a reasonable signal to background ratio.

The sample of K$ candidates is the set of all remaining candidates witb the invari-

ant mass restricted to 0.4GeV < m(ir+ir~) < 0.65GeV. Similarly, the A° candidate

sample contains all candidates with an invariant mass of 1.08 GeV < m(jnr~,pti+) <
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\.16GeV. At this stage these samples are still highly contaminated by background.

The aim of the following sections, 7.2 and 7.3, is to introduce a set of selection

criteria that allow extraction of a clcan signal for the neutral Strange particles by

reducing the background. To determine reasonable c«t values, the efficiency and

purity of the stränge particle selection is studied with the help of known MC samples.

The efficiency äs a function of a cut value is defined äs :

.,_ . . .
Eßiciency(cut) = "' '

nnc.

where nj^' is the total number of reconstructed true particles (either A"" or A°) and

nf^'-(cut) is the number of reconstructed true particles passing the cut. The purity

äs a function of a cut value is defined äs :

where n,«. = nfJJ1- + nj^*» is the nuraber of alt reconstructed candidates and back-

ground. n*£'-{cid) is äs above. In choosing the number of reconstructed true particles

rather than the number of generated true particles äs the reference number, the global

acceptance of the detector for findmg these particles is nnfolded.

A compromise between efficiency and purity has to be made in order to find the

optimum cut value. Depending on the nature of tbe study, either equal or different

weighting for efficiency and purity can be considered. An Illustration of the gain in

background reduction can then be achieved in displaying the "compromise function"

Comp(cut) = Effi£icneym(cvt) * Purity"(cui) where m,n denote the weights for

either function. The maximum of this compromise function (if existing) indicates

an Optimum choice for the cut value. However, the comproroise functions should

roerely be understood äs a help in understanding the variations äs function of the

cut rather than äs an analytical way to determine exactly the best cut value. In

this analysis an equal weighting (i.e. m = n = 1) for purity and efficiency has been

chosen to help frading reasonable cut values. Variations in the choice of tbe selected

cut values are included in studies of systematic eRects.
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7.2 Kl Selection

7.2.1 The Az Cut
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i"
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itncy
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Upper limit of Az

Figur« T.3: Lonjtttirfinai ««paration Az .* a) Distribution* for Kg and backyround witti invariant «DOM
OAGeV < m(ir*"ir~) < 0.65 Ge V. ; k) Effitieney, pvrity anrf comprvmite ftmction tu ftmctiotu
of the tipper Itmit tut in AI. Az < 2.5cm, mdscated ty the dathed lint, hai been choitn for Au
analyiit.

Az is the absolute value of the longitudinal Separation between the two tracks

at the intersection point. For track combinations originating frora a decay vertex

one would naively expect Az to vanish assuming an ideal resolution for the tracking

device. In real life Az depends on the longitudinal resolution of the CTD (see 3.3).

Furtherraore VOFIND assuraes ideal helices äs trajectories for the daughter particles

and therefore does not take into account deviations due to scattering processes along

the path (i.e. interactions with gas raolecules, the beam pipe, wires 01- the frame

raaterial). These effects lead to a smearing in Az. However, the distribution of Az

for Kg is narrower than for background äs can be seen from figure 7.3a). Figure 7.3b)

shows the effect of changing the upper limit of the Az cut on efficiency and purity.

In addition the corapromise function is shown. An upper limit of Ar = 2.5 cm has

been chosen. This value is close to the Optimum suggested from the compromise

function (i.e. its maximum at &z ~ 5cm) but far enough away from the strong drop
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off at small Az to ensure robustness (i.e. small dependence on sraall variations of

Az). The Az distribution can be approximated fairly well with a double Gaussian

centered around 0 (normalized \* ~ 1.9 for the füll ränge Ocm < Az < 30cm). The

first Gaussian dominates strongly for AI < 5 cm and yields a rough estimate for the

2-resolution ff, ~ 6mm of the CTD. This is in fair agreement with the resolution

quoted in section 3.3. The second Gaussian is added in order to take care of effects

due to multiple scattering, etc. . Adding more Gaussians leaves the width of the first

Gaussian unchanged and therefore supports its Interpretation äs tbe resolution in z.

7.2.2 The Collinearity Cuts

Cotloiforitja
[dtgrets]

Upprr Limit of CoUineorOj a

Figure 7.4: CclKntority a: a) Dätributiom for K% and backgnmnd tuith invariant matt 0.4 GeV <
m(T+ j r~) < 0-65 G* V. ; b) Efficiency, jmrity onrf campronüie ftmction at function of the vpptr
limit ailotaed for a. The nqvirement for thit malyiit it a < 25° M indieated by the daihfd Hut.

Assuming that the Kg is produced at the primary vertex, i.e. not coming frora a

secondary decay (e.g, $ decay), it is possible to reconstruct the direction of flight of

the A'£ : since it is a neutral particle it will pass undefiected on a straight line from

the primary vertex to its decay point. Both points are reconstructed and therefore the

vector of the direction of flight can be determined. For reconstructed A'{J this direc-

tion of flight should match the direction of the 3-momentum of the mother particle
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(Jtgrttt]
Transvtne CoBiatarUf aif

10

Efftctatej'ParHj

[Jtgrtti]
Uppcr Limit ofTnuaverst Collinearity a^

Figur* 7.S: Trwttvtrie colKnearüy amt: a) Düträmtiont for Kj onrf tadbfnmnrf urith invariant mutt
QAGeV < n»(>r+it~) < O.BSGtV. ; t>) Sffietency, pitrity tmi compromüt fwetim at fimetüm of
the upper limti aüovitd n*,. In tiiii •noJyni a,t <Sf (dathtd knt) u rt^uireä.

reconstructed from VOFIND. For background no correlation is expected. A useful

variable to suppress backgroond is therefore the collinearity a which is defined äs the

angle between these two vectors. Since the resolution in the transverse plane is better

than in the longitudinal direction the transverse collinearity a^ is introduced. It is

defined äs the angle between the projections of the two vectors onto the xy-plane.

Figures 7.4 a) and 7.5 a) sbow the distributions of A'j and background for a and

o,t, respectively. As expected the collinearity angle distribution for K* peaks much

stronger at sraall angles than the distribution for the background. Figures 7.4 b)

and 7.5 b) demonstrate the effect of changes in the upper limits on the efficiency and

purity. FOT the collinearity a an upper Hrait of 25" has been chosen, the requirement

for the transverse collinearity Q^ is an angle sraaller than 8°.

Tbe shape of the collinearity distributions for the background arises frora com-

binatoric reasons. NaTvely one would expect a flat distribution if the tracks where

distributed isotropically. However, in DIS the scattered quark will fragment into a

collimated Jet of particles defining an axis along the original direction of the quark

and through the event vertex. The tracks of the charged particles within the jet will
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be associated with the event vertex and therefore the intersects will be close to it,

preferably on the axis. The track resolution will allow intersects on either side of the

vertex, hence populating the a^ distribution at values of ~ 0° and ~ 180" degrees.

In case of the collinearity a the z-resolution of the CTD introduces an additional

sroearing. Combinations with tracks not associated with the jet will contribute to a

continuous distribution, but with much less statistical weight. For the K°s the (rauch

smaller) peak in the backward direction is also attributed to resolution effects for

tracks that intersect too close to the vertex. In removing these tracks the backward

collinearity region gets depopulated.

7.2.3 The Lifetime Related Cuts

K9
B&ckgroand

20

DfffyUmgthL

40 60

(«M]

Epwfejujr

tyfttltmtj'Fmrilf

0 20 40 60
IOH]

Lower Limit ofDtcay LfmgH L

Figur« 7.6: Decay lengA L: n) Dittributiont for K% snä ImekgromA wüh invarionl maM 0.4 GeV <
m(»*"»~) < 0.65 G«K. ; 1̂  Efficiency, pvrity tnA campnmut funetion M fwictioru af a Iower
limtt in tht Jecay iength L. No c«( in L it opplied in tAu analytu.

Due to their lifetime the A"* have an average decay length L of a few centimeters

which corresponds to the distance between the priraary vertex and the secondary

vertex found with VOFIND1. It turned out, however, that a cut on the decay length

is not effective in suppressing background. Frora figure 7.6 a), which shows the decay

'This variable m&ket physical seast only for real dec»y particles.
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length distribution for K$ and background, it can be seen that both distributions are

very similar. Figure 7.6 b) shows the effect on efficiency and purity äs function of a

Iower liniit in the decay length L. It is obvious that there is no gain in applying this

cut since both efficiency and purity are falling with increasing cut Iower limit in L.

A study using the transverse decay length, which is deßned äs the projection of the

decay length onto the xy-plane, showed the same behaviour. Therefore none of these

was used in this analysis.
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Figur* 7.7: Proper lifetime n • a) Distribution* for A"| and backgrovnd with invariant man
OAGeV < m(jr+ir~) < 0.65G<V. ; t) Efficiency, purity and compromiie function at a func-
tion of an upper limit of in CT. The requirtmcnt for thit analyiii u er < 10.0cm tu indicated ky thf
dathed Kne.

From the decay length, L, the three-momentum (both in the laboratory frame) and

the invariant massm!*"*"*") of the candidate the proper lifetimecr can becalculated

äs

CT —
L -m(T+)r~)

As for the decay length a physical Interpretation is only applicable for real decay par-

ticles. Figure 7.7a) shows tbe er distribution for K° and background. The lifetime

disiribution for A'JJ drops much faster than for background. Figure 7.7 b) demon-

strates the effect of cbanging the upper limit allowecS for CT on efficiency and purity.

A cut value of er < 10 cm has been chosen for this analysis which is well above the
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world average proper lifetime of 2.675cm (see Appendix A.l.l).

7.3 A° Selection

The selection of the A° particles proceeds in a way similar to the A'° selection. In

fact the same set of selection criteria has been applied in order to extract a clean A°

signal. Figures 7.8 - 7.12 show the distributions for the A° study. Again no cut in

the decay length L is applied, the cut values for As, a, atll are kept the same äs for

the K° analysis. The cut in er — L-m(pir)j \ has been increased to 40cm to take

into account the longer mean life tirae of the A° (7.89cm, see appendix A. 1.2).

10

Upper Limit of AI

Figure 7.8: Lonjiftidina; itparalion AI : oj Pufriiuttoiw /or A° and background with invariant
matt l.OSG'V < m(px~,pii+) < l.lSGeV. ,- b) Efficiency, ptcrity a.nd cotnpromüe function ot
fvnctiont of an upper limit oilowed for Az. AI < 2.5 cm (dothed Unt) u rejtiired for thit anofytit.

7.4 The K°s and A° Samples

Figure 7.13 a) shows the distribution of the m(pir) versus the m(7T7r} mass hypotheses

for the candidates from the 1994 DIS data sample in the ränge Q.2GeV < m(jrjr) <

O.SGeV and l.OSCeK < m(pir) < 1.35<?eV. The candidates contributing to this

figure have passed all but two of the reconstruction and selection requirements nien-

tioned above. The exemptions are that the mass ranges are widened for hoth hy-
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ColKmtanty a.
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Upptr Laut ofCetlixtaniy a

Figure 7.9: Coltirttarity a: a) Diltritutiom for A° and bntkgrotaid eandulotei uiilA invariant mau
I.OSGeV < m{p*~,pir+) < l.lSGeV. ; t) Efficieney, pvrity and compromitc fvnctitm at fimetion
of an ufper limit allotoed for a. The rat a < 25° ii indicated ty the daihed Um.
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[dtfrttl]

Traiavene CoUintarity a
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[dtgrtti]
Upper Lima of Tratuvene CetUntarity a_

Figur* 7.10: Collintarity a,,: A) DittribiMont for A° and backgrovnd amdidatet with invariant
majj IMGeV < m(p»-,p**) < \.\SGeV. ; t) Effüiency, jnrity »nd eompramwe/Miution B/an
upptr limit allotutd for a,r, The rtqvinmtnt for thü anatytii ü a < 25° ai inificnled ty Ü»e d&ihed
line.
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Figure 7.11: Decay length L: aj DütrAuKoiu Jor A° and background candidatet witfi invariant
iriAtt 1.08G«K < m(fx~.p*1') < l.lSGeV. ; i^ Effieieney, purity and compromiie fvnetion tu
functiont of a tou/er Umit in (A< decay length L. No cut on L i* appiitd in thu ana/yt><-
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Figur« 7.12: Proper Kfetimt er : a) Diitrihüiont for A" and tactyronnd ctmdidatet witA invariant
matt 1.08Gef < m(pir-,f)r+) < l.lSGeV. ; *̂  Effideney, pvrity and compromitc funttion at
/HnttiofM o/ an upper Jinut in CT. TAe refuimrunt /or tAü anajym ü er < 40.0cm a> inditattd by
the dnthed Kne.
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potheses and the er cut for the K$ has been raised to 17.8cm (which corresponds to

the er = 40 cm cut for the A°). A clear Signal band for the A'!} and the A° can be seen

at the expected mass valnps. Still a lot of candidates are spread out beyond the raass

peak regions and are attributed to background. It also can be seen from figure 7.13

that the sample of A'" candidates is contaminated hy A° particies and vice versa. To

reduce this contamination an "anti-A° cut" is applied to the Kg sample, rejecting all

candidates with an invariant mass m(pir) < 1.12GeK. For the A° sample a cut in the

invariant mass m(irir) > 0.481 GeV is applied in order to reduce the contamination

with Kg. These cuts are shown äs dashed lines in figure 7.13 a). A special class of

background originales frora photon conversion : a photon incident on the detector

material can convert into an electron positron pair, 7 -t e+e~. The reconstructed

tracks of the electron positron pair can fake candidates for neutral stränge particle

decays. As Monte Carlo studies showed, this background can be reduced by rejecting

candidates that have an invariant mass m(ec) < SOAfeV. Figures7.13 b) and c) show

the distribution of reconstructed decay vertices for the candidates in a projection into

the zy-plane (using the ZEUS coordinate convention). In this graphic representation

the number of candidates in a given ry bin is proportional to the size of the box

in this bin. The geometric borders of the VXD and CTD are indicated äs circles.

The decay vertex distribution for candidates with m(ee) > 50,WeV, figure 7.13 b),

is strongly peaked around the nominal vertex, where no detector material can give

rise to the photon conversion process. Candidates with m(ee) < SO.WeV, figure 7.13

c), bave decay vertices that are distributed around the support structure of the VXD

and CTD, confirming the photon conversion hypothesis. The photon conversion can-

didates, indicated äs squares in figure 7.13 a), are rejected with the m(ee.) > SQA/eV

selection criteria.

Table 7.1 lists all reconstruction and selection criteria applied in this analysis to

the events from the DIS data sample in order to extract a clean Signal of K° and A°

particies.

Figure 7.14 shows the invariant mass distributions for the final K° sample. The
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Reconstruction Criteria

Daughter track requirements

Tracks associated with primary vertex

Selection Criteria

Az

ColHnearity angle

Transverse collinearity angle

Proper life tiroe er

m{p*)

m(mr)

m(ee)

Ä$JeA»

opposite charges

tracks intersect

p, >0.15GcV

20° < 6 < 160°

< 1 (Kl) ; 0 (A°)

KS

< 2.5 cm

<25°

<8°

< 10cm

> 1.12CeV

-

>0.05CeV

A°

< 2.5 cm

<25"

<8°

< 40cm

-

< 0.481 GeV

> 0.05 GeV

Table 7.1: K| und A° Rccomtrvctwn mut Selection CriUna

results quoted are obtained frora a fit to the data of a Gaussian shaped Signal plus

a linear background distribution. The fitted mass is m(A^) = 497.11 ± O.OSAfeV

and the width is o(K$) = 6.4 ± 0.1 MeV. The width is totally dominated by the

resolution of the tTacking system which cannot resolve the natural width of the K$

particles. The world average raass for the Ä| quoted in |Par96] (or see table A.l in

A.1.1} is m(tfj) = 497.671 ±0.031 MeV. The Gaussian cannot reproduce corapletely

the shape of the Signal and therefore more sophisticated methods will be discussed

in section 8.1. At this point the fit suggests a total of 7468 A'* and 804 background

candidates in the signal region. The resulting signal to background ratio is of the order

9:1. The boundaries of the signal region are given by the nearest bin boundaries of

the histogram which include ±2.5 o around the fitted centre of the raass peak.

Figure 7.15 a) shows the invariant mass distribution for the final AD sample. Again
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the data points are fitted with a Gaussian shaped signal plus linear background dis-

tribution. As a result the fitted mass of m(A°) = 1116.0 ± 0.1 MeV and the width

<7(A°) = 2.2±0.1 MeV have been obtained. [Par96] (or see table A.2) quote the world

average mass äs m(A) = 1115.63±0.05.WeV. The number of reconstructed A° parti-

cles obtained by this fit is 691 A* and 79 background candidates which corresponds to a

signal to background ratio of 8:1. As mentioned before in section 7.1 the A and A can

be distinguished. Figures 7.15 b) and c) show the invariant mass distributions for the

A and A candidates separately. Applying the fit to each of these distributions yields

the consistent masses m(A) = 1115.9 ±0.1 MeV and m(A) = 1116.2 ±0.1 MeV. The

widths are a(\) = 2.3 ± 0.1 MeV and ff(Ä} = 2.2 ± Q.ZMeV. The yield is roughly

12% higher for A (371 and 36 background} than for A (329 and 31 background}

candidates.

That the resutts for the masses are not in agreement with world average values

is due to the resolution of the reconstructed daughter track momenta. However,

the aim of this thesis is not a high accuracy determination of the stränge particles

masses. Altbough this resolution effect leads to a discrepancy of ~ la in the masses,

the absolute discrepancy is is only a per raille effect and the overall influence on the

distributions under study is negligible.
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Figurt 8.1: i) diitribvtionj for ftnerated, nceiutncted and ttleeted K% particie* in a) CDM+BGF
and b) ME+PS Monte Carlo »ample*. The lotid Üntt im&cate the geometneal acceptance of the
CTD onty, the dathed Unri corrttpond to the widtntd geometricat acceptimce inclvtUng FTD and
RTD.

In Order to be able to extract rates associated with the particle production an adequate

method to count the reconstructed particles and determine the background within the

sample is necessary. Different methods to extract these numbers are discussed in sec-

tion 8.1. However, the numbers of reconstructed particles do not immediately reflect

the true number of particles that were created in the interaction. The reconstruction

of the neutral Strange particles is limited by the geometric acceptance of the tracking

detector, the effielendes of the track finding algorithms and the reconstruction and

selection criteria for the particles. As an Illustration, Ggures 8.1, 8-2 and 8.3 show

the influence of these factors on the pseudorapidity distributions for K°, A and Ä

98
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Figur» 8.2: t) dütrifatiani jor generated, rtconttntcted and lelected A particlei in a) CDM+BGF
and l) ME+PS Monte Carlo tamflet. The toKd Knei in&t&te the ftomttrittl aeceptance of the
CTD only, the dathed lintt tarnipond ta the andened gtomttrical acceptance includmj FTD and
RTD.

respectively, äs siroulated with the ME+PS and CDM+BGF Monte Carlo models.

The spectra are the predictions foi the neutral stränge particles of those MC events

that pass all event selection criteria äs introduced in section 6.4. The unshaded

distributions are the spectra at the generator level. The geometric acceptance of

the tracking detectors (including track finding effidency), äs indicated by solid and

dashed lines for CTD and PTD/RTD respectively, strongly restricts the rapidity ränge

available to reconstruct the neutral stränge particles.

The comparison of figures 8.2 and 8.3 shows a different produetion raechanisra for

A and A in the forward direction : while the A pioduction drops rapidly for jj > 5 ,

the A production rises to a peak. This difference is attributed to the different quark

content of the A and A. The A is a uds qaark bound state. In tbe DIS scattering

process it can be produced in the following production raechanisms :

1. The pro ton is a uutf quark bound state. If in the hard process an u-quark is

scattered out of tbe proton, the remainmg ud-diquark can recombine with a

s-quark to form a A. IQ t bis "pick-up" process the diquark carries the fraction

(l - x) of the proton momentum and no transverse momentum (with respect

to the proton direction). The s-quark is extracted froro the sea and theiefoie
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Flgute 8.3: )) duträutioni for gentratal, ncoiutneted and lelettat Ä partictei in a) CDM+BGF
and k) ME+PS Monte Carlo lampltt. The totid Knet indicate the geometrica! acceptance of tht
CTD oniy, the dtuhed linet the laidened geometrical acceptance inchittiny FTD and RTD.

will have only a small raomentum. Thus the A will predominantly follow the

original proton direction and give rise to the peak in the very forward direction

2. The A is produced in the fragmentation process of the scattered quark. The

fragmentation proceeds between the scattered quark and the proton remnant.

3. Contributions to the A production frora the decay of heavier baryons produced

in the hard process (E°, =, H~, etc.) are negligible.

The A is an antiquark (üÄ3) bound state, so no pick-up process is possible, all of its

constituents have to be produced in the fragmentation process. Therefore a similar

production rate äs for the A particle is expected in the scattered quark fragmentation

region, but there is no forward peak. The MC samples predict an excess A over (Ä)

of — 30%. However, due to the strong beam energy asymmetry the ZEUS detector

is blind to this excess.

The light grey shaded distributions are the MC predictions for the neutral stränge

particles that have both danghter tracks reconstructed within the CTD. The accep-

tances are ~ 34 % and - 32% (K%), ~ 20% and ~ 17% (A) and - 24% and ~ 26%
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(Ä). The two values correspond to the CDM+BGF and ME+PS raodel respectively.

Finally, the dark shaded distributions are the spectra of the neutral stränge particles

that pass all the reconstruction and selection criteria äs summariied in table 7.1.

These criteria reftect the efEciency of the reconstruction algorithm, which leads to a

further reduction to ~ 10.5% and- 11% (K%), ~ 2 % a n d ~ 3% (A) and ~ 2% and

~ 3.5 % (A) with respect to the generated sample. For sirnplidty the reconstruction

efficiency will henceforth be combined with the detector acceptance and will be called

the "effective acceptance". In 8.2 further studies of the effective acceptance will be

discussed in order to build a correction procedure. The effective acceptances quoted so

far were extracted frora MC samples using true particles only (i.e. the reconstruction

algorithm was only applied to track pairs associated with a neutral stränge parti-

cle) and therefore do not include any backgiound (e.g. frora random combinaüons

of tracks with approxiraatety the mass of the neutral stränge particle under study)

in the reconstructed particle sample. The correct nomenclature therefore would be

"true effective acceptance", however, the word "true" is omitted for simplicity. The

correction procedure applied to particle distributions and the determination of the

statistical and systematic errors will be explained in section 8.4.

The predicted ratiosof the number of reconstructed A to Ä is 1.13±0.12,0.99±0.13

for CDM+BGF and ME+PS respectively. The errors reflect the statistical error on

the number of the reconstructed particles in the MC event samples. These predictions

are in good agreement with the ratio of 1.02 ± 0.08 for the data sample, which is

calculated from the reconstructed A's and Ä's äs quoted in section 7.4.

8.1 Counting Reconstructed Particles and Background

To count the reconstructed A'J or A° particles, several methods based on a fit to

the mass spectra of the candidate samples were tested using MC samples. Although

Usted here separately, the following items have been applied together but varied in-

dependently.
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• For the signal shape a Gaussian äs well äs a double Gaussian shape have been

used äs fit function. Although the double Gaussian improves the normalized \

from ~ 5 to — 2 neither assumption can reproduce completely the shape of the

signal. This is raainly due to the resolution of the reconstructed daughter track

momenta (the second Gaussian is supposed to absorb these effects). However,

the single Gaussian fit is more robust for smaller nurnbers of candidates in the

mass distribution and therefore has been chosen äs assumption for the signal

shape.

• For the background, polynomials of zeroth to third Order were tested. It has

been found that the assumption of a linear background is suitable for this anal-

ysis, the Variation with higher Order polynomials was found to be marginal.

• The bin sizes for the mass distributions äs well äs tbe fit ranges have been varied.

The influence of either was negligible. However, the final choice of the bin size

of 5-MeK and 2AfeV for the K*s and the Aö, respectively was determined frora

statistical considerations (i.e. to have the signal spread over several bins yet

still obtain reasonable statistics within a given bin.)

Figure 8.4 shows the results using the fit function

(8.1)

for the description of the mass spectra of a) A'* and b) A° of a MC sample, b is the

bin width of the histogram (in MeV). The p(i),i = 1,5 are the fit parameters that

are returned from the MINUIT ([Jam94]) fitting routine together with their errors

<Sp(i),i = 1,5. The Interpretation of the parameters is äs follows :

p(l) is the number of candidates in the signal (on top of the background).

p{2) is the centre of the Gaussian peak.

p(3) is the width of the Gaussian peak.

p(4) is the Jntercept of the linear background function.
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p(5) is the slope of the linear backgiound fuuction.

The Monte Carlo prediction quotes the true number of reconstructed K° (A°) and

background inside the Signal region. The Signal region hereby corresponds to the

nearest bin boundaries of the histogram which indude ±3 a aronnd the fitted mass

peak value. Furtherraore the results for two different methods to extract the number

of reconstructed particles (n^n) and background (n*,) fron the fit are quoted :

Mcthod l The result for p(l) and its error Sp(l) from the fit are taken äs n^„ ±

in^r,. p ( \ ) , äs in equation 8.1, is simply the integral of the Gaussiao function.

The background, n^, is the integral over the Signal region of the linear back-

ground function wjth parameters p(4) and p{5) . The error on the background

is simply the statistical error of this integral (Sn^ = ^/n£). This is a good

approximation to the correct calculation using the errors 6p(4), <5p(5) and the

error matrix.

Method 2 The result is obtained from an Integration of all entries in the signal

region, subtracting the integrated background (inside the signal) äs calculated

in raethod 1. The error of the integral (neml = rip„, -l- TU,) is given äs the

statistical error on the nuraber of entries (^„„j - v/n^Ü)- The error on the

background is again simply the statistical error on the calculated background.

npart and n», are uncorrelated, therefore <5n,»ri = y(6numd)* — (^"»j)1 = v7"?«'

(i.e. the statistical error on the calculated number of particles).

FigureS.Sshows the fitted mass values for thetfj and A° äs a function of p, and ij.

The data points are the results of fits to the invariant mass spectra of all candidates

within the corresponding bin. The errors on the data points are the uncertainties in

the mass values äs obtained from the fit. The dashed lines show the reconstructed in-

variant masses obtained from a fit to the mass spectra of all candidates in the selected

1994 D1S data sample. This choice of bins leads to approximately equal numbers of

candidates within a bin. However, the ratio of signal to background varies over the

bins. This Variation shows a stronger dependence on p< thac on i;. For the tf| can-
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didates the ratio of signal to background decreases in the higher p( bins, for the A°

candidates the ratio is worst in the lowest p, bin and statistics are low in the highest

p, bin. In these bins the fit quality is rather poor and the fit unstable (i.e. the result

is very sensitive to the starting values of the fit). Disregarding these bins no clear

dependence on either p, or TJ is evident. The agreement is usually better than 2 ff,

deviations from the "centrar value are of the Order 0.1 %, äs indicated by the dotted

lines. The Variation in the peak width is smaller than the bin size of the invariant mass

histograms. This allows one to keep the centre of the Gaussian peak and the width

fixed (parameters p(2) and p(3) in equation 8.1) and thus to reduce the number of free

Parameters in the fit to three. This enhances the robustness of the fit in bins which

have lower statistics. The chosen mass values are the results from the fits to the se-

lected 1994 DIS data sample mass distributions, 497.11 MeV and 1116.0 MeV for the

A'5 and A° respectively. The widthsare6.4AfeVaud 2.2 MeV, respectively, approxi-

mately equal to the bin size of the histograms (5 MeV and 2 MeV, respectively). With

the widths fixed the signal ränge can now also be fixed. For the K% the signal ränge

is defined äs 475MeV < m(*+T~) < 520.MeV. This corresponds to -3.5/ + 3.6ff.

For the A° the signal ränge is defined äs 1110,W«V < m(pir-,py+) < 1122 MeV.
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Figure 8.5: ReconStnicted invariant mass m(ir + jr~) u function of a)p( and i)»;, c) and [f] show
the corresponding distributions for the reconstructed invariant mass m(p*~, jm~). The data points
are the results rf fits to the invariant mtss spectra, the errow indicate the uncertainties in these
mass ralues. The dashed linn ihow the reconstructed invariant masi obtained frorn the fit to the
candidates of the Klerted 1994 D1S data swnpk, the dotted Hnes indicate » deviation of 0.1%,

This corresponds to -2.7/ + 2.7(7. The signal ränge for the Ä"§ has been slightly

widened since MC studies show the tails of the signal contain roore true particles

than a Gaussian would suggest. For the A" the opposite is the case. However, — 98%

of the true particles are contained within the signal ranges quoted above.

The upper pari s of figurcs 8.6 a) and b) show the numbers of reconstructed A'°

and A° which are now obtained from fits with fixed masses and signal widths. The

MC predictions for the oumbers of true particles, n^njem are shown äs a solid line.

The reconstructed numbers, n^n,,.«., for the twt> counting methods are indicated äs

triangles with error bars. The Iower parts of the figures show the corresponding

resotution achieved with the two counting methods. The resolution is defined äs

ütar.'i'"-"!"'.«" . 100%. In this g r an hie al representation the x-labe]s on top of the
"7.-l,(tn

histogram give the jj ranges of the bin. The points within such an r] ränge correspond
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Figure 8.6: Counting a) K"s and b) A° iniide bins of a grid in the pt-tj plane. The x-labek on top
of the histogram give the r) ranges of the bin. The points within such a ränge correspond to the pt

bins u defined in the Expansion at the bottom of the histogram. As fit function a Gaussian signal
with linear background is assumed. The MC predictions for tbe numberi oft ruf particles u well »s
the results of the two counting methods are shown in the upper histograms. The Iower parts of the
figures show the relative error for the two methods with respect to the MC prediction.
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to the p, bins äs defined in the expansion at the bottom of the histogram. Note

the non linear scales foi both p, and tj. The reason for choosing this bin definitions

will be explained in section 8.4. Within the errors, method 2 shows generally good

agreement (usually within \a, always better than 2 ff) with the true numbers, wbile

the resolution of method l varies strongly. Method l generally underestiroates the

true number of particles by 10 - 20% while method 2 reproduces the MC predictions

better than 10%. Therefore method 2 has been chosen in this analysis.

Figiire 8.7 shows the background estimation within the A"* and A° signal region.

The graphical layout and the definition of the resolution follows that of figure 8.6.

The agreement with the predictions is generally rather poor, the background is sys-

tematically underestimated. For the K* the estimate is usually between 100 % and

50 %, for the A° usually — 50 % too low. More interesting, however, is the purity of

the reconstructed particles, defined äs :

pur —
+ n.,

(8.2)

where nfalt is the number of reconstructed particles, n^ the number of background

and n.onrf — n ,̂,, H- n«, the total number of candidates in the signal region, äs before.

The errors Jn^n and Sncmi are strongly correlated and therefore the covariance

has to be included in the calculation of Spur :

(8.3)

tne correlation between the errors

^/neani. p = 0.95 (Kg) and p = 0.97 (A°) have been determined from fits to the error

distributions.

Figure 8.8 shows the purity estimation for A'° and A°. Again the same graphical

representation and an equivalent definition for the resolution äs in figure 8.6 have been

chosen. Due to the strong correlation the errors in n ,̂., and nfiaui cance) mostly. A
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Figure 8.7: Eatimated badcground in the aignal region for a) K\d b) A" inside bins of a grid in
the pi-ij plane. The z-labela on top of the histogram give the t) nnges rf the bin. The points within
such * rang« correipond to the pi bins äs defined in the expaniion at the bottom of the histogram.
As fit fiinction a Oaussian signal with linear background is u turnet. The MC predictions for the
nnmben of background iniide the signal region u well äs the rank calcalated from the fits are
ihown in the upper histograms. The lower parts rf the figurei show the relative error with respect
to the MC prwfiction.
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Figure 8.8: Purity of reconstnirted a) K% and 6) A° xigoal insid* bins of a grid in the p(-1 plane.
The x-lsbels on top of the hiltogram giv* the 1 Tango of the bin. The points within such a rang«
correspond to thc pt bins äs defined in th* expansion at the bottom of the histogram. The MC
predictions for the puritj of the signil u well äs tbe cilcnlited result are shown in the upper
hirtograms. The puritj äs estimated from the dati an jhown ai dar k dots. The Iower parU of the
figures show tbe relative error with respert to the MC prediction.
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tendency Tor an overestimation of the purity by Ä 10 % is indieated for the A'* osing

method 2. The influence on the reconstructed raultiplicities is included in the study

of System a t k errors (section 8.5). Also shown in the upper pari of the figure is the

purity äs extracted from the data sample. This distribution is in good agreeraent

with the MC prediction.

For the error calculation generally a Normal distribution was used äs working

hypothesis, even if in some bins a Poisson distributioD would have been more accurate.

However, the impact on the Overall error on the purity is negligible.

8.2 Effective Acceptance Correction

The acceptance depends on the geometry of the tracking detector, therefore a depen-

dence ÖD the azimuthal angle 4>, tbe pseudorapidity 17 and the transverse momentum

p, of the neutral stränge particle might be expected in its reconstruction. Furthermore

the event kinematics can influence the acceptance, e.g. higher momentum transfer

can lead to higher particle multiptidties, implying that stränge particies might be

hidden in Jets and therefore not be resolved.

As seen in figures 8.1,8.2 and 8.3 no neutral stränge particies are reconstructed and

selected with | v l> 2.0. This coincides with the boundaries of the CTD. Therefore

tbe additional selection criteria | TJ |< 2.0 will be applied in the following studies.

If £ Stands for the <t>,t) or p, of the particle under study the effective acceptance is

defined äs :

«acc(t) = 77 /T; (°-4)

n^n is the nuraber ofgenerated particies äs a functionof the generated f within the füll

sample of ^„„„^n, generated events. These .VewB(J(B events are generated within

the selected r.j^Q1 ränge and have passed the event selection cuts. Analogously

n,ef is the number of reconstructed particies äs a function of the reconstructed (,

within the füll sample of N,„nt^ee, reconstructed events. These NlVmt,Tte. events are

reconstructed within the selected x,y,Q* ränge and pass the event selection cuts. If
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is a global event variable like Q1 then formula 8.4 is modified to :

(85)

n^B and n„t are äs before but ,V,„.(£) and JVf««.(0 are tonsidered äs functions of

Q1, too.

With this definition the effective acceptance can be interpreted äs the ratio of the

(true) reconstructed rate to the generated rate, both äs functions of £. Furthermore

it includes :

• statistical corrections (i.e. not on event by event basis) for event migration in

or out of the chosen kinematical region in z, Q1 and y (see section 6.5).

• statistical corrections (i.e. not on particle by particle basis} for migration effects

in reconstructing p( and rj of the particle itself.

The influence of the D1S event selection cuts on the effective aceeptance has been

found to be negligible and is therefore not included in the determination of the cor-

rection grid but included in the systematic studies instead {section 8.5).

The effective acceptances for A and Ä are for all distributions in very good agree-

ment within One MC model and within the statistics. Usually they differ by less than

l a, but the agreement is always better than 2 ff. Therefore no distinction is roade in

the effective acceptance correction for A and A.

Figure 8.9 shows the effective acceptance äs a function of the azimuthal angle $

for a) K% and b) A°. In both cases the effective acceptance is consistent with being

completely Bat over the füll ränge, fiuctuations mithin the distribution of one Monte

Carlo model are not seen with the other and vice versa. This is expected for a CTD

with cylindrical symmetry. Because of the constancy of the effective acceptance over

the whole prange, a correction äs a function of <j> is not necessary. A fit with a

constant (function) to the combined MC samples gives an effective acceptance of

(25.8 ± 0-38)% and (8.31 ± 0.36)% for the K% and AD, the norraalized \ are 0.975

and 0.897, respectively. These fit results are consistent with the results obtained by

fitting the individual MC distributions.
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CDM+BGF

Figur« 8.9: Effeetioe aerxptanct tu a fanttion of the atimvthal angle $ fw o) Kg and b) A". The
dathed Kne inJicatei the avenge naive.

Figure 8.10 shows the effective acceptance äs a function of the pseudorapidity r;,

again for a) K% an(* &) AD. A clear drop-off of the effective acceptance towards the

edges of the CTD can be seen. This is mainly due to the Foster cut (äs introduced

in section 7.1) that rejects tracks in tbe very forward or backward direction. Again,

this behaviour is qualitatively reproduced by both MC models for the K% and the A°.

Nevertheless the ME+PS MC suggests a slightly higher effective acceptance for K°

äs compared to the CDM+BGF MC. A correction for the Variation in the effective

acceptance äs fnnction of rj will be applied.

Figure 8.11 shows the effective acceptance äs a function of the transverse mornen-

tum pi, fox a) Kg and b) A°. For the Kg, the effective acceptance rises with increasing

Pi from ~ 10% to a plateau valqe of ~ 50% at pt ~ 2GeV. From thereon it stays

statistically consistent with a flat distribution up to ~ 8GeV. For the A° the effec-

tive acceptance reaches a plateau of ~ 15% already at *- l GeV and stays flat within

the statbtics up to 6 GeV. The production of high p, partides is exponentially sup-

pressed, therefore the statistical errors of the effective acceptances rise with increasing

functions of p,. Wider histogram bins have been chosen for p, > 5<7eV tocompensate
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Figure 8.10: Effective ncceptanct tu a fimction of pteudompi&ty t) for e) K' and k) A*

the lower statistics. Still, for the A" distributkm no statjstics are available for the

highest p, bin. No clear signals for A"J wilh p, > 6GeK and A° with p, > 4GeV

have been found in the data sample, thus candidates with p, above these limits are

disregarded in this analysis. The general behaviour at low p, is again dominated by

the Foster cuts, rejecting low p( tracks. The Variation of the effective acceptance äs a

function of pt is considered large enough to be corrccted for.

A study of the effective acceptance äs a function of the iongitudinal momentum p,

has also been performed. Howevcr, p, is strongly correlated to the polar angle 0 and

therefore to 17, Therefore the correction for the r/ dependence will implicitly correct

for the p, dependence, too.

Figure8.12 shows the effective acceptance äs a function of the momentum transfer

Q1, for a) K% and fc) A°. A slight dependence on Q1 can be seen, however, the event

sample is strongly dominated by events with low Q1 {86 % of the events passing the

event selection cut have Q1 less than 60GeV). Therefore no correction is applied.

In summary, only the variations of the effective acceptance äs functions of p, and

TJ have been considered large enough to be corrected for. A two-dimensional effective

acceptance correction, äs introduced in the following section, will therefore be applied.
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Figure 8.11: Effettive tcetpt&nee M a ffneüan af the traiuvtrie momenttimpi for t) K\f b)
A'

8.3 The Effective Acceptance Correction Grid

Figures 8.13 and 8.14 show the two-dimensional effective acceptance correction grids

äs functions of p, and T; for the K* and A° respectively. The CDM+BGF MC sample

(highest statistics) was used in order to determine the effective acceptance grid. A

nonlinear binning has been chosen for p, and for TJ. The choice of the binnings for the

grids is a compromise between the following considerations :

• The ranges in p, and TJ are chosen äs 0.3 GeV <pt < 6GeV,—1.4 < ij < 1.5 for

K% and 0.3GeV <p,< 4GeV,-1.3 < rj < 1.4 for A°. Outside these ranges no

clear signals for the particles are found in the data sample .

• The effective acceptance must not be zero in any bin of the chosen ränge in p<

and rj (t.e. "blind" regions of the detector are excluded from the analysis).

• The binning has to reflect the variations in the effective acceptance. 1t has to be

finest where the effective acceptance changes rapidly and can be coarse where

there are only small variations.
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Figure8.12: Efftettw acceptttnct tu tfunction oftht momtntvm tnaufer momentxm Q1 for a) K*
and b) A"

• The granularity of the grid is limited by the statistics of the MC sample. Statis-

tics raus t not be 2ero in any bin, when calculating the effektive acceptance.

• The reconstluction resolution of p( and rj inside the bins has to be better than

the bin size in Order to minimize correction errors due to raigration effects.

Figure 8.15 sbows the achieved reconstruction accuracy and resolution in tj

and pt projections of the effective acceptance correction grid. In each bin the

distribution p(,,„ - pt,trn (or T;,« - r)t,n) has been fit to a Gaussian. The points

correspond to the fitted peak center, the error rectangles are the error on the

peak centre and the error bars are the peak widths. The use of projections rather

than a fit in each bin is due to limited statistics in the individual bins. The

fitted peak centers are consistent with no systematic shift in the reconstruction

(except in the lowest p, bin for the A°. However, the shift is negligible compared

to the bin size.) The (absolute) resolution within a given bin is always better

than 10% of the bin size.

• A clear signal in the roass distribution (data) has to be obtained in order to get

a reliable number of reconstructed particles and the Signal to background ratio
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(see sectionö.l).

Studies of fitting simple sroooth functions onto this grid, such äs polynomials

of 3rd degree in TJ and functions of type p(l) • log(p() + p(2) for the correspondmg

projections and a combination of these for a 2D Gt, showed no improvement on the

reconstruction resolution. They rather increased the systematic error on the effective

acceptance correction. Therefore the latter is applied in bins äs shown in figures 8.13

and 8.14.

8.4 The Correction Method

The results of studies in this thesis will be presented in form of multiplicity {or

synonymous : "(production) rate") distributions, given äs functions of a kinematic

variable £ (either p,, rj of the particle or Q\,A, WD* of the event). The multiplicity

hereby is defined äs the average number of particles, either K° or A°, produced per
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l n«r( (8.6)

Each parttcle candidate contributes to the distribution in the corresponding £ bin

with a weight w. This weight is calculated äs :

pur

ftr -eacc

pur is the purity, the estimated probabihty (according to its pt and tj) for the candi-

date of being a true particle. [t is extracted from the DIS data sample according

to formula 8.2 in section 8.1. The choice to use the datarather than the higher

statistics of the MC samples to determine the purity reduces the model depen-

dence of the correction procedure. The distribution of pur äs function nf its pt

and r; is shown äs black circles in figure 8.8.

br Stands for "branching ratio". This factor takes into account that we nipasure only

one possible decay channe! of the particle under study and therefore neglect all

theparticles that decay into a different channel. The decay A —fpir ' (Ä -» pir+)
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Figure 8.15: Rtconitruction ccturacy (grey thadfd rtttanglei) and reielvtion (trror bori) <u afanc-
tion of p, for a}K% and 6)A°, and rtconitruction and rwofution ai a function of t) for ()K% and
rf)Aa. The bin definitioiu are the tarnt u on Wie corretponding am of the effective acctptance
comction yrid.

raake up (63.9 ± 0.5) % of all decays, therefore frr = 0.639. The A'° consists of

50%A'S and 50%Aj. The A'£ decays with (68.61 ± 0.28)% into jr+jT. Since

we only measure this A'| decay channel, (w - 0.5 - 0.6861.

eacc is the estimated effective acceptance (according to itsp, and tj) for the candidate.

The distributions of eacc äs function of its p, and TJ are shnwn in figures 8.13

and 8.14.

The calculation of the errors in the Distribution bins is solely based on the statistics

of the contribnting candidates, i.e. the statistkal errors are given äs the bin entries

divided by the squareroot ofthenumberof candidates w i t h i n t he bin. The influence of

uncertainties in the determination of the pur and eacc are included in the calculation

of the systematic errors (see section 8.5).

The purity distribution varies with pt and fj, äs can be seen in figure 8.8. The

effective acceptance correction factors eacc are baspd on the reconstruction of true
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particles in a given (?(,*}) bin. However, in the data sample of candidates it is not

possible to distinguish between true particles and background. Therefore the back-

ground will be corrected like a true particle. An effective acceptance correction for

background does not make physical sense nor should it be expected to be the same

äs for the particles. In Order not to be biased, the background has to be subtracted

statistically in each bin ( and therefore the number of candidates corrected to the

number of true particles in this bin). Therefore it is obvious that pur and eocc have

to be deterrained in the same grid of p, and TJ bins.

8.5 Studies of Systematics

In order to understand the measured K" and A raultiplicities r(() (i.e. äs function of

any kinematic variable £ = Pt, TJ, Q1DA>.,.) several sources of systematic effects have

been studied :

1. The efTect of the DIS event selection criteria on the production rates has been

investigated using the DIS Monte Carlo samples. The production rates rfe„(f)

of a MC sample generated inside the selected kineroatic ränge have been ex-

tracted and compared to the production rates r„t(f) for the subsample of

events that pass the additional DIS event selection criteria. The systematic

shift due to the DIS selection criteria, «Dis(0i ^ calculated äs the average

of the deviations of the MC predictions. The deviations are calculated äs :

<MC({) = '""^„""uf"® <where MC denotes either ME+PS or CDM+BGF.

The error on «0/5 (0 is taken äs half the difference of the two MC predictions.

2. The effect of event migration on the particle production rate has been studied

with the ME+PS and CDM+BGF MC samples. Both MC samples predict

that ~ 85% of events reconstructed within the selected kinematic ränge are
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also generated in this ränge. The number of events migrating in to the selected

ränge is comparable to that of events migrating out, leading to a net gaio/loss of

events of +3 % for ME+PS and -3 % for CDM+BGF. The particle production

rates for events migrating into the selected ränge is generally comparable on

a 5% level to that of events migrating out. Note that migration effects are

implicitly corrected for in the effective acceptance grid, Therefore, the study

of the accuracy of the reconstruction method includes the systematic shift and

error due to migration effects.

3. In order to study the influence of photoproduction background, the particle

production rates have been extracted frora the data sample with difterent lower

limits of E-p, (30GeV in order to increase the contribution of photoproduction

events, 40GeV to rednce the contribution). This Variation also affects the

araount of DIS events with hard initial state radiation (where the radiated

photon escapes undetected) accepted in the final data sample. Although the

latter are not background events, they will be reconstructed within the wrong

kinematic regime (see section 5.1.4) and therefore contribute to event migration

effects. Studies with the DIS MC sample (including initial state radiation)

predict stable production rates (within l %) for 25<7eV < E - p, < 45CeV,

therefore a dependence of tbe production rates on the lower liroit of E - p, for

the data sample can be attributed to the contribution from photoproduction

events. The resulting systematic shift, <p*p(0 is estimated äs :

(8.9)

The errors in the rates rjoc«v(0 and r«c«v(0 have been propagated to calcu-

late the error in *pi,p(0

4. Tbe accuracy of the correction method has been tested with all DIS MC sam-

ples. The particle production rates are reconstructed in treating the MC sam-

ples exactly like the data. The relative difference between the generated and
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reconstructed distributions gives the individual systematic shifts :

*r«,Wc(0 - — ,f. '*'" (8.10)

For the calculation of the error S(TC[IMC n° error in the generated distributions

is assumed. The overall systeroatic shift f^üwdfO is the average of the results

for the different MC samples. The individual errors are added in quadrature.

(8.11)

5. The influence of the uncertainty in the determination of the purity and the

effektive acceptance correction grid on the particle production rates has been

tested. The particle production rates r(() have been reconstructed from the

data sample äs before, but to calculate the error <5r(£) the errors Spur, äs in

figure 8.8 and the errors feacc&s in figures 8.13 and 8.14 have been propagated

into the error of the weight u' of formula 8.7. The error on the branching rattos

for the decays of the neutral stränge particles is less than l % and therefore

negligible. The errors in pur and eacc are independent, therefore the formula

for the error Äw reads äs :

Sw = -
frr

The systematic error due to uncertainty in the purity is then given äs :

(8.12)

(8.13)

where the sum runs over the candidates in the corresponding f bin. There is

no systematic shift due to this uncertainty in the purity.

6. The influence of particle reconstruction criteria (section 7.1) on the particle pro-

duction rates has been investigated. The Foster cuts and the number of daughter

tracks associated with the priraary event vertex have been varied independently

in order to estimate the stability of the result. The polar angle ränge allowed

for the daughter tracks of candidates has been widened to 15" < ff < 165° (i.e.
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| v |< 2.0) and restricted to 25° < ff < 155° (i.e. \ \ 1.5). The rainimum

transverse momentum allowed for the daughter tracks of candidates has been

varied by ±10% (i.e. to 0.135<7eV and 0.165<7eV). The number of daugh-

ter tracks of the candidates associated with the priraary event vertex has been

varied by ±1 for Kg and +1 for A°. However, the requirement of intersecting

daughter tracks of opposite Charge for candidates has not been changed.

For the K$ the Variation in the Foster cuts affects mainly candidates with low

pi and/or in the very for ward /backward regions where the weight w (formula

8.7) has large uncertainties. Neither the erTective acceptance correction grid

nor the corresponding purities are redet ermmed with the new cut value but are

kept fixed. In case of the A° the effective acceptance and Efficiency * Purity

are more sensitive to changes in the Foster cuts, mainly on changes in the

Iower l im i t of p,. Therefore, the effective acceptance correction grid and the

corresponding purities are redetermined with the new cut values. The sarae

applies for K% and A° for the lirait in the number of daughter tracks of the

candidates allowed to be associated with the primary event vertex. Again, the

purity of the candidate sample, the effective acceptance and Efficiency*Pvrity

change significantly over the whole p< and rj ränge with a change in this limit.

Therefore, the effective acceptance correction grids äs well äs the purities are

redetermined with the changed number of daughter tracks associated with the

event vertex. Such a discreet change is only a "worst case" approximation for

resolution effects of the tracking devices. However, a more detailed study based

on the x3 °f the vertex fit is beyond the scope of this analysis.

The rates rr«(0 are reconstructed using the new cut value and the correspond-

ing correction.

The systematic shifts are caiculated for each varied reconstruction criterion äs

deviations from the nominal rates :

w<0 = ̂ (8.14)
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For the errot calculation on «,«(0 no error in r(0 is assumed. The overall

systeraatic shift Cft««wtri«tj«i(0 's tne average of the six individual £,M(f )•

7. The particle selection criteria Az, a, a*, and er for the candidates, äs intro-

duced in sectüms 7.2 and 7.3, have been varied independently by ±25% in the

data sample in order to estimate the stabiüty of tbe result. Note that neither

the effective acceptance correction grid nor the corresponding purities are re-

determined with the new cut value but are kept fixed. The studies with the

DIS MC samples in section 7.1 predict for such variations only a small effect on

Ef/iciencytPurity, which is equivaleot (except for the overall correction factor

for the decay branching ratios) to the correction factors of formula 8.7 appüed

to the candidates. In fact, the nominal cut values were chosen such to avoid

strong dependencies. The influence of the "anti-A"" cut (on K° rates) and the

"anti-A""" cut (on the A° rates) has been investigated. The anti-A° cut rejects

all candidates which have an invariant raass m(pir) less than — m(A) - 2 <r(A),

where m(A) and tr(A) are the fitted mass and signal width äs extracted frora

the final DIS candidate sample (figure 7.15). This corresponds to a rejection

of *" 93 % of the A° signal contaminating the A'' signal. This cut has been

varied to — m(A) - 1.5<r(A) and ~ m(A) - 3<r(A) (corresponding to a rejec-

tion of ~ 89% and ~ 97.5% of the A signal. Similarly the anti-Kj cut of

~ m(A'J) - 2.5<7{A'S) (rejecting ** 96% of the K°s contaminating signal) has

been varied to ~ m(AJ) - l f f ( K \  and ~ m(K's)-3.5a(K°s) (rejecting ~ 93%

and ~ 98.5 % respectively). The criterion on the photon conversion background

has been varied by ±10 %.

The systematic shifts are calculated for each varied selection criterion äs devi-

ations from the nominal rates :

r«)
(8.16)
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For the error calculation on «,«i(0 no error in r(£) is assnmed. The overall

systematic shift esd«ii«i(0 is the average of the twelve individual e,d(£).

„..T,

The overall systematic shift, <5frt, is calculated äs the sum of the systematic shifts

above, the errors are added in quadrature.

(8.18)

(8-19)

The overall absolute systematic shift is obtained äs Ärj|J((0 - «s»«t(f ) • r(0 ±

£<5»*i(0 • r(0- These studies are repeated for each measured production rate distri-

bution.
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PROPERTIES OF NEUTRAL STRANGE PARTICLES

This section s t «dies various aspects of neutral stränge particle production in DIS

events. All studies are performed in the ZEUS laboratory frarae and restricted to a

kinematic ränge where the tracking acceptance is high and well understood. As has

been shown in section 8 the Monte Carlo models predict a geometric acceptance of

only ~ 30% for K\, ~ 20 % for A and ~ 25 % for A in TJ. Outside this region, especially

in the proton fragmentation region, there are no means to test this prediction since

there the ZEUS detector is "blind". The same applies for the low p, (< SWMeV)

region where the tracking falls or is not understood yet. An extrapolation to the füll

Pi and 17 region would therefore include large uncertainties and be strongly model

dependent. All distributions are given in the form of differential multiplicities rather

than in differential cross-sections. This is in order to avoid systematic errors due to

uncertainties in the determination of the integrated luminosity of the selected data

sample and the uncertainty in the calculated DIS cross-section of the MC saraples.

In section 9.1 the differential multiplicities äs functions of r/ and p, are studied. A

comparison with MC models, which are based on knowledge gained frorn e+e~ collider

experiments, allows a test of the universality of the hadronization process äs observed

in both of the two different event classes. Of special interest is the suppression of

heavy quarks relative to light quarks in the fragmentation process. Also included is

a comparison between the results extracted frorn the 1993 e~p and the 1994 e*p run

per iod.

In section 9.2 the particle and energy flow of neutral stränge particles with respect

to the current jet axis is studied. A comparison with the two DIS MCs allows a test
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of the underlying parton shower models.

The hadronic final state of the DIS process, and therefore the production of neutral

stränge particles, depends on the event kinematics. These dependencies, äs functions

of Q1 and W, are studied in section 9.3.

Section 9.4 focuses on the dirTerences between K° production in events with and

without rapidity gaps in order to look for possible dirTerences in particle production

in diffractive and non-diffractive events. Here again the distributions äs functions of

n, PI and the particle flow are compared between the two event types. Abo included

is a comparison with diffractive MC models which incorporate different assumptions

about the nature of the scattering mechanism.

9.1 Differential Multiplicities äs a Function ofrj and pt

9.1.1 The ZEUS 1994 e+p Analysis

Figures 9.1 a) - c) show the differential K* and A° multiplicity äs functions of their

pseudorapidity TJ and transverse momentum p< The multiplicities are normalized to

the nuraber of ZEUS 1994 e+p DIS events (,V,wn(,) with lOGeV1 < Q* < IMQGeV*,

0.0003 < x < 0.1 and y > 0.04. The choice to plot the differential multiplicities äs

lA'Vrteni.An/Arjand l/JVe„eB„ An/Ap? is motivated frora thefact that dYdp] ~ dijdpf

is proportional to the available phase space. The kinematic ränge for the K® is

restricted to -1.4 < 17 < 1.5 and 0.3 GeV < pt < GGeV, the kinematic ränge for the

A° is restricted to -1.3 < r/ < 1.4 and 0.3<?eV < p, < 4.0GeV. In these ranges a

reasonable detector acceptance and reconstruction efficiency is obtained. The black

circles and squares are the measured distributions for the K° and A°, fully corrected

for all detector effects. The horizontal error bars Span the bin size, the thick vertical

error bars show the statistical errors and the outer error bars correspond to the

statistical and systematic errors added in quadrature. The measured average number

of A'° per event, produced in the selected kioeraatic ränge is 0.406 ± 0.005 tJJJJ. F«

the A° an average number of 0.053 ± 0.002iS;SS is obtained. The first error is the

statistical error obtained from the number of reconstructed Kg and A°, respectively.
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For tbe systematic error an upper and lower value is given in order to emphasize a

possible systematic shift intrinsic to the analysis.

1994 e+p DIS Data Sample

s UJJ
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Figur* 9.1: Differential naMflicity a* a function of a) the pieudorapidity fj of the K", 6) the
pievJorapidiiy ij of the A" and e) the trantvtrie mamentttm ft of the K* md A*. The kmtmatic
nnge for the K" ii reitncted to -1.4 < i) < 1.5 and 0.3GeV < p, < 6-OGeV. The Unematie
ränge for the A° ü reitncted to -1.3 < ij < 1.4 andO.ZGeV < ft < iOGeV. The dutriftutioni an
normalued to the nwntcr of ZEUS 1994 **P «•*"*• (Nm^.) uitth JOGeV* < 0' < 1280G*V,
0.0003 < i < 0.1 and y > 0.04. The cirrJe* and igminu ore the meuvred rfutrifotünu /or t/v« IC*
and A", retpectively. The horizontal error bort five the bin »ixe, the thick verticol error bort thoai the
itatatieot errvri und the auter errar bort comtpond to the itatiftteat mnJ tytttmottc errort added
in quodmtxre. The totid and the iaihed linet thov the fredieüont of the MB+PS and CDM+BGF
MC modelt, rttptctively. The MC sample* an generated with a itrange ftafk tttpprctitim faetor
PI/PU = 0.3. The nvmiert in the legend torrttpond to the inteynted multiflieity.

For the TJ distributioo of the A'°, the statistical errors vary between ~ 3 and 7%

Tor the individual bins. The systematic shift is consistent with being zero, i.e. c$ylj is

usually < 5 % with Stsr,t~ 10 %. The contributions of all the individual systematic

shifts are generally smaller tban ±5%, except for the two lowest and the highes t TJ

bins. There the systematic shifts determined from the correction method tutUmt an^

the photoproduction background «p»^ go up to •* 10 %. For the pt distribution of the
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K°, the statistical error is 4, 5 % for p, < 2 GeV increasing to ~ 40 % in the highest

pt bin. The systematic shift is below (5 ± 10) % for pt < 2.5 GeV, äs are all tbe

individual contributions. Witb increasing p,, the dominating individual systematic

shift arises from the correction method tueOiod- £tpv an<^ ^£WctAodt which increase

strongly due to the limited statistics in the high pt bins, dominate 5iSt,t-

For the A° distributions the statistical error in the t) bins is ~ 10 %, for the pt bins

the statistical error increases from ~ 7% to ~ 30% with increasing p,. As for the

K", the systematic shift for the TJ distribution of the A° is consistent vitb zero : is^n

is usually ~ 10 % with Sfs9ii ~ 20%. For the p, distribution the systematic shift (Sfli

is smallest in the lowest p, bin (— 6 %) and rises with increasing p,. The dominating

source over the whole i) and p( ränge is tueaa4 due to the limited statistics available

for the A° data äs well äs MC.

Also shown in figures 9.1 o) - c) are tbe predictions of the official ZEUS 1994 DIS

e+p MC samptes. All contributing events are generated in the same kinematic regjon

äs tbe selected data sample and only neutral stränge particles generated within the

same p, and t? ränge äs above are included in these distributions. The parameters

for the CDM+BGF and ME+PS models are tuned to provide a good description

of tbe hadronic final state distribntions of non-diffractive DIS events, äs measured

with the ZEUS detector {[Der93a, Der94a, Der96aj). However, all predictions for

the neutral stränge particle production show significant differences (up to ~ 12(7^^.)

in shape and absolute rate compared to the measured production rates of neutral

Strange particles, The predicted roultiplicities are 0.489 ± 0.005 and 0.440 ± 0.006 A'°

per event for CDM+BGF and ME+PS, respectively (data : 0.406±0.005lS^i). The

predicted A° rates are 0.075 ± 0.001 (CDM+BGF) and 0.071 ± 0.002 (ME+PS) per

event (data : 0.053 ± 0.002^^). The quoted errors are the statistical errors based

on the limited number of generated neutral stränge particles1. The CDM+BGF

model suggests a much stronger forward - backward asymmetry for the production

of neutral stränge particles than the ME+PS model. In the backward region, rj

'The lelected MC latnples have equivklent statistica to the selected d»t»
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<, -0.2 (i.e. 6 £ 100°) the data prefer the CDM+BGF prediction, althongh it is

systematically higher. However, in the forward direction the data do not follow the

rise of the CDM+BGF prediction but prefer the fiatter ME+PS distribution. The

biggest differences between data and MC for the p, distributions are at low p,. For

the A"0 the MC predictions are significantly higher for p, £ l GfV («- 7 - 9<r((al.),

where the CDM+BGF model predicts higher rates than the ME+PS model. For p, i

1.5 GeV both MC models reproduce the rneasured distribution within the statistical

errors. The p, spectra can be described by a function of the form a-ecipt, where

C| and Cj are pararoeters determined with a fit. The slope cj can be interpreted

äs the hardness of the distribution. A fit to the data distribution gives a vatue of

(-1.30 ± 0.02) GeV'1. This is in good agreernent with the result of a fit to the

MC distributions : (-1.31 ±0.01)GeV~l and (-1.31 ±0.02)GeV~ l for CDM+BGF

and ME+PS, respectively. In the case of the A° the differences between the MC

roodels are not äs significant äs in the case of the A"0 (~- 4 - 50w), however the

measured distribution is systematically lower, For the slopes, determined frora fits

to the pi distributions, one finds (-0.85 ± O.OSJGeV"1 for the data, in agreement

with (-0.91 ±0.02)GeV-1 and (-0.91 ±Q.OZ)GeV~* for CDM+BGF and ME+PS,

respectively.

Figures 9.2 a) and 6} show the the differential multiplicities for the A and A

separater/ äs function of their pseudorapidity T;. The two measured distributions

are in agreement within the statistical errors except for the second Iowest TJ bin,

where the A rate is ~ 3.6 ff higher. However, systematic studies of the A rate in this

region suggest that the systematjc shift is an artifact of the reconstruction method.

Therefore, no evidence for a difFerence in the production mechanism for A and A

is found. This is in agreement with the assumption that the "pick-up" production

of A (see section 8) is not observed and only A° that are produced in the parton

fragmentation process are detected. For the ME+PS model the predictions for the

A and A rates are again in good agreement. The CDM+BGF model predicts a

slight excess of - 5% (~ 2(7) more A than Ä, mainly in the forward region t) > D.
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Figur« 9.2: Differential mvltiplicity at function of the ptevdorapidity TJ for a) A and 6) Ä. The
kintmatic ränge for the A tnd Ä u rettricted to -1.3 < i) < 1.4 and 0.3 GeV < p, < i.QGeV. The
dittribvtioni are normaliied to tfie tuanttr of ZEUS 1994 "+P evcntt (H,„n,,) with WGeV1 < Q1 <
1280GeV*, 0.0003 <x <0.1 anJy > 0.04. The circlei are the me&tvred dittribvtiont for tht A and
Ä, retpectivety. The loiid and the daihtd linet ihovi the predietioni of the HE+PS and CDM+BGF
MC modelt, reipectively, The MC tamplei are generated with a stränge Tuori ntpprtttion factor
PI/PU = 0.3. The numbtrt in the legend correipond to the intejrated muttipticity.

Comparing the measured A or Ä distribution separately with the two MC shows the

same behavioar within statistics äs for the Jnclusive A° case.

9.1.2 Review of the ZEUS 1993 e~p Analysis

A similar analysb bas been done on the ZEUS 1993 e'p data, the results of which are

published in [Der95c], Due to the statistics of the 1993 run period, which is roughly

5 times smaller than for the 1994 e+p run period, the analysis was restricted to a

sraallerkineroatic ränge 10 GeV1 < Q1 < 640 GeV1, 0.0003 < x <0.01 and y > 0.04.

Among the selected events a total of ~ 1000 Kj and ~ 100 A° were reconstructed.

These neutral stränge particles were fonnd within a kinematic ränge | ij |< 1.3 and

0.5 GeV < pl < 4.0 GeV. With the higher statistics of the 1994 run period and

the improved understanding of the tracking detector it was possible to improve the

correction technique (for details on the correction technique for the 1993 analysis see

ZEUS note [Geo94|). Applying now the new correction technique to the 1993 DIS1

'The effectire Bcceptuce is determined from the 1993 e'p DIS MC Simples, th* purityls determined

frmn tbe 1993 DIS data sample, both in the restricted kinemttic ränge. Due to the limited Statistin

of the data, sample grids with fewer bins had to be chosen, therrfore leading to higher systemalic

uncertainties.
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1993 e~p DIS Data Sample
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Figure 9.3: Differential mvltipKcity ot function of a) the pteudorapidity 1) oftheK1*, b) the ptevdora-
pitKtyT) ofthe A° andc} tht tratuverte moinentump, ofthe K" and A" in iww ofty. The kinematic
rangt for the K" ii rettricted to \) |< 1.3 andO.SGeV < pt < 4.0GeV. The kinemttü ränge far the
A* ii reitricted to j ij |< 1.3 nnrf 0.5(?eV < R < 3.5GeV. The dutributtoni an normakzed to the
nvmber <tf ZEUS 1993 f p eventt (N,,.*,,) with lOGeV < Q5 < 640GeVa, 0.0003 < x < 0.01 and
y > 0.04. The cätUt und ijuanu are (As meuurcd rfwhntutionj /or (At K" and A", ttijwfivefy.
TTie lotid and the daihed linet ihovi tht predictieni of the itandard ME+PS and CDM+BGF MC
modelt, retpeetively, gcnerated urith a ttranye quark mpprttiionfactor P,/P„ == 0.3. The dath dotted
tintt ihm» the preüctiont for tht CDU+BGF model wtfA a lnwend itnnge Quark ivpprftrion faetor
P, l P, = 0.2. The nwnberi in the legend correipond to the integmted multiplicity,

data sample leads to results shown in Ggures 9-3 a) - c).

The K"0 distributions are retained bin by bin within one a of the statistical error.

IQ the central region ~ 10% higher production rates are obtained, giring rise to an

overall increase of ~ 8% with respect to the published result (0.313 ± 0.0091^

instead of 0.289 ± 0.015 ± 0.014 A'° per event). The systematic shifts are usually tsv,t

£ 10 % with öfsy.t ~ 10 %, except for the second highest r) bin, where CMethnd suggests

an overestimation of ~ 12 %. For the pt distribution the systematic shift is £ 10 %

for the «hole ränge, &tst,t increases with increasing pt from ~ 15 % to ~ 60%, due

t o the decreasing statistics.
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In case of the A° a geueral rise in all the bins is seen with respect to the published

distribution (0-047±0.005^;^ instead of 0.038 ±0.006 ±0.002 A° per event). Again

the shift is of the order of one u in each bin. The systeraatic shifts are between 8

and 20%, dominated frora Ot««..̂ «,̂ . When applying stricter cnts, the determi-

nation of the correction factors is not reliable anymore gtven the limited statistics

avaiUble in the 1993 samples. Therefore, the systematic eirors should be regarded

with care,

In the kinematic ränge chosen for the 1993 analysis, significant differences between

the measared production rates for the neutral stränge particles and the correspond-

ing predictions of the Standard 1993 e~p DIS MC samples, overlaid äs solid and

dashed lines, are observed. However, the shapes of the measured distributions are

reproduced reasonably well by both raodels. Also shown is the prediction of a second

CDM-fBGF MC sample with a modined stränge quark suppression factor P,/P« = 0.2

instead of the Standard value P,/P* = 0.3 (see section 5.1.3). The predicted rates

are 0.246 ± 0.003 K° and 0.050 ± 0.002 A° per event. The measured K° distributions

are usually between these two predictions, indicating a lirait for the stränge quark

suppression factor of 0.2 < P,/P* < 0-3. The rneasured A° production favours the

lower value P,/Pa = 0.2, but the modeling of baryon production tndudes additional

Parameters such äs PM/P, and Pq,/Pv, (see also 5.1.3) which allow adjustments to

the measurements. The new revised results are in agreement with those published in

[Der95c|. Detailed studies of the ratios of pions, kaons, stränge baryons and protons

are necessary for a deterraination of these parameters. This is beyond the scope of

this tbesis.

9.1.3 Comparison of Results

As for the 1994 analysis, the 1993 e~p DIS MC samples were generated according to

the ME+PS and the CDM+BGF model. Both raodels were subject to "fine tuning"

of parameters for the 1994 run period, based on physics results from the 1993 run

period. In Order to compare the distributions of the 1993 analysis directly with the

1994 results and to disentangle the influence of this "fine tuning" and the physics
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FiguTe9.4: Differential mtdtiplicity at fimction ofa) the pieudontfidity rj of the K", b] the pievdora-
pidHy 17 of the A" ande) the trantverie mamtntumpt of the K" and A° in bin* ofp,. The kinematic
ränge for the K" u nttric ttd to \) < 1.3 and O.SGeV < p, < 4.0 GeV. The tinematie ränge for the
A° ü rettncted W j n |< 1.3 and0.5GeK< p, < 3.5GeV. TTie dutri6«betu «n normaüted to the
n*ml*TofZEUS199ic4peventi (N.,.*,) with lüGeV < Q3 < 640GeV1, 0.0003 < z < 0.01 and
y > 0.04. The cin:fc« and tifuafet an the mt&itmd dittrUrutioni for the K* and A", rctptctivtly.
The totid and tht d&ihed UMI thow the prtdictioiu of Üw ME+PS and CDM+BGF MC modelt,
Tttpectiaely. The MC lamplei are generatei tuith a itrangt quart luppreirion factor P,/PU = 0.3.
Tht dath dotted linet in a) and b) «hau the pndictiont for the 1993 e'p CDM-t BGF model uith a
loioertd ttrange qvark tupprttrian factor PU/P, = 0.2. The numier» in the legend corrttpond to the
integrated multiplicity.

of a widened kinematic region, the analysis was repeated with the ZEUS 1994 e+p

DIS sample, restricted to the same kinematic ränge äs in the 1993 analysis. The

kinematic ränge of the K" (A°) is also restricted to [ rj < 1.3 (| »j \ 1.3) and

0.5GeV < p, < 4.0(7eV (O.SCeV < pt < 3.5<7eV), according to the ränge of the

1993 analysis Figures 9.4 a) - c) show the the differential K° and A° multiplkity äs

functions of their pseudorapidity i; and transverse raomentum p,. The same binning

äs in the 1993 analysis distributions was chosen. The multiplicities are normalized

to the number of ZEUS 1994 e+p DIS events in the restricted kinematic ränge. The
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black circles and squares are the measured distributions for the A'° and A°, fully

corrected for all detector effects1. The measured average number of K° per event,

produced in thesetected kinematic ränge is 0.316 ±0-004*S;"J. For the A° an average

nuraber of 0.048 ± 0.002tÖ;ooi is obtained. Again, the first error is the statistical error

obtained frora the number of reconstructed Kg and A°, respectively. The systematic

shift is given äs an upper and lower limit. For the »j distribution of the A'° the

systematic shift *$j,i is S, 5%, with 6tst,t < 8%. The contributions of all the

individual systematic shifts are in all bins smaller tban ±5 %. For the p, distribution

of the A'° the systematic shift is below 5 % for pt < 2.5 GeVt äs are all the individual

contributions. With increasing p, the dominating individual systematic shift arises

from the correction roethod (HUI**- faphp and S(Mft>ia] dominate i<s».i ̂  Pi increases,

due to the limited statistics in the high p, bins. For the TJ distribution of the A° the

systematic shift tst,t is in all bins better than 10% with 6(s¥,t -S 15%. For the

PI distribution the systematic shift tsvit is completely dominated frora IMHIUHI (the

purity determination), suggesting systematic shifts up to ±30%.

The corresponding MC predictions of the CDM+BGF and ME+PS model are

overlaid. The same general behaviour äs in 6gure 9.1 a) - c) is retained. How-

ever, for the K" the agreement between data and CDM+BGF extends now further

into the forward region, giving an Overall reasonable description of the shape. The

ME+PS model still cannot reproduce the measured distribution. Both MC models

overestimate the number of produced A° significantly,

Comparing the results of the above analyses in more detail leads to the following

conclusions ;

* The measured production rates of the neutral stränge partides for the 1993

e~p and 1994 e+p DIS samples are in good agreement. For easier comparison

the reconstructed rates for both run periods are overlaid in figures 9.5 a) - d).

The agreement is usually better than one a and, except for one point in the i)

'The effective »ccepttnce is determined from the 1994 e+p DIS MC simples, the purity isdetermined

from the 1994 e*p DIS dati sample, both in the restricted kinematic ränge of the 1993 analysis.
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distribution of the A'°, better than two o (for this point the difference is 2.3a).

This is äs expected from statislics. The a are statistical errors of the 1993

measurement. Including the systeraatic errors the agreement is mostly better

than one a and always better than l.5<r. The consistency is expected since the

j'p process is independent of whether the photon is emitted frora an electron

or posjtron, The slightly higher positron bearo energy (27.5 GeV e* in 1994,

26.7CeV e~ in 1993) is not significant (tbe change in the measured hadronic

centre of mass energy is only of the order — 3 %).
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Figure 9.5: C'ompariton of the differeatial mvltiplicüiet of neutral ttrange particte* in ZEUS 1993
e~p (opfn cirelei) and 19S4 t*p (lolid circlet) DIS dato itaapltt. a), b) ikoui the dUtributien for tht
ftcuiorapidity ij and trantverie momentwn pt ofthe K°, c) tmJ f> the comtponding dutribvtioiu
for tht A°. The Ufper pari» o} the fifvrtt ikovi tht meastred dittrÜmtiani for the two dato tett,
with the Jota pointt thifted horiittitally off the Hfl ctntrt in arder to oUoni an etuy compariton. The
lauer pari of the hittofromi thov the relative chänge in the ratet ST = (r« — rM)/rM in %.

Comparing now the measured production rates 1994 e+p in the 1993 analysis

ränge with the 1993 MC predictions confirms again the lirait for the stränge

quark suppression factor 0.2 < P,/P„ < 0.3.

• Table 9.1 gives a review of Pt/P„ values obtained from different experiments at

various centre of mass energies. Figure 9.6 is a graphical presentation of these

values. The values vary between 0.13 and 0.55 with an average of P,}P* ^ 0.29.

However, the Situation for a direct comparison of the results is unclear, since not

all data points are obtained from measuiements, and/or include all pararaeters

that äffect stränge particle production (e.g. an extra suppression factor for

Strange diquark prodnction, Proportion of pseudoscalar and vector resonances,

etc.). Furthermore, studies show indications for a possible dependence of P,/P*

on energy and/or the region of phase space. In that context the average numbers

quoted in the figure for the different interaction types have to be taken with

care. A more detailed discussion of these topics, including a descriptioo of the

methods osed to extract P,/PH, is given in [W690].

• Figures 9.7 o) - d) show the ratios of the predictions for the 1993 e'p and

1994 e+p DIS MC saraples. For the CDM+BGF model, no significant change

in the p, distribution for either K° or A° are seen. However, the r/ spectra

show a trend to produce more neutral stränge particles in the forward region

and less in the rear. The maio differences between the implementations of

the CDM+BGF model in versions 4.03 and 4.06 of ARIADNE are a different

treatment of the BGF process in order to improve the agreement with the

measured three-jet rates, and the inclusion of a pomeron-like part in the proton

structure function, in order to reproduce the topology of large rapidity gap

events. Details of the new Implementation can be found in [LSn94J. For the

ME+PS mode] a depletion in the forward v region and over almost the whole

p, ränge, is observed for the K". The A distributions show the same tendency

with reduced statistics. For the 1994 MC a change in the parameter ymin from

the default ymin > 0.0025 to ymin > 0.005 was introduced. This parameter,

PARL(8) in the LBPTO Jargon, regulates the cutoff for the low-angle soft
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emission in the matrix element calculation, avoiding Singular regions. This is

done in requiring a rainimura invariant mass m^ > jfcnmW1 for each parton in

the final state. Further details can be found in [Ing91|. The changes in the MC

are based on physics results of tbe previous 1993 run period, changes in the

detector description are not relevant for this anatysis.

The measured multiplicities are summarized in tables 9.2 and 9.3.

Prelirainary results of an independent study of stränge particle production in DIS

for tbe ZEUS 1994 e+p run period have been published (see |Geo95]}. The kinematic

constraints on event selection and particle selection follow the 1993 ZEUS analysis.

The resulting p, and t) distributions confirm the results of this analysis.

In a recent study the corapeting Hl experiraent at the HERA collider presented

a measurement of the differential multiplicity äs fuoction of rj ((Aid9€{). The data

sample for their study is collected in the sarae 1994 e*p run period äs the data

underlying the study in this thesis. The H l study uses the same kinematic constraints

on event and particle selection äs in the 1993 ZEUS analysis. This allows one a direct

comparison of the two independent measureraents, «-hieb is shown in figure 9.8. The

results of Hl confirm, within the statistical errors, the measurement in this thesis.

The statistical and systematic errors of the two measurements are uncorrelated since

the analyses use distinct data samples and different detectors.

Collider Experiment Energy ränge Method

e+t-

PP

Pf

ep (NC)

pH (NC)

W<NC)

PA' (CG)

üp(vp)

(CG)

DELPHI

(AbrtS)

ALEPH [Bus94]

OPAL

[Ale91, Ake95]

CELLO [B«h90]

JADE [Bar83]

TASSO [Altes]

PLUTO (Berti)

HRS

[DerSS, Aba90]

TPC ]Aih84]

CDF [Abe89]

UA5 [Ans88]

ABCDHW

[Bre84|

HI [Akw]
Thü theaü

WSL )Coh78]

E665 [Ada94|

EMC [Arn87]

F1IM (Amm80)

WA21 lJon85|

[Joo93]

v/I = WGeV

v/» = 90CeK

v/* = KGeV

vK=KGcV

J» = 12-35GeV

v/7= 14-34GeK

v/« = 30GeV

v/i = 29GeV

%/« = »GeV

v^=1800G«V

v/« = 630CeV

v/» = 900CeV

v/j = 546C«V

Ji = VbÜGeV

v^ = 45,62GeC

< W>=mGeV

< W >= 130G«V

<W >=3.15GeV

Ef = *WGeV

E„ = 2»QGeV

(2<W < 10)GeK

<W>~5GeV

0.23

0.3

0.285 ± 0,035

0.3

0.2T ± 0.03 ± 0.05

0.35 ± 0.02 ± 0.05

0.14

0.34 ± 0.03

0.250 ±0.016

0.40 ±0.05

0.4 ± 0.2

0.29 ± 0.02

0.28 ± 0.02 ± 0.03

0.26 ± 0.03

0.55 ± 0.02

- 0.2 - 0.23

0.2 < P./P. < 0.3

0.13 ±0.03

-0.2

0.3 ±0.01 ±0.07

0.27 ± 0.04

0.203±O.OU±0.010

0.15

Simultkoeoui tuning of MC p»-

runrters to K^tf'* (892) and p"

scaled momentum distributions.

Comparison with MC

K° cross section

Comparison with MC

Ratio /f/(<A. por(.)

Ratio K"/jt cross section

Comparison with MC

Simultaneoiu tuning of MC pa-

rameters to Km", p',D and A°

CIDM section. Comparison to

K"'* CTO« aertk>n

Ratio Kfx CTOES section

Ratio K/**

RMio K*!**

Ratio AT+/»+

Comparison K° rat es with MC

Coraparüoa K" rat« with

MC

Ratios K°/w+, A/p

Ratio AT8/»*, K" cross section

Ratio K /(eh. pari .)

Ratio Jf»/ir~

Ratio K"«/*' (f*/' + )

Comparison K° rates with MC

Table 9.1: Revi««> rf P,/P„ Tal u« obtained from oth«r experiments. The numbers are taten frotn
the referencea u quoted in the second column. The errors, if given, are statistical and systematic,
respectivel)'. For more detailed infonnation on the measuremeot see the corresponding references.
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W w
M IN(NC)

A IN(CC)

<P/PU>~ 0.292^.010

0375&.OU

0.263*0.008

0.210^.013

DELPHI (1995)

ALEPH (1994)

OPAL (1991/95)

CELLO (1990)

JADE (1983)

TASSO(I98S)

PLUTO (1981)

HRS (1988/90)

TPC(I984)

CDF (1989)

UA5(1988)

ABCDHW(19M)

Hl (1996)

ZEUS (1996)

WSL (1978)

E66S (1994)

EMC (l 987)

FUM (1980)

WA21 (1993/96)

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 P/P.

Figure 9.6: P,/P„ valufS from other experimmU u given In Üble 9.1. Th« errora, if given, ue
Jtatistic»! oolj. Th« dotted line indintet tbe debult nlue for P./P, wrd in the JETSET Monte
Carlo dMcription of the fragmentation procen. The hvhed boxts indicate a two sigm« window
»round the mean Talue obtained from a Üneu1 fit to the corrwpondiDg data poinU.
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Selected Kinematic Range

lOGeV1 <QoA< 1280 GeK1

0.0003 <XDA < 0 . 1

yJB > 0.04

1994 e+p DIS Data Sample

Data

CDM+BGF

ME+PS

Data

CDM+BGF

ME+PS

< n(tf8) > /event

0.406 ± 0.005S

0.489 ± 0.005

0.440 ± 0.006

< n(A) > /event

0.027 ± 0.00 1^;SEU

0.039 ±0.001

0.036 ± 0.001

< n(A°) > /event

0.053 ± 0.002!g;^J

0.075 ± 0.001

0.071 ± 0.002

< n(Ä) > /eveni

0.026 ±o.ooiig:ggj
0.037 ± 0.001

0.036 ±0.001

Tabl* 9.2: Ä"| and A° nuiltipKeitiet for 1SH DIS e+p data tamplt.

Selected Kinematic Range

lQGeV*<QtDA<64QGeV*

0.0003 < XDA < 0.01

yJB > 0.04

1993 e~p DIS Data Sample

Data

P, /P. -a.)

CDM+BGF
»>,/P. -01

ME+PS

< n(K*) -> /event

o.3i3 ± o.oo9:S:S5S
0.348 ± 0.008

0.246 ± 0.003

0.355 ± 0.005

< n(A°) > /event

0.047 ± 0.005*S ÜJ

0.067 ± 0.003

0.050 ± 0.002

0.067 ± 0.002

1994 e+p DIS Data Sample

Data

CDM+BGF

ME+PS

< n(K°) > /event

0.316 ±0.004*S;g?}

0.350 ± 0.004

0.322 ± 0.005

< n(A°) > /event

0.048 ± 0.002*S;SSs

0.066 ± 0.001

0.062 ± 0.002

T»ble 9.3: K*s and A° rntJüpficifi« for 199S DIS t-p onrf 1994 DIS e*p dal* lamplti.
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9.2 Particle and Energy Flow

In D1S, according to the picture of the quark parton model, the hadronic final state

consists of a shower of particles originating from the stiuck quark. However, this

simple picture needs substantial corrections introduced from QCD effects. Gluon and

quark emissions, created by colour transfer between the stiuck quark and the proton

remnant, fill the phase spare between the current Jet and the proton reranant. To

study the pioduction mechanism of the neutral stränge particles, the pioduction late

with respect to the hadronic axis, »JH (see forroula 4.21), has been investigated. A

restriction of —1.0 < ij» < 1.0 is made in oidei to insure that the current jet and a

l arge portion of the colour flow region is within the acceptance for the reconstruction of

neutral stränge particles. Tbis reduces a possible depletion of the observed production

rate in the direction of the current jet or further backward. Figure 9.9 shows the event

distribution in the x-Q* for the DIS data sample and lines of constant i)H. The solid

lines eraphasize the additional restriction in rj«.

«

10

10 10 10

Figure 9.9: Event itittribvticm in the x-Q1 for a DIS data lample. For cJarity onJy a frottion of the
telected tample ü ihoum. The double angle method UM vted in Order to recanstruct the kinematic
variable*. Lint* of conttant HH <*rt thoum forrfg = -1.5 (dotted line), -1.0 (toiid tint), 0,(dotted
line), l (inlid Um) and 1.5 (dotttd lintt).

The reconstruction of r)H is based on equations 4.20 and 4.21. Figure 9.10 a) shows

the reconstruction resolution for r}n for the two DIS MC samples. The reconstructed

values T)nT,t. tend to overestiraate the "true" values ijj/ir„. systematically. The mean

values of the systematic shifts are «- 0.37 and ~ 0.23 for CDM+BGF and ME+PS
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respectively. Both distributions are not Symmetrie with respect to the peak but show

a tail towards higher values. In figure 9.10 b) the reconstructed i}n distributions for

data and MC samples are compared. The MC distributions are normalized to the

number of events in the data sample for easy comparison. The agreement between the

reconstructed distributions for data and CDM+BGF MC is generally very good. The

ME+PS sample shows an enhancement of — 10% in the region —1.5 < ij» < -1.0.

*O.I4

^
S 0 12

l 01

| 0 M

OM

OM

0.02

0

a) ,![
4500
4000
3500
3000
2500
2000
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500

0

Dom
CDM+BGF
ME+PS

Figur« 9.10: a) ijtf rteoiutruction ntobition for the CDM+BGF (*oüd line) and ME+PS (Aathed
tine) modeL The dütritvliont are normaKttd to unity for eaty compariton of the rtniU fer the two
modelt. 6) Rttonttructed iy/ for data (eirelet), CDM+BGF (totid Kne) and MS+PS (dothed UM)
lamplei. The dUtribvtioni for the two MC tamplet an normoiiied to tiit monier of eventi in the
data lamplf.

The direction of the hadronic axis i]n depends on the event kinematics, i.e. is

a function of Q*,x and y. Therefore, detector effects lead to a dependence of the

reconstruction resolution on these kinematic variables. The strengest dependence of

the shift in the reconstruction of TJJ/ is observed äs function of the reconstructed Q*DA

(see figure 9.11). Both MC predictions for this systernatic show a behavionr that

can be reasonably well described with apolynomial fit of second Order in logutQßx)1

However, the two distributions show signifikant differences in the absolute shift.

The reconstructed distribution of the data shows a better agreement with the

reconstructed distribution of the CDM+BGF sample than with the ME+PS sam-

ple. Therefore, a correction of the reconstructed T)H using the fit results from the

CDM+BGF distribution (upper half of figure 9.11) is chosen for the data sample.

For each event a correction STJH is calculated äs function of the reconstructed Q^jA
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Figur« 9.11: Syttematie ihift in the reconttnction ofna tu fvnetion o/logufQp^) for CDM+BGF
and ME+PS MC tamplti. The retuttt of fitt vrith a tecond ordtr polynomial in k>g10(QpX) «re
overlaid, the rauht for the fit fartmettri an thown in the corretpondinf int et*.

and then subtracted frora the reconstructed value of w. Figure 9.12 a) shows the

resolution achleved aftei this correction is applied to the MC samples. The mean shift

for the CDM+BGF sample is now 0.007. For the ME+PS sample the mean shift is

0.004 when using the fit parameters äs obtained frora the correspondipg fit in the

lower part of figure 9.11. If one applies the fit parameters äs obtained frora the fit to

the CDM+BGF distribution, the distribution is overcorrected leading to a mean of

-0.13. The resolution achieved (width of the distribution in figure 9.12 b}) is of the

order ~ 0.4 units in rapidity, Figure 9.12 a) shows the reconstructed rjn distribution

for the da t a before (open circles) and after the correction (solid circles) compared

to the generated distributions of the two MC models. While the uncorrected data

distribution shows a shift towards higher rjff, the corrected distribution reproduces

the generated distributions reasonably well.

A total of 62466 events, ~ 42% of the selected DIS 1994 e+p sample, is found

within -1.0 < i/w < 1-0. The average corrected T/H in this subsample is 0.3.

Figure 9.13 shows the differential production rate äs function of the distance Srj

with respect to the hadronic axis r/n for a) A'° and b) A°. As before, the inner
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*0.14

Fipire 9.12: a) Rcconttruetfd and comctedria for data (*oKd cirelet), CDM+BGF (telvt &nt) and
ME+PS (dothed line) lompltt, Alt o thown, 01 open eirclti, it the ttncomcted r)n dufrtbvtion for
the dato. The dutribvtMnt for the two MC tamptei are normalized to the nvmber of eventi m the
data ittmple. b) Rfcoratmction rctolvtton of the corrected i\a for the CDM+BGF (tolid line) and
ME+PS (dathed line) model. The dittributiom are normatized to unity for eaiy camporaon of the

for the two modelt.

thkker error bars are statistical, the outer error bare show the statistical and sys-

tematic error added in quadrature. The systematic error is completely dominated by

tUfOtat suggesting systematic shifts between -45% and +25%. The origm of these

large systematic errors lies in the difference with which the two MC describe the re-

construction resolution of fjw. The inßuence of the reconstruction resolution of the

particle pseudorapidity (see figure 8.15 in section 8.3) is negligible.

Thekineraaticrestrictionsof-1.4 < rj < 1.5 for the A"0 and -1.3 < ij < 1.4 for the

A°and the restriction of^Hconfine the distribution of^into -- 2.5 < fy < 2.5. The

distributions for both Kg and A° peak for values of 6ij — 0.5. Studies of the hadronic

energy distributions (e.g. [Cro94]| show that the expectation of the QPM, a peak at

Sri - 0, is shifted towards tbe positive direction by about 0.5 units in pseudorapidity.

Tbis shift is due to QCD radiative processes, where the scattered quark loses some

of its energy emitting a gluon. Therefore, the peaks of the Sri distributions for the

Kj and A are in Agreement with a production collimated around the hadronic axis,

probably in the fragmentation process of the current jet. The distributions show an

asymraetry between the production in the region between the hadronic axis and the

proton remnant, Srf > 0.5, and the more backward region Sij < 0.5. The tail in the

forward region indudes the additional production of the K° and A° in the colour flux
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Figure 9.13: Differential rruiltipKtity at funetion of the dittanct St) jor o) K" and b) A". TA«
kinematie nmge for the K" and Aa art at eitablühed befort. The dütribvtioiu an normalüed to
the nwnber of ZEUS 1994 **F """*» (X,*,*.) **& 10G«V» < <? < 1280 Gef, 0.0003 < * <
0.1, y > 0.04 and -1.0 < i)H < 1-0. The eirclei an the meaturtd dittribvtioni for the K* and
A", Tttptctivtly. Tht horizontal error tan five the bin tue, the thUi oerticat error bort ihov the
ttatittital errort and tht ovttr emr bart eorreipond to the itatuticoJ and tyttematie emn added
in ftadntvre. The lolid and the daihed linei thow the prcdictioni of the ME+PS and CDM+BGP
MC modelt, rttptttively, normaliied to tht mtJttpJietty of the dato.

between the current Jet and the pro ton remoant.

Overlaid are the predictions for the two MC models, norraalized to the multiplicity

of the data distribution. The CDM+BGF distribution reproduces v,-e)l the shape of

the data distribution for the Kg, wbile the ME+PS model predicts a collimation

around the peak which is strenger than observed. For the A° distribution more data

are necessary to distinguish between the two models.

The tail towards positive Sij is very sensitive to the lower bound of im. A Variation

in t bis lower bound changes the georaetrical coverage of the available phase space for

the fragmentation process in the colour ßow region between the current jet and the

proton reranant. A higher value of the lower bound rejects raore events which have

a (arger portion of the colour flow region inside the acceptance region of the tracking

detector. Due to the collimation of the current jet, the distribution at <5r? < 0.5 is

not very sensitive to variations of the higher bound of ijn (äs long äs the current jet

is contained wjthin the region selected for the reconstruction of the neutral stränge

particles).

The measured multiplicities within this selected IJH ränge are listed in table 9.4.
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The lowei bound in i)n leads to a decrease of the measured multiplicities of «• 8 %

(K°) and - 15% (A°). The CDM+BGF model predicts an even strenger decrease

of ~ 15 % ~ 21 %, while the ME+PS model, due to the stronger collimation of the

particle flow, remains almost unafFected (~ 2% and ~ 3%, respectively).

Selected Kinematic Range

lQGeV*«?DA< 1280 GeV*

0.0003 <ZDA < 0.1

yJB > 0.04

-1.0 <1}H< 1-0

1994 e+p DIS Data Sample

Data

CDM+BGF

ME+PS

< n(K0) > /event

0.374 ±0.0073;°°;
0.417 ±0.006

0.430 ± 0.007

< n(A°) > /event

0.047 ± 0.003*S;SSS

0.059 ± 0.002

0.069 ± 0.002

Table 9.4: K^ and A" mtdtiplicitiet for 1994 DIS e+p data tamplt with -1.0 < «H < 1.0.

Figure 9.14 shows the average energy per event (upper half) and average fraction

of hadronic centre of raass energy W (lower half) carried by a) K" and b) A° äs

funetion of the distance Srj. The upper distributions reproduce the shapes of the

particle flow distributions in figure 9.13 up to a conversion factor «- \.7GeV and

~- 2.2 GeV for the K" and A", respectively. These conversion factors refleet the

average energy of the K° and A° äs determined from their energy distributions. This

simple scaling bebaviour snggests again that the dominant production process is due

to fragmentation rather than due to direct production (or decay of heavier, directly

produced particles), since the latter mechanism(s) would lead to an enhancement of

stränge particles with higher eoergies in the direction of the current jet äs compared

to the Strange particles in the colour flow (and fragmentation} region. The size and

origin of the systematic shift and error is coraparable to those of the particle flow
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distributions. This is expected since the reconstruction of the energy EK",\" of the

stränge particles from the reconstructed invariant raass m^f, and niomentum PKO^O

introduces only small systematic effects.

Also interesting is what fraction EKt,^/W the stränge particles carry äs a func-

tion of their distance from the current jet axis. Again, leading particles1 are expected

to carry a larger fraction than particles produced in the fragmentation process. The

lower parts of figure 9.14 a) and b] show the distrihution of the average fraction

EK»IW and Etf/W äs functjon of 6r). The distribution for the A'° exhibits a non-

trivial structure that is compatible (fit with Gaussian plus linear function gives a

T^/NDF — 0.65) with an enhancement in the direction of the current Jet (srneared

by a Gaussian). A flat distribution is disfavoured (fit with a constant leads to a

x'/NDF = 2.92. In the A° distribution such enhancement, if existing, is hidden due

to the low statistics. The systematic shifts and errors are consistent with those above.

A further smearing is due to the reconstruction resohition of H".

A comparison between the MC predictions and the measured K° distributions

show a good agreement for the CDM+BGF model. The ME+PS model predicts a

stronger collimation of the energy flow around the current Jet axis. However, it gives

a fair description of the fractional energy flow. The MC predictions here are not

normalized to the data multiplicities äs in the particle flow distributions, the higher

average multiplicity of the MC is compensated by a lower average energy carried

by the A'°s. The integrated energy flows agree for both MC models within 2% (£

l .25 a}. In case of the A°, the predicted energy flow is higher by ~ 30 % and ~ 50 %

for the CDM+BGF and ME+PS model, respectively. This reflects the predicted

higher multiplicities for the A°, the prediction for the average energy carried by the

A° is in agreeraent with the measured value.

'This term refers here tn partides that include the scattered quark or to the deray products of such

particles.

'The double angle methuil with a correction äs discussed in ihp n ext section is used.
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Figure 9.14: Antrage eneryy per tvrnt ftipper half) and anfrage fraction of hadronic centre of matt
tnergy (lavier half) earritd by a] K" and b) A° <u function of the dütance Sr). Tht kinemntic ränge
for the K" and A° an a» eitMihed befort. The dütributioni an normalixed to the numbfr of
ZEUS 1994 <*P eventi (N.„nt,) with IQGeV* < Q1 < 1280Ge^5, 0.0003 < x < 0.1, y > 0.04
and - 1.0 < «n < 1.0. The eirele» art the meatured diitribvtioni for the K" and A°, retpectivtly.
Tht tokd tmd the daihed linei ihow the prtdicUont of the MEt-PS and CDM+BGF MC modelt,
rttpectiutly, normalized to the multiplicity of thf data.
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9.3 Differential Multiplicities äs a Function of Q2 and W

9.3.1 Q2 Dependence

10 10 10

Figure B. 15: Eouiitittani linet o/coiutanl W (dotted) in c-Q1 plane an i ha tan for W = 300 GtV
(- y = \X))toW = 60 G* V f-| = 0.04J inrtqi« o/40GeV. Tne ttlected nnoe in i)n (cvrvtd linet)
and the bin definitiont for tht Q3 maiytii of the K" mvltipHeitiet (horizontal linei) an inctuded.

Figur* 9.16: Differential multiplitity at function ofQ1 for a) K" and h) A°. The Idnematic ränget
for the K' and A° an u cttMuhed before. In Addition only events with with -1.5 < I)H < 0.0
nre acceptcd. In eaeA bin tAe nwnter o/ reemutnietaj neutraJ itrsn^e portit/e» i» normnJued to tAe
n»m*«r o/ Z£t/5 1»̂  **P '«"'* f'Vi.tni.(Qa)V i"thi« tAi« Wn. TAe eirtlei and iquarti an the
meaimd dtttributioni for the K" tnd A*. rttpeetively. The tolid anJ the dathed Kne» thmo the
predittiont of the ME+PS and CDM+BGF MC modelt, rttpeetively, nermalited to the dtta.

The mean multiplicity of neutral stränge particle production äs a function of Q1

has been studied. Following the results of the previous section which showed that

the production of neutral stränge particles peaks in direction of the current Jet (~-

TU/ + 0.5), the analysis has been restricted to events with the additional criteria
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-1.5 < VH < 0-0 besides the established kinematic selection. The IJH are corrected

äs described in the previous section. Within this selected kinematic region (including

the restriction in IJH). tne direction of the current Jet, and therefore of r/H, changes

only slightly äs a function of Q1. With the data sample, a mean i]n 0.9 for events

with Q2 between 10 and IZGeV2 has been determined, which increases to rja 0.7

for the events withQ* > 200 GeV*. The choice of the cutoffin IJH allows one to retain

a large portion of the Ka and A° of the colour flow region within the acceptance of

the inner tracking detector, without varying this portion too much in the kinematic

ränge under study. For events with TJHÄ-! 0 the tracking acceptance introduces a

oit into the tail at negative (Sij. However, only small rnultiplicities are observed in

this region and therefore the influence is small and is stable over the kinematic ränge.

Figure 9.15 shows the selected kinematic region and the bin definitions for the A'°

distribution. A total of 77302 events, ~ 52% of the selected DIS 1994 e*p sample

fulfills the additional requirement -1.5 < v» < O'O- ^ne average corrected TJH in this

subsample is ̂  —0.8. The measured rnultiplicities in this kinematic ränge are listed

in table 9.5.

Selected Kinematic Range

lOGeV1 < Q*DA < 1280 GeV

0.0003 < XDA < 0.1

yjg > 0-04

-1.5 < T)a < 0.0

1994 e+p DIS Data Sample

Data

CDM-t-BGF

ME+PS

< n(K°) > /event

0.416 ± 0.006 JS;JS

0.522 ±0.007

0.491 ±0.008

< n(A°) > /euent

0.056 ±0.003:»;^

0.080 ±0.002

0.081 ± 0.002

Table 9.5: Kas and fi" multtflicitia for 1994 DIS e+p data tample, rettrieted to -1.5 <T,H < 0.0.
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Figure 9.16 shows the differential a) A'° and b) A° multiplicity äs a function of Q1.

The multiplicities within each bin are normalized by the number of selected ZEUS

1994 e+p D1S with a reconstructed Q2DA within this bin. The horizontal error bars

define the bin boundaries, each abscissa corresponds to the mean Q* of the events

in this bin. The statistkal errors in the individual bins are ~ 4 % for the A'° and

~ 10% for the A°. In thehighest Q2 bin the Statist jcal error is approximately doubled.

The systeroatic error is dorn i na t ed by fuctbat- For the A'D and Q2 > ISGeV1 the

systematic shifts are generally less than 15%, with an error of Sfstn ~ 8%. For

Q2 < 15<7eV the systematic shift reaches — 20%. The dominant contribution to

this systematic shift is due to the reconstruction resolution of Q2DA- The latter is of

the order of 12 — 18% (with a systematic shift of — 2%), leading to non-negHgible

event migration effects and bin to bin migration in the Iow Q1 bins. These effects lead

to a systematic shift of up to 15 %, decreasing with increasing Q1. Of importance

is also the resolution of r///1 which also leads to event migration effects. Here the

erTertive region of the particle flow covered by the (geometrical] acceptanee of the

tracking devices varies. Systematic shifts of up to 5% are attributed to this origin.

Contribntions due to a varying signal to background ratio are of the order «- 6 %. For

the A" the upper limit in Q1 is reduced to 640 CeV since no clear signal has been found

above. The systematic shift varies between ±25% and 6tst,t ~ 15%. Systematic

shifts due to the reconstruction resolution of QIDA, are of 0(20%), effects due to the

reconstruction resolution of TJH contribute with up to — 20%. Contributions due to

a varying signal to background ratio are ~ l %, except for the highest Q!-bin where

it is - 5 %.

The choice of the bin definition is a compromise between the sensitivity to a rising

Q2 dependence and controllable systematics in the Iow Q1 region and constrained by

the statistics of the data sample with increasing Q1.

The distribiitions of the CDM-"-BGF and ME+PS model are overlaid. Both MC

'The achieved resolution in the rpronstrurtion of ijw improves to a mean shift of 0.006 and a width

of ~0.3 units in rapiiiity, when restricted to -1.5 < ijw < 0.0.
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distribiitions reproduce qualitative)/ the rise of the multiplicity with Q1, stiggested

frora the data. The MC distributions are normalized to give the same average mul-

tiplicity äs the data. This removes the already established overall higher rates (äs

listed in table 9.5 for this selected kinematic region) and allows an easier comparison

of the shapes of the distributions.

At this point the data suggest a rise of the production rate with increasing Q1.

From figure 9.15 it can be seen that the kinematic variables Q1 and W are correlated.

As Q* varies from \QGeV2to mQGeV2 W increases from 70GeV to 27QGeV. The

statistics of the data sample and the possible kinematic hias at Iow Q1 do not altow a

sensitive study of the multiplicities äs function of Q1 at fixed values of W. However,

the established agreement between the shapes of data and MC gives confidence to

use the CDM+BGF MC sample, to decide whether this increase has to be attributed

to Q1 or rather to the corresponding increase in W.

Figure 9.17 shows the predictions of the CDM+BGF MC sample for the multi-

plicities of a) A'° and b) A° äs a function of Q2 for different W ranges. For each

Distribution the mean value of W in the selected W ränge is quoted in the figure.

Both, A'° and A", show a rise of the multiplicity with increasing W. The A'° distri-

butions show, within the statistics, a behaviour which is consistent with only a small

or no dependence on Q2. It is concluded that the dominant contr ibut ion to the rise

in the A'° multiplicity with increasing QJ is due to an effective rise in W. However,

the A° distributions suggest, within the limited statistics, a rise of the multiplicity

with increasing Q2 äs well with increasing W.

9.3.2 W Dependence

In order to study the multiplicity äs a function of W it is necessary to understand the

reconstruction resolution of W. W is calculated from the kinematic variables Q2 and

z (using the double angle method) according to formula 4.9. Figure 9.18 a) shows the

achieved resolution of WDA for the CDM+BGF (solid line) and the ME+PS (dashed

line) model for events passing the Standard kinematic ränge selection criteria. A

Gaussian fit to the CDM+BGF distribution suggests a systematic shift of ~ -11 %
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and a width of ~ 16%, for the ME+PS model a systematic shift of 7% and a

width of — 13%percent is obtained. If onerestricts the reconstruction of W to events

with —1.5 < tjw < 0.0 the widths of the resolutions are retained, the systematic shifts

increase slightly by — l %. The size of the systematic shift is considered big enough

to be corrected for.

Since W is reconstructed from the kinematic variables z and Q1, a correction

procedure äs a function of these variables seems advisable. However, such a correction

leads to technical disadvantages since the DIS selection cuts exclude certain regions

of the x-Qz-plane. Using equation 4.7, formula 4.9 can be expressed äs linear function
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in y and Q1 :

(9.1)

The selected DIS events cover the whole y-QJ-plane. A bin by bin correction proce-

dure, using au equidistant 20 x 25 grid in the y-loffio(Q*}-plane. has been chosen to

correct WpA :

W«,.-H^-U-cfy.Q*)) (9.2)

where c(y, Q*} = WpfrWt(y, Q1) äs determined frora the Monte Carlo sample. Figure

9. IS b) shows the uncorrected WDA distribution for the DIS data sample and the two

MC models. The shape of the data distribution is well reproduced from both MC

m öd eis, which gives confidence that the reconstruction of W is modeled correctly.

The CDM+BGF model has been chosen to determine c(y,Q2).

Figure 9.18 c) shows the corrected W distribution (We„.> solid circtes) in compari-

son to the generated W distributions of the CDM+BGF (solid line) and the ME+PS

(dashed line} rnodel. Also shown is the uncorrected WDA distribution (open circles)

to visualize the infiuence of the correction. Again the MC predictions are in good

agreement with the corrected data distribution. Figure 9.18 d) shows the predicted

resolution for W™... The systematic shifts aie reduced to «- -2 % and 1 %, the

widths are - 20 % and ~ 16 % for CDM+BGF and ME+PS, respectiveiy. For events

with —1.5 < t)H < 0.0 the systeroatic shifts are retained, the widths of the resolutions

improve slightly by *- 3 %.

Figur es 9.19 a) and b) show the rise of the mean multiplicity of neutral stränge

particle production äs a function of W for the A'° and A°, respectiveiy. The multi-

plicities within each bin are normalized by the number of selected ZEUS 1994 e+p

DIS with a corrected WDA within this bin. The horizontal error bars define the bin

boundaries, each abscissa corresponds to the mean W of the events in this bin. The

statistical enors in the individual bins are ~ 3 - 8 % for the Ä"° and - 10 - 23 %

for the A°. The systematic error is dominated by fuct\ed- For the K° the systematic

shifts are generally less than 15 %, with an error of SiSr,t ~ 6 %. The systematic shift

originales from ditferences in the reconstruction resolution of the corrected WDA f°r
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Figure 9.18: a) WDA nconttnutim reiolvtion for the CDM+BGF (tolid line) an* ME+PS (dathed
line) moieL The dirtrünitioni an normaKied ta wnity for eaty compariton of the renüti for the two
modelt, t) Reeonttructtd WDA for dato (cinlei), CDM+BGF (tolid UM) and ME+PS (dathed line)
tamplet. The datrHntiani for the two MC tamplet Art normafaed In tht munber of tvent* in the
dato lample. c) {Jncorreeted WDA (°Pen tiretet) and eomcted WDA (cirelet) for dato. The generated
CDM+BGF (totid lim) and ME+PS (dathed line} diitributiont are normalized ta the mtmter of
event* in the data ttmple. d] Recont tmction molution far the corrected WDA at determined from
CDM+BGF fiolid line} and ME+PS (daihed line)

the two MC, migration effects due to the r/H resolution (leading to variations of the

effectively covered particle flow region) and to a Variation of the Signal to bsckground

ratio. The individual contributions vary between ~ 5 — 10 %.

For the A° the systematicshift varies between 5-20% and &ist,t -^ 15% for W <

160 GeV. The two highest W bins show larger fluctuations of ~ ±40%, which are

mainly due to the limited statistics in the MC samples. The origin of the systematic

shifts are due to the Wandrj^ resolution, varying between ~ 10-20%. Contributions

due to a varying signal to background ratio are only ~ l %, except for the highest

W-bin where it is - 5%.
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prediction» of the MB+PS and CDM+BGF MC modelt, normalüed to the mvltiplicüy of the dato.

The distributions of the CDM+BGF and ME+PS model reproduce tbe rise of

the multiplicity with W, suggested from the data. Again, the MC distributions are

normalized to give the same average multiplicity äs the data.

The observed rise of the K° and A° multiplicities with mcreasing W äs domi-

nating source, is attributed to the increase in the phase space, available for particle

production in the fragmentation process of the hadronic systera. This assumption

is confirmed by an observed global rise in the charged particle multiplicity1 witb

W. The ratio of the neutral stränge to all charged particles constant stays constant.

Therefore, no evidence for a suppression or enhancetnent of stränge quark production

with increasing W is observed.

"The chtrged particle multipliritjr was hereby obtained äs the numbet of tracks that fulfill the fol-

lowing canstraints: 1) Only trackä within the same kinematic constrünts u thr daughter tracks of

the neutral stränge particles are accepted. 2} Tracks associatad with the decay of nfutrml stränge

particles are removed. 3) The tracks have tu origin»te from the event vertex.
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9.4 Multiplicities for Events with and without Large Ra-

pidity Gap.

- 8 - 6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4 6 8 10 -fl -fl -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10

Figure 8.20: T)̂ , dwtritotwm for o) all telecUd 1994 <+P DIS eventt (cirettt). Ovtrlmd are the
MC pndietiont, normaliied U the mmlcr o) dato rvmtt. The ME+PS (ituh dotted tine) and
CDM+BGFC) (tolidhne) MCiampUt an pvrely non-diffractive MC, whilt the CDM+BGF (daihed
Une) MC i&mplt eontaini diffrtttnie admixtvre. b) thoio* the pnditUd iĵ , dittnMion for the non-
diffractivt ME+PS MC (tolid Üne) and tht tueo diffnxtive MC* NZ (dathtd Knt) and POMPYT
(dotted Hnt). The datted vertiert Une indieattt the daitification at LRG and NRG event*.

The DIS data sample is a mixture of diffiactive and non-diffractive events. As already

mentioned in section 2.5, at ZEUS tj„„ can be used to separate subsamples tbat are

dorainated by events of either non-diffractive or diffractive type. Here T)™,, isdefined

äs th« pseudorapidity of the most forward final state particles which are reconstructed

from a set of adjacent cells in the UCAL. A threshold of 400 MeV is required for the

sum of thecell energies. Thischoiceof the threshold follows earlier studies of rapidity

gap events in DIS (t.e. [Der93b, Der94b|) and is raotivated to restrict final state

particles to a pseudorapidity close to the true rapidity and to reduce the sensitivity

to calorimeter noise.

Figiire 9.20 a) shows the measured distribution of T;,,«, for the selected 1994 e+p

DIS data sample (circles). As can beseen from thepurely non-diffractive MC saraples

ME+PS (dash dotted line) and CDM-f BGF(')1 (solid line), tbe distribution is well

described for values above ̂ „u - 1.5. However, the plateau at T^mu < 1.5 äs seen by

'Thisisthe 1993 t "p DIS MC.
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Selected Kinematic Range

0.0003 <XDA < 0.1

yjB > 0.04

Fraction of events with Vm«* < 1-5 [%]

Data

ME+PS

CDM+BGF(*)

CDM+BGF

NZ

POMPYT

all W

5.9

0.6

0.3

3.3

23.1

68. U

W> UOGeV

6.9

0.7

0.3

4.1

29.8

72.6

Table9.6: Penentoge of LRG eventi with reiptct to the Juli 1994 DISe+f tamplet. The CDM+BGF
(*) refert to tht 199S e~f DIS MC.

the data cannot be reproduced. The non-diffractive MC show an exponential drop

off. All r?™., distributions are uncorrected for detector effects, such äs seen e.g. äs a

drop in the event rate at TJ„„ ~ 1.1 and TJ,™ — -0.75. Here the acceptance is lower

due to boundary effects between FCAL/BCAL and BCAL/RCAL, respectively. The

geometric acceptances of the UCAL components are indicated at the upper boundary

of the figure. Events with an r^^ outside the geometric acceptance of the UCAL,

i-e- V*»* > 4-3 or t) ,̂ < -3.8, are an artifact of the clustering algorithm used to

calculate r^^ and may occur when energy is deposited in contignous cells around

the beara holes. Events with *j„„ < 1.5 are henceforth referred to äs large rapidity

gap events (LRC). This definition corresponds to a requirement of a rapidity gap of

at least 2.8 units in rapidity. Events with TJ™, > 1.5 are said to have no rapidity gap

(NRG).

The measured excess of LRG events cannot be explained with non-diffractive
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scattering alone but needs a contribution from diffractive scattering processes. The

CDM+BGF MC (dasbed line) includes a diffractive eomponent due to a poraeron-like

pari in the proton structure function, which qualitatively reproduces the measured

distribution. However, the prediction for the fraction of LRG events is ~- 40 % too low

compared to the measured fraction. Figure 9.20 b) shows the predicted r/„„ distribu-

tion for two diffractive MC models, POMPYT (dotted line) and NZ (dashed line), äs

introduced in section 2.5.1 and 2.5.2, respectively. They both predict a plateau-like

behaviour in the LRG region. For comparison, the non-diffractive ME+PS prediction

is also shown (solid line). They also predict that a substantial fraction of diffractive

events will be of NRG type. Table 9.6 lists the measured fraction of LRG events

for the selected 1994 DIS e+p data sample and the predictions for the different MC

models.

€ 10 :

10

10
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Figure 9.21: tjma, dittributitm for all ttlected 1934 e+p DIS eventt u/ith at laut one nconttructed
Kg candidate (circlet). The correipondinf (non-diffractive} ME+PSMC prediction u normaliied to
the namier of eventt in the data tample.

Figure 9.21 shows the measured rjm« distribution for events with a reconstructed

A'5 candidate in comparison to the corresponding prediction of the non-ditfractive

ME+PS MC. Again the measured distribution shows an excess of LRG events. This

excess can therefore be Jnterpreted äs stränge particle production1 in diffractive DIS.

The ZEUS event display, ßgure 2.7, shows an example of A"° production in diffractive

events. Two K$ candidates have been found in this event with reconstructed masses

'In this ras* K$ produrtion. Huwever, this eicess a also observed for events whh reconstrurted A*.
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m,,„ of 510MeV and 493 MeV and transverse momenta pt of 0.9 GeV and l.9 GeV,

respectively. The daughter tracks of these candidates are labeled with Indexes l and

2 in the lower left inset of figure 2.7.

• Data
(CDM+BGF gen.)*I.68

O ICDM+BGF rec. i* 1.68

Figur« 0.22: Pnction of LRG eventt in the leitetet 1994 f ^ P WS ('oto »<^"Pie <u frnction of
the reconitrvtted tnvoniint haart/nie centrt of m*» eneryy W (tolid eintet). AUo ihotvn trt the
ftnerated (tint) and reanutrvcted fraction m predicted from the CDM+BGF MC tampie. The MC
pndictions are tcaied by a factor of 1.68 for eatifr compariton with the dato dütrilnition. The dathed
linet indicate the ränge in \vhich the fraction variet for W > HOGeV.

Figure 9.22 shows the fraction of LRG events (without A"° selection) in the se-

lected data sample äs a function of the reconstructed and corrected W (solid circles).

For events with W > 110 GeV the contribution of LRG events to the DIS sample

is roughly constant, — 7 ± 2.5% (ränge indicated by dashed lines). For smaller W

the fraction of LRG events drops strongly. This is because the hadronic final state is

boosted into the forward direction, leading to a decrease in the acceptance for LRG

events. Also shown in figure 9.22 is the predicted fraction äs generated (line) and re-

constructed (open circles) from the CDM+BGF MC. The MC distributions are scaled

by a factor of 1.68, the ratioof the fractions of events with LRG (W > UOGeV) äs

seen in data and CDM+BGF MC (see table 9.6). This compensates for the underes-

timated fraction of LRG events in the CDM+BGF MC sample. The global shape of

the measured fraction is well reproduced from the MC. The differences between the

generated and reconstructed fractions are due to the reconstruction resolution of \V.

In Order to avoid a kinematic bias when comparing multiplicities of events with and
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without rapidity gaps this analysis is restricted to events with W > HOGeV. After

this additiona! requirement, 109164 events reraain. 101625 are of NRG type, 7539

are LRG events. A total of 5134 A*° over a background of 509 have been counted1

in the NRG subsample, in the LRG subsample 176 K"s over a backgronnd of 8 have

been determined. For the A°, the counted signal over background ratio is 584/59 and

14/4 for the NRG and LRG subsamples, respectively. The yield of reconstructed A°

within the LRG event sample is too small to perform a sensitive comparison between

production mechanisms in NRG and LRG type events. This analysis is therefore

restricted to the production of K°s.

The correction method and the determination of the systematics in this section fol-

Iows the discussion in the previous sections (see chapter 8). However, sorae adaptions

have been made äs listed below :

• The accepted kinematic ränge for reconstructed X| is restricted to Q.ZGeV <

PI < 3-OGeV and tj <| 1.3 |. No clear signal for K^ in LRG events was found

outside this ränge.

• Due to s maller available statistics the granularity of the effective acceptance

correction grid (äs introduced in section 8.2) has been reduced to 5 bins in

p, and 4 bins in T;. A separate determination of the effective acceptance grid

for LRG eveots (using the diffractive NZ and POMPYT MC and the "mixed"

CDM+BGF MC events with »*„„ < 1.5) and NRG events (using the ME+PS

and CDM+BGF MC events with ff™, > 1.5) showed agreement within the er-

rors'. The differences between the effective acceptances for LRG events from the

two diffractive MC raodels separately are of the same Order äs the differences be-

tween the combined effective acceptance for NZ/POMPYT/CDM+BGF (LRG)

and ME+PS/CDM+BGF (NRG). Therefore, only one effective acceptance grid

'The counting method 2 u introduced in aection 8.1 hat b«en uied. The fit is applied to th« man

spertra of »11 reconstrarted candidates within the gelected du» simplea (LRG and NRG aubsamples

separately).

'Note that the sUtistical «ror on the effective »cceptance for LRG events reachea up to 40%.
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has been determined for both LRG and NRG studies, using the combined statis-

tics of events with and without rapidity gap in the combined ME+PS and

CDM+BGF MC samples.

• The purities äs introduced in section 8.1 have been determined separately for the

selected data events with and without rapidity gap. The agreement between the

two purity grids is nsually better than l a in the bins with significant statistics

(i.e. more than 20 candidates). However, the LRG events show a tendency

(~ 5 % effect) to higher purity. For the other bins differences up to 4 tr are

observed. Again these are effects of ~ 5 - H %, mostly towards higher purity

in the LRG events. The differences are considered big enough to do a separate

purity correction for NRG and LRG events.

• The bin by bin correction of WDA t3®* previons section 9.3) shows a system-

atic overcorrection of ~ 7 % and a width of ~ 18 % for MC events with LRG.

Therefore, for LRG events the reconstructed WDA are corrected bin by bin with

correction factors determined from LRG events of the CDM+BGF MC. This

improves the achieved reconstruction resolution of W for LRG events to a sys-

tematic shift of 0.7 %, 2.5 % and 2.7 % for the CDM+BGF, NZ and POMPYT

MC sample, respectively. The width is ~ 14% for all three roodels.

• The systematic shifts and errors which are determined from MC samples are,

in the case of the NRG distributions, extracted from all 4 MC samples. For the

LRG distributions only CDM+BGF, NZ and POMPYT are used (ME+PS has

not enough LRG events to provide a reasonable systematic study).

Figures 9.23 a) and 6) show the differential A'° multiplicity äs a function of their

pseudorapidity TJ and transverse momentum p, for events with (squares) and without

(circles) large rapidity gap. The multiplicities are normalized to the number of ZEUS

1994 e+p D1S events (NRG or LRG, respectively) with lOGeV1 < Q* < 1280 GeV*,

0.0003 < x < 0.1, y > 0.04 and W > UOGeV. The kinematic ränge for the A'° is

restricted to T; <| 1.3 | and 0.3GeV < p, < 3GeV. The measured multiplicities and
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Figure 9.23: Compariton of K0 multipkcitiet tu fvtiction of a) the ptevdoropidity r) and fr) the
tranrverte momentan pt for event* vith (lauaret) and mthout (cirdet) npidity ftip.

the MC predictions are listed for NRG and LRG events separatety in table 9.7. The

predictions of the ME+PS and CDM+BGF for the NRG events and NZ, POMPYT

and CDM+BGF for the LRG events are overlaid in the figure. The measured multi-

plicities for NRG and LRG are 0.400 ±0.005±S;EUJ and 0.188±0.014t3;£J, respectively.

The statistica] errors for NRG events in the individual ij bins are ~ 3 %. In the two

lower TJ bins, the systematic shifts of (-17 ± 6) % and (-12 ± 6} % are dominated by

iMtOad- In the other r; bins the systematic errors are cSfll £ (5 ± 6) %, äs are all the

individual contributions. For the p, distribution the statistical errors increase from 2

to 7% with increasing p,. The systematic errors | f.sf,t \ 12% are consistent with

no systematic shift. For LRG events the statistical errors in the ^ bins vary between

12 and 30 %, with increasing p, they increase from 14 to 40 %. The systematic errors

suggest an underestimation of the rates by np to 50 % in the central TJ region and

for some pt bins, with &tsltt Ä ~ 16 % (increasing with p(). These large systematic

uncertainties are mainly due to sraall statistics in the diffractive MC samples. Here

the weighting procedure enhances even more the fluctuations in the reconstructed

distributions. This leads to large values of (MtOu-d- I" addition, the contribution of

photoproduction events is found to be higher in LRG events (~ 6%) äs compared
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Selected Kineraatic Range

WGeV*<Q*DA< 1280 GeV*

0.0003 <XDA <0 .1

VJB > 0-04

W™. > HOCeK

< n(ff°) > /event, 1994 e+p DIS Data Sample

Data

CDM+BGF

ME+PS

NZ

POMPYT

rlnaf< 1.5 (LRG)

0.188 ±0.014™

0.209 ±0.017

(0.472 ±0.076)

0.191 ±0.015

0.126 ±0.012

*fc„„ > 1.5 (NRG)

0.400 ±0.005*S5JJ

0.428 ± 0.005

0.387 ±0.005

0.203 ± 0.008

0.202 ± 0.009

Table 9.7: Ä'J mültiptieitia for 1994 DIS e+p LRG/NRG dato and MC

NRG events (~ 3%). The systematic shift tpltp is found to contribute with up to

±12%.

A comparison of the distributions gives the following results :

• The measured K9 multiplicities for NRG and LRG events show strong differ-

ences in the overall multiplicities. The average number of K° produced in an

LRG event is roughly half the nuraber äs for NRG events. However, the average

number of tracks1 also drops by a factor ~ 2. This reflects that the mass MX of

the hadronic System observed in the detector is small for LRG events compared

to NRG events, since QCD radiation is suppressed (see |Der94a|). Therefore,

the number of K" scales äs the general charged particle multiplicity and no

indication for any stränge quark enhancement or suppression is found in the

'Ontj tracks that are associated wrth the primary sient vertex and fulfill the same "Poster" culs

(see aection 7.1) äs requiredfor the daughter tracks of the stränge particle candidates are taken into

account.
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production mechanism of LRG events.

• The shapes of the TJ distributions show strong differences between NRG and

LRG events. While the NRG events reproduce the result of the inclusive1

distribution (see section 9.11 and figure 9.1), the LRG events show a strong

depletion towards the forward region (i.e. towards higher rj). This reflects

again the suppression of QCD radiation in the colour flow region for diffractive

events.

• A comparison of the slopes of the p( spectra foi NRG and LRG events (äs

deterrained from fits similar to section 9.1) suggests a softer distribution for K°

in LRG events tban in NRG events. The fitted slopes are (-1.52 ± 0.16) GeV~l

(LRG) and (-1.30 ± 0.03) GeV~l (NRG). However, this might be an artifact

due to the low statistics in the LRG sample and more data are necessary.

• The discussion of differences between the measured v and p, distribution and

the corresponding prediction of the ME+PS and CDM+BGF MOs for NRG

events follows section 9.1 and is therefore omitted here.

• A comparison between the measured multiplicity and the MC predictions for

LRG events show a good agreement for the purely diffractive NZ MC and the

"mixed" CDM+BGFJ. POMPYT underestimates the raeasured K° multiplicity

by ~ 30 %, However, the stränge quark production in the fragmentation process

js modeled like in the other MC samples. This suggests the necessity to include

a stränge quark component in the pomeron structure function. The ME+PS

'In this context "inclusive" is understood u DIE without diitinction of NRG/LRG.
'Note hnwever, that the aceepted kinematk ränge for the K" is reduced in r) u well u in p( for

the NRG/LRG events. This Ion i* by rhaoce compensated by the higher average hadronic energy

per evenl äs introduced by the W cut. Tbe emphasi) is therefore more on the global shape at the

distribulion than on the absolute rates.

'The non-diffractive contribution of th* CDM+BGF MC to the LRG events contrihutes only to ~ 8 %

while 92 % are dHfractive photoo-pomeron seattering eventa.
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MC sample suggests a significantly (3.7a) higher multiplicity than observed.

However, the statistics are very small.

• The measured shapes of the ij and pt distributions show, within the limited

statistics, good agreement with the MC predictions. The statistical error in the

MC predictions is of equal size äs for the data. More data and MC are needed

to allow a distinction between the models and gain more Information about the

nature of the pomeron.

In Order to investigate the shift to lower rj values observed in the LRG events äs

compared to the NRG events, the particle flow with respect to the hadronic axis rjH

has been studied. For this study r]H is restricted to the ränge | i)n \ 1.0. The argu-

ments for this restriction äs well äs the method of reconstruction and correction of »jj/

follow section 9.2 exactly. However, the resolution of the uncorrected I)H shows a dif-

ferent behaviour for LRG events äs for NRG events. For LRG events the reconstructed

values rjH.ne. show a smaller tendency to overestimate the true values rjr/ifen.; a shift of

~ 0.1 units of rapidity for NZ and POMPYT and ~ 0.2 for CDM+BGF is observed.

The NRG events for eoraparison show a shift of ~ 0.3 and — 0.4 units of rapidity

for ME+PS and CDM+BGF, respectively. The different behaviour can be explained

by the different event topologies, especially the suppression of energy deposits asso-

ciated with the proton remnant in tbe LRG events. Therefore, the Parameters of the

polynomial in iogi0(Q2DA) have been deterrained from the CDM+BGF MC sample

with Tfaat < 1.5. This reduces the observed shifts for LRG events to ~ -0.02 for

CDM+BGF and 0.09 for NZ and POMPYT. The achieved resolution is ~ 0.3

for CDM+BGF and ~ 0.2 for NZ and POMPYT.

Figure 9.24 a) shows a comparison of the measured A'° multiplicity äs a function

of &j) - T)(K0) - t]H for events with (squares) and without (circles) rapidity gap.

For the NRG distribution the statistical errors are ~ 3% in the peak region, the

systematic shifts are £15% with an error of — 10%. For LRG events the statistical

errors are ~ 10 - 30%, the systematic shifts vary between ±40% with an error of

tbe sarae magnitude. The systematic studies for LRG and NRG show a consistency
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vith the MC preitietian* tepanUly for NRG and LRG eventt, mptetively.

with no systematic shift. The raain contribution to the systematic shifts arises from

tMtihat, due to differences in the reconstruction lesolution of IJH for the individual MC

models. The partiele flow distributions for events with and without large rapidity gap

exhibit striking differences. The NRG distribution reproduces the pioperties of the

(inclusive) distribution of section 9,2 : the peak of the distribution at 6i) ~ 0.5

and a tail with high A'° multiplicity in the colour flux region. The LRG evects on

the other band show a peak at &ij -* 0 and a narrower collimination of the particle

flow due to a strong suppression of K° prodiiction in the colour flux region, where

the systematic studies suggest an even stronger collimation than tneasured. These

prominent features of A'° production in LRG events can be interpreted äs a direct

consequence of a suppression of QCD radiation, in agreement with the assumption

that the LRG events are dominantly of diffractive nature. However, this not a feature

specific to the A'as. It should rat h er be observed for all produced particles, e.g.
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charged pions. Indeed, studies of energy flow in LRG events show this behaviour (see

(Der94a|).

Figure 9.24 k) shows the NRG distribution äs above in comparison with the two

Standard DIS MC models CDM+BGF and ME+PS (normalized to the data distri-

bution). The results of section 9.2 are retained. Also sbown are the predictions for

the two diffractive MC models NZ and POMPYT, which exhibit a significant lower

overall production rate and the suppressed QCD radiation due to the lack of colour

transfer in the scattering process. Figure 9.24 c) shows the LRG data distribution

together with the predictions of the diffractive MC models. All thrce models repro-

duce the shape of the measured distribution reasonably well1, CDM+BGF and NZ

also predict within the statistical errors the correct multiplicities. The POMPYT

rnodel, which does not include an j-quark content in the pomeron structure function,

underestimates the measured multiplicity significantly.

New with the understanding of the differences in the particle flow for tbe two event

classes it ts possible to understand the strong difference in the shape of the tj distri-

butions, figure 9.23 a), for LRG and NRG events. For large values ofW the hadronic

System (i.e. r)H) is predorainantly oriented in the backward direction. In the LRG

events production is collimated around the scattered quark direction and the produc-

tjou in the more forward region is suppressed. Therefore, the »j distribution drops

with increasing i;. For the NRG events the production peak is shifted towards the

forward direction and the more forward region is filled by A'°s produced in fragmen-

tation processes in the colour flow region. This compensates for the predominantly

backward orientation of i}H.

'Note that the distribution of the POMPYT MC is normaJiied to the data to cope for the much

Inwer predktion. This aJlows an ewier compirison of the shape of the distributions.
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SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

This thesis has presented a first analysis of various aspects of neutral stränge particle

production in neutral current deep inelastic scattering of 27.5GeV positrons and

820GeV protons in the ZEUS experirnent at HERA. The analysis is based ÖD the

data sample of the 1994 e+p run period in which a integrated lurainosity of ~ 3.2pi~'

have been accumulated. Out of these, a clean sample of DIS events in the kinematic

ränge lOGeV1 < Q1 < 1280 GeV1,0.0003 <x < 0.1 and y > 0.04 has been extracted.

For this sample the average A'° and A multiplicities have been measured to 0.406 ±

0.005lS;SJ and 0.053 ± 0.002^;»!, respectively. The kinematic ränge for the A"0 (A)

was restricted to 0.3 GeV < p, <6.0GeK (0.3GeV <p,< 4.0GeV) and -1.4 < t) <

1.5 (-1.3 < TI< 1.4). About 30%ofthe K" and 20 % of the A particles are predicted

to be produced within this kinematic ränge. No differences between the production of

A and Ä have been observed. The two current D1S Monte Carlo models CDM+BGF

and ME+P5 tend to overestimate the measured multiplicities and show significant

differences in the shapes of the measured pt and ij distributions.

The particle and energy fiow with respect to the strack quark direction has been

studied. The observed shift of the peak associated with the scattered quark is in

agreement with QCD radiation processes. A comparison with the predktion of the

two Standard DIS Monte Carlo models shows reasonable agreement for both mod-

els. However, the ME+PS model predicts a strenger collimation of the particle flow

around the scattered quark axis than measured. The CDM+BGF model gives a good

description of the measured distribution, espedally in the colour flow region.

The dependence of the average A"° and A production rates äs function of the
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four-momentum transfer, Q2, and the hadronic center of mass energy, Wt of the ep

scattering process have been stndied. A rise of the production rates with both, Q2

and W, is observed. However, these kinematic variables are correlated and a reliable

decision, whether the increase is due to an increase in Q1 or W is not possible due

to the liroited statistics of the data. MC Studies predict for the K° a rise with W

rather than with Q', while for the A no decision is possible.

The A'° and A raultiplicities in the kinematic ränge 10GeV1 < Q1 < 640GeV2,

0.0003 < x < 0.01 and y > 0.04 are compared with the results from data (Vom the 1993

run period with 26.7GeV electrons and 820GeV protons witbin the same kinematic

region. The kinematic ränge for the A'° (A) was hereby restricted to 0.5 GeV < p, <

4.0GeV (0.5GeV < pt < 3.5GeV) and | »j |< 1.3 (| rj < 1.3), inchiding about 25%

(20%) of the produced neutral stränge particles. The measured multiplicities are in

good agreement. This is expected since the f'P process is independent of whether

the photon is emitted from an electron or positron.

The two Standard MC models reproduce the shapes of the measured p, and tj,

however, the predicted multiplicities are systematically higher. The MC parameter

which controls tbe stränge quark production in the fragmentation process, P,/Pa,

is set to 0.3. This corresponds to the world average value determined from e+e~

collider experiments. However, the data presented in this thesis favour a lower value

of 0.3 > P./P, > 0.2.

The production of K" in events with and without large rapidity gaps (LRG) with

respect to the proton direction are compared in Order to probe differences in diffrac-

tive and non-diflractive scattering processes. In LRG events a K° production rate

significantly tower than in NRG events is observed. However, the ratio of K" to

charged particles remains constant. Therefore, within the limited statistics available,

the difference between K" production in LRG and NRG events is attributed to a lower

invariant mass in the LRG events, rather than to an additional suppression or en-

hancement mechanism for stränge particle production in LRG events. The diffractive

MC models reproduce reasonably well the measured shapes of the ij, pt and particle
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flow distribution. The particle flow distribution does not exhibit the shift of the peak

associated with the scattered quark äs observed in the inclusive NRG events. Thb

shift is characteristic for QCD radiation processes, which is suppressed in diffractive

scattering processes. The K° multiplicities of the NZ and CDM+BGF MC are in

agreement with the raeasured raultiplicity of 0.188 ± 0.014t£5ä2J K* per event. The

POMPYT MC, which does not include a-quark content in the pomeron structure

function underestimates the measured rnultiph'city by ~ 30%. This indicates the

necessity to include a stränge quark component into the pomeron structure function.

As can be seen above, the study of neutral stränge particle production with the

ZEUS experiment has proven to be able to test various aspects of the DIS scattering

process. Of special interest are scattering processes of diffractive nature in which

the study of neutral stränge particle production can help to clarify the nature of the

pomeron, which is at present far from being well understood. With tbe completion

of tbe detector parts FTD and RTD, their understanding and inclusion in future

analyses, the acceptance for particles in the tracking detector will improve and a

widened kinematic ränge will be accessible, allowing one to test the existing MC

models in a wider ränge. Together with the improvements in the HERA performance,

which leads to a strong inerease of accumulated data, topics that remained unresolved

due to low statistics can be studied with higher scrutiny and new studies, such äs A

production in diffractive events, will become possible.

APPENDICES

A. l Properties of Neutral Strange Particles
A.l,l /C° properti'es

-l

b)
2»

Ftgure A.l: a) Tuio kton it alpin l = * dottifetf utttt 5 = -l and S = 1. fc) Ä"0-/f0 mirinj ;
traiuition via (virtual) mttrmediate pion (tatet.

The charged kaons A'* and the neutral kaons K° and K° form two isospin doublets
with strangeness 5 = — l and 5 = 1, respectively, äs shown in figure A.1.1 a).
The strong interaction conserves / and /ä äs well äs 5. Therefore, the neutral kaon
eigenstates of tbe strong interaction are the K° and K°. Strangeness conservation
allows onty associated production of s and I and prohibits a strong decay of the
Strange kaons. The decay of thekaons proceeds viathe weakinteraction. The neutral
kaons both decay with | AS |— l, preferably into the same final two (or three) pion
states. Thus second-order weak interactions allow transitions between A'° and A'°.
The two states are therefore coupled and the eigenstates of the weak interaction are
superpositions of these. This follows also from the observation that weak interactions
do not conserve charge conjugation C or parity P but the combination CP1. The
neutral kaons are not eigenstates of CP :

CP \ >= - | A"° >

CP | K° >= - | A'° >

However, it is possible to construct eigenstates of CP :

(<ra -^ —
Äi > ~

'The CP-violstion observed in the neutral kaon System b of O(10"~*) and here disregarded.
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Quark content
/(Jp),5
Mass

Mass Splittings

da, 50%Ä'S,50%A'£
i(Q-), + l

m = (497.672 ± 0.031) MeV
mK. - mK± = (3.995 ± 0.034) MeV

mK, - mfc, - (3.510 ± 0.018) x 1Q~" MeV

with

CP | K° > = | K° >
/fD | tfü ^ | £H) ^O/' l A2 > — — l Äj >

/ff and Ä"£ are distinguished by their decay raodes determined by the eigenvalue of
the CP operator. The K\e decays mainly into two pion states1 and is therefore
identified äs the A'J' "S" Standing for "short-lived". The K° decays solely into a 3
piou System, reducing the available phase-space and therefore the decay rates. The
K\s therefore identified äs the "long-lived" Version A'°.

A.1.2 A properties

Mean life time
Proper life tirae

K® decay mode

77
JT+i
37T0

T = (0.8926 ± 0.0012) x lO
er = 2.676cm

FYaction (Fj/r)

(68.61 ±0.28)%
(31.39 ± 0.28) %

(1.78 ±0.05) x 10-
(2.4 ± 1.2) x 10-'

< 8.5 x HTS

< 3.7 x UTS

(6.68 ±0. 10) x 10-
(4.66 ± 0.10) x IQ'

< 3.2 x lfl-T

< 1.0 x KTS

< 1.1 x IG"*

A
Quark content
l(J"),S
Mass
Mean life time
Proper life time

A decay mode

pir~
nJr°
ny
pr'7
pe'P,
PP'P»

uds

o(D.-i
m = (1115.684±0.006)AfeK
T = (2.632 ± 0.020} x HT1Ds

er = 7.89cm

ftaction (rf/r)
(63.9 ± 0.5) %
(35.8 ± 0.5) %

(1.75 ± 0.15) xlO" 3

(8.4 ± 1.4) x 10-*
(8.32 ± 0.14) x IQ'4
(1.57 ± 0.35) x 10^4

T»ble A.2: Exctrft of A" propertia from (Par96]

Mean life time
Proper life time

KL decay mode

3*°

r = (5. 17 ±0.04} xlO-1 s
er = 15.49m

FVaction (Fj/P)

(2 1.6 ±0.8)%
(12.38±0.21}%
(27.0 ±0.4)%
(38.7 ±0.5}%

T»ble A.l: fiicerpl of the K" ptvpertiei from //>*•«/

'1t is possible to construct 3 pion st»t*s wKb positive CP eigenvalue* for angular momenta / > 0.
However, decays of A"f into such (Utes «re »troogly tuppressed bv »ngular momentum barrier effects.
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ADAMO "Aleph DAta MOdel". Entity-Relationship model for defining tabular
data structures and for manipulating and validating them from analysis
programs.

ALHALO2 PHANTOM routine to identify beam halo muons.

BCAL Barrel CALoriraeter.
CTD Central Tracking Detector.
DESY Deutsches Elektronen Synchrotron. German research Institute in Ham-

burg.
DIS Deep Inelastic Scattering. Scattering processes with large momentum

transfer between the interacting particles.
ELECT5 Analysis routine to reconstruct electrons from the energy depositions in

the UCAL. Part of the PHANTOM library.

EEXOTIC Analysis routine to reconstruct electrons from the energy depositions in
the UCAL. Part of the PHANTOM library.

EVB EVent Builder.
fft Pseudorapidity associated with the scattered quark.

tjmmx Pseudorapidity of most forward energy deposit in UCAL above a
400 MeV energy threshold.

PCAL Forward CALoriraeter.

EVTAKE PHANTOM routine that rejects events on basis of the detector and run-
ning conditions at the time of the data taking.

FLT First Level Trigger.
GFLT Global First Level Trigger.

GSLT Global Second Level Trigger.

HERA Hadron Elektron Ring-Anglage. Electron (positron) proton collider at
DESY.

ISITAMU PHANTOM routine to identify muons in the detector.

LOCAL Analysis routine to reconstruct electrons from the energy depositions in
the UCAL. Part of the PHANTOM library.

LRG events "Large Rapidity Gap" events. In DIS events with rfa^ < 1.5 {no
badronic energy between the proton (remnant) and the current jet).

LUMI LUMInosity detector.
MOZART "MOnte carlo for Zeus Analysis Reconstruction and Trigger". Software

program to simulate ZEUS detector.

NRG events "No Rapidity Gap" events. In DIS events with i^ox > 1.5 (region be-
tween proton remnant and current jet filled with hadronic activity due
tocolour flow).
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PHANTOM "PHysics ANalysis Techniques, Operations and Methods". ZEUS Soft-
ware library for analysis routines.

PMT PhotoMultiplier Tube.

RCAL Rear CALoriraeter.
RG "Rapidity Gap". Interval of (pseudo-) rapidity without hadronic activity

above a energy threshold above 400 AfeV.
RMSPARK PHANTOM routine to reject events which are due to PMT discharges.

SLT Second Level Trigger.

TLT Third Level Trigger.

UCAL "Uraniura CALorimeter". The combination of FCAL,BCAL and RCAL.

VOFIND PHANTOM routine to reconstruct secondary the vertex of a decaying
neutral particle.

VCTPAR ADAMO table containing the parameters of all reconstructed tracks.

VCTRAK ZEUS tracking package to reconstruct the event vertex and the trajecto-
ries of charged particles traversing the inner tracking System.

VCTRHL ADAMO table containing the parameters of all reconstructed tracks
which are associated with the primary event vertex.

VCTVTX ADAMO table containing the pararaeters of the reconstructed event ver-
tex.

VXD Vertex detector.
ZEUS Detector experiment in the south experiraental area of the HERA collider

facility.

ZGANA ZEUS trigger Simulation Software.
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